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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
x

1. Introduction

A Specialist's Meeting on LMFBR Flow-Induced Vibrations was held at

Argonne National Laboratory in the United States. The meeting, which was

sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on the recommenda-

tions of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR), was

attended by seventeen participants from France, the Federal Republic of

Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics, the United States and IAEA. The purpose of the meeting

was to provide, for the first time, a common forum for the exchange of informa-

tion on flow-induced vibration programs of the member countries.

As this was a first meeting, information was sought in the broad areas of

I. Design Criteria and Problem Areas in LMFBR Design

II . Current Design Procedures

III. Ongoing Research

A session was devoted to each of the above topics wherein papers were presented

and discussed followed by open discussions on the session topic. The objectives

of the open discussions were to:

I. Identify, from a review of specific reactor designs, (a) flow induced

vibration problem areas (expected and observed) and their potential

for occurrence, (b) failure modes and associated design criteria,

(c) specific components that are susceptible to flow induced vibration,

and (d) probable excitation mechanisms.

II. Assess the current state-of-the-art in designing to avoid flow induced

vibration with consideration of licensing requirements.

Evaluate existing methods of analysis, testing, and surveillance,

along with their limitations.

III. Identify areas requiring research and review ongoing research

programs relative to these research needs.

Summaries and conclusions were formulated in a question-answer format and

are presented below. The questions were formulated at the beginning of the

meeting and the answers are based upon the papers presented and the open

discussion. A final day was devoted to discussion of the summary statements

after which the recommendations, also presented below, were formulated.

The meeting agenda, list of participants, and list of papers appear in

Appendices I, II, III, respectively. The technical papers are reproduced

elsewhere in this document.

2. Summaries and Conclusions

2.1 Session I - Design Criteria and Problems in LMFBR Design

Is adequate consideration given to flow-induced vibration problems early

enough in the design stage?

The design procedure has changed considerably over the years, with

regard to consideration of flow-induced vibrations. In the past, very

little consideration was given to evaluation of flow-induced vibrations

early in the design phases. The component was designed in order to meet

certain requirements without an assessment of flow-induced vibration

until after the design was completed and, in many cases,the components

fabricated. At that time, if problems occurred, design modifications were

made.

Today the approach is considerably different. An assessment of flow-

induced vibrations is considered early in the design process and is

incorporated with other design procedures. In many cases, model testing

is used to supplement the design process to assure that detrimental

behavior, from a flow-induced vibration point of view, will not occur after

the component is fabricated.

While these procedures attempt to minimize the chance of adverse

performance of components,' concern exists of the ability to extrapolate

analytical design techniques and/or model testing to actual operation of

the plant. Therefore, sodium tests of components and/or vibrational

measurements of components in the reactor system are used to provide addi-

tional assurance.



What are the failure mechanisms?

The major mechanisms which were discussed In this session are fretting,

wear, and fatigue. These failure mechanisms were of primary concern for

assessment of both the steam generator and fuel assemblies. It was not

clear how fretting and wear would change over the lifetime of the reactor

operation and how geometry and stress level changes, caused by fretting

and wear, influence the vibrational behavior. There was concern that the

vibration levels and wear rate may increase with wear. The effects of

random stress caused by vibration, resulting in fatigue, must be combined

with stEess, caused by other loadings, on components.

How are design criteria determined?

The areas that should be carefully considered, from a flow-induced

vibration viewpoint, include areas where sudden changes in velocity occur

due to geometric changes. Separation of structural natural frequency, on

the order of two to three, from postulated frequencies, associated with

vortex shedding, should be attempted to be achieved if possible. Regions

where it is not possible to achieve separation are generally evaluated in

experimental tests. Another criteria is the stress associated with the

vibratory motion caused by the flow. These stresses are combined with

stresses caused by other loads In order to evaluate the adequacy of the

component.

What specific components are susceptible to flow-induced vibration and

therefore, are of most concern to designers?

The components which were most frequently discussed, from a flow-

induced vibration consideration, are the fuel assembly, steam generator,

and to a lesser extent the internals of the reactor. Generally, at this

point in time, it appears that there are not serious vibrations problems

existing in LMFBR fuel assemblies. Concern was expressed about possible

fretting and wear even at low vibration levels. Continued inspection of

the fuel assemblies after use should provide more definitive information

on this concern.

What are the expected excitation mechanisms associated with postulated

problem areas?

The excitation mechanisms include wide band noise, narrow band noise

(including vortex shedding), fluidelastic coupling and coupling between

different structures.

What problems have been observed in non-nuclear development testing?

The problems observed in non-nuclear testing are excessive vibration

and failure of gag (orifice) elements and filters in the reactor. Addi-

tionally, vibration of the steam generator tubing, which might possibly

lead to excessive wear due to fretting, has been observed and is in the

process of being evaluated.

What problems have been observed in operating plants?

No problems in operating LMFBRs were discussed at this meeting. It

should be noted that in the UK Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR), a large

number of vibrational measurements were recorded during commissioning

tests; no excessive vibration was observed. The same conclusion has been

drawn from the French Phenix reactor during operation.

2.2 Session II - Current Design Procedures

What are the present methods for prediction or avoidance of detrimental

flow-induced vibration problems?

The primary methods used are vibration tests:

(a) Full scale and reduced scale model tests are used for reactor

vessel internal components, heat exchangers, and steam generators.

(b) Scale model tests are used for large shell structures.

In hydroelastic models, the dynamic behavior of the structure is simulated.

Purely hydraulic models can be used in conjunction with calculations. The

method is valid if the pressure fluctuation can be measured and there is

no feedback of structure motion to fluid excitation, and sufficient

pressure measurements are made. The tests are usually made with water in

parallel with calculations.

For US, UK, and French reactors, hydroelastic models have been made

in which vibrational response was measured. Satisfactory results have

been obtained. Pressure fluctuation measurements and reactor vessel

response calculations have been made for the Phenix reactor and there is an

incentive to use a purely hydraulic model with calculation in order to

reduce the cost.

Are current methods adequate?

From the experience of presently operating fast reactors, the methods

which have been used have proved to be satisfactory but they are time-

consuming and expensive.



There is no definite licensing requirements for vibration response,

as long as the design can be proved to meet the safety operational limits,

except in the United States and Federal Republic of Germany where pre-

operational and component testing are required for first of a kind reactor

systems.

What confidence exists in the use of state-of-the"art methods for predicting:

(a) component vibrational characteristics? As far as lower structural

vibrational modes and frequencies are concerned satisfactory results can

be obtained if the boundary conditions are properly simulated.

Coupled fluid-structure computer codes have been developed for dynamic

structural calculation. Damping values are very difficult to predict as

well as to measure. Scattered results are frequently observed as a conse-

quence of small modification in the geometry and nonlinear effects.

(b) flow velocity fields? Some computer codes have been developed

to predict flow distribution and mixing phenomena. Turbulence is difficult

to measure in water.

(c) force-excited response? On simple geometries, the forced excited

response can be calculated with an acceptable accuracy if sufficient pressure

fluctuation measurements can be made.

(d) fluidelastic (self excited) response? Self excited response is

most difficult to predict. This fact is due to a lack of understanding

of the mechanisms of the fluid excitation and the dependence of the

phenomena on small details of the structural geometry.

What are the limitations of scale-model and non-nuclear testing? How

serious are these limitations?

The most obvious limitations are that: thermal expansion effects

cannot be fully simulated; and the radiation swelling and bowing are

difficult to model.

In addition, damping can be affected by geometric details, and water

scale model tests cannot simulate all major parameters of a sodium system

simultaneously. These two deficiencies may require a series of tests to

assess the combined effects of the different parameters.

Is the information available in a form that is useful to designers?

Design guides have been generated. They generally deal with simple

and ideal conditions. Even so, care should be exercised to assure correct

interpretation and application.

Many current data have not been put into a usable form for designers.

But, in general, designers do receive guidance for preliminary design

against flow induced vibration problems.

How successful are state-of-the-art methods for vibration surveillance/

monitoring in operating plants? How widespread is the use of such techniques?

Surveillance/monitoring may be necessary for safe operation of reactor

systems. Currently, both remote and in vessel monitoring is conducted

only on selected components where reliable signals can be obtained. How-

ever, there is no established method to interpret the signals for plant

operator action. The successfulness of the method is not yet established

due to the lack of directly applicable experience,

Is information available in the literature sufficiently developed, verified,

and applicable to allow for preparation of a design handbook?

Many reported results are of limited application. This is due to

the large number of variables that can affect the response of fluid induced

vibrations. Sufficient verification of information for reduction to the

form of a design guide has been accomplished only for a limited number of

simple geometries and ideal flow conditions.

2.3 Session III - Ongoing Research Programs in LMFBR Design

What are the areas requiring future research?

Delegates were asked to state which, in their opinions, were features

that required further research, resulting in those outlined in the following

six paragraphs.

1. Much more needs to be known about flow distributions, turbulence

and the associated pressure fluctuations for practical fluidelastic systems

as opposed to some of the simplified geometries used hitherto for basic

research. This would require the definition of three dimensional forcing

functions and their spatial correlation, and applies for fuel assembly,

steam generator, and reactor internal flows.

2. Damping mechanisms and values should be more clearly understood.

3. Considering the analytical uncertainties, scale modeling is

frequently resorted to at present. A clearer understanding of scaling

problems, including the translation of water results to sodium, should be

pursued.

4. In the long term, analytical techniques should be developed to a

degree sufficient to make the construction of expensive scale models



unnecessary. These would be based on a more complete understanding of the

structure of fluid flow.

5. More appropriate wear and fatigue data should be obtained to allow

a more accurate definition of critical vibration amplitudes of reactor

components excited by fluid flow.

6. Surveillance techniques should be developed such that adverse

vibration conditions in operational reactors can be detected with the minimum

amount of instrumentation.

Each participant at the meeting was asked to list the paragraph topics

in order of priority. The table below gives the number of delegates

ranking each topic at the priority shown.

Topic

1

2

3

4

5

6

Order of Priority

1st

6

0

2

1

1

1

2nd

3

1

r-i

3

4

1

3rd

1

4

3

2

1

2

4th

1

1

4

2

1

1

5 th

1

2

1

2

3

3

6th

0

3

1

2

1

4

The general opinion was that the pace of advancement of state-of-the-

art knowledge was inadequate, primarily because of the lack of financial

resources and manpower.

3. Recommendations

(b) The measurement and prediction of velocity distributions,

pressure fields, and forces for typical LMFBR components

and flow fields;

(c) Prediction of flow-induced structural response;

(d) Flow-induced vibration scale model testing; and

(e) Pre- and post-operational vibration monitoring of flow-induced

vibration.

Either separate meetings should be held on each topic, or in the case

of a single meeting the papers and delegates should be divided Into

smaller separate groups to maximize detailed considerations. This would

allow for the exchange of specific finished techniques, methods, and

analytical programs employed in investigations, as well as the results.

Further a listing of symbols employed and use of the metric system in

all papers presented should be required In order to facilitate better

communication.

2. The meeting participants encourage member countries to include

specific information on fluid forcing functions and fluid and

structural damping in their reporting of prototype or model test

results and analysis. Such data is scarce in the available literature.

4

1. The participants agreed that subsequent meetings on flow-induced

vibrations would be useful for the purpose of providing a forum

for more in depth discussion of many of the topics identified in

the first meeting:

(a) The prediction of fatigue life, wear, and fretting for flow

induced vibrations of LMFBR components;
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Fast Reactor Flow Induced Vibration with Particular Reference to PFR and

Conceptual CDFR Design by A. E. Collinson, United Kingdom.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes development work and basic design criteria

as applied to vibration induced by fluid flow for the United Kingdom

LMPER programme. Possible harmful effects that could result from

excessive vibration levels are highlighted with the associated exci-

tation mechanisms. Instances of flow—induced vibration encountered

in development models and in PFR are described.

Basic design requirements and the overall philosophy are con—

sidered with respect to PFR and notional CDPRs.

Ongoing research objectives are outlined giving some insight

into the broad strategy involved. Finally, details are given con-

cerning projects presently in progress along with more long term

proposals.

11 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC PFR DESIGN

1. Design Objectives

a. The reactor is fuelled with plutonium and uranium oxides contained

in multi—pin assemblies with stainless steel cladding.

b. The reactor is of the pool design, the primary circuit and associ-

ated components (core, intermediate heat exchanger, pumps, refuel-

ling equipment etc) being contained within a single tank.

c. PFR is sodium cooled with an intermediate sodium circuit, both

primary and secondary circuits having mechanical pumps. The steam

generators have a single wall separating the sodium and water

sides. Steam is supplied to the turbines at 516—566 C at a pres-

sure of 15.9Jffl/m2.

d. Refuelling is off-load.

The main performance parameters are shown in the table below.

General Performance

Thermal output

Gross electrical output

Het electrical output

Net station efficiency

Primary and Secondary Circuits

600MW(h) Core inlet temperature

270MW(e) Core outlet temperature

254MW(e) Flow through core and breeder 2920kgs*

42.3$ Total flow for three 292Okgs"'
secondary circuits

400°C

562°C i!
co;
co;



Fuel and, Breeder sub-assemblies
Qf godiuin i

No of pins per sub-assembly 325 reactor vessel

Outside diameter of fuel can 5.84mm Weight of sodium in
_ . . . . n,. secondary circuits

Length of fuel in core pin 914mm

Total number of sub-assemblies 78 s + e a m pig^

No of radial breeder sub- 51 S t e a m temperature at HP
assemblies a n d I p T S V s

No of radial breeder reflector 81
sub-assemblies steaffl g u r e a t

919 tonne

226 tonne

516°C

1 5. 9 Mn/ m
2

(i6i.7kg/cm)Weight of mixed oxide 4.1 tonne
fuel in core

Weight of 239-PU02 1«1 tonne
equivalent in core

2. Primary Circuit (see Pig 1)

The arrangement of components within the main reactor tank was deter-

mined after a detailed consideration of various alternative layouts. The

primary vessel is of 12.7mm thick stainless steelj 12.2m in diameter and

15.2m deep; it is enclosed in a close fitting thermally insulated leak

jacket and both tank and jacket are suspended in a concrete vault from a

support structure spanning the vault. This structure^usually referred to

as the 'reactor roofff also carries the primary circuit components, thereby

eliminating any penetration of the tank below the sodium coolant level and

ensuring the highest possible integrity against loss of coolant. In the

centre of the roof is a rotating shield, carrying the refuelling machine.

Within the tank is the diagrid support structure. The diagrid itself

carries the fuel, breeder and reflector sub-assemblies, which are surrounded

by neutron shield rods mounted on the support structure. Outside the shield

and also resting on the support structure is the reactor jacket, which

extends almost the full depth of the tank. The upper part of the jacket

contains three pairs of fpods* in which the six intermediate heat exchangers

are contained. The jacket is insulated because it separates the hot sodium

leaving the core from the cooler sodium leaving the heat exchangers. The

gaps between the pairs of pods provide space for the three primary sodium

circulating pumps.

The heat exchangers are of counter—flow shell and tube type, with the

primary sodium flowing through the tubes. They are supported from flanged

plugs in the reactor roof and are removable for maintenance. The secondary

sodium, on the shell side, enters and leaves the heat exchangers by pipes

passing through the roof plugs.

The pumps are mechanical with a vertical shaft driven by a motor

mounted above the roof. They also are carried on flanged plugs and can be

removed. The main objectives of the design were to provide a simple, rugged Q

and reliable pump of minimum diameter, since the pump diameter is an import-

ant factor in determining the size of the reactor tank; these considerations

led to the adoption of a double entry centrifugal type.

The pump shaft has an oil—lubricated bearing at the upper end, above

the roof shielding, but the bottom bearing is lubrioated by sodium injected

from the pump output. A flywheel incorporated in the motor gives the pumps

high inertia and hence an extended run-down time in the event of a loss of

power.

The design was confirmed, and to some extent influenced, by prolonged

tests on a prototype pump running in sodium at reactor temperature.

The pumps draw coolant from the pool of sodium in the main tank and

deliver it downwards through a valve to pipes which feed it to the diagrid.

Prom there it flows upwards through the core and breeder assemblies, pick-

ing up heat. The hot sodium rises inside the reactor jacket and flows over

the inner lips of the heat exchanger pods into the heat exchangers, where

heat is transferred to the secondary sodium. Prom the heat exchangers the

sodium, now much cooler, flows from the outer lips of the pods into the

part of the tank outside the reaotor jacket and back into the pool. Thus

the heat exchangers are independent of the pumps and will continue to

function even if one of the pumps fails.
*

3. Core Structure (Fig 2)

To increase the breeding of new fissile material, the core of enriched

fuel, is completely surrounded axially and radially by breeder elements and

the radial breeder in turn is surrounded by a steel refleotor. The core,

breeder and reflector are all made up of sub-assemblies, 3.8im long, of

identical hexagonal cross—section, 142mm across the flats. The diagrid

supports a number of carriers, each of which has a central 'leaning post*.

Apart from six around the periphery, corresponding to the smaller holes in

the diagrid, each leaning post is surrounded by six sub-assemblies which

are tilted slightly inwards and spring—loaded against the post. This

ensures rigidity of the core. Some of the central tubes act as guides for

the control and shut—off rods while others contain experimental assemblies

or instruments.

The core consists of two zones containing fuel of different enriohments

to assist in achieving a more uniform neutron flux. The inner zone can

acoommodate 30 sub-assemblies in which the enrichment is about 20$; the

outer zone has spaces for 48 sub—assemblies and their enriohment is about

Design studies on commercial fast reactors have indicated that the



economic optimum for the breeding zone is provided by three rows of radial

•breeder sub-assemblies. Detailed physics information is being obtained by

providing this amount on two sides of the core hexagon. Round the rest of

the core there will be a single row of breeder sub-assemblies.

The standard fuel sub-assembly contains 325 fuel pins, 5.84mm in dia-

meter and about 2.25m long, enclosed in a stainless steel wrapper and sup-

ported at intervals by grids. The stainless steel pins contain a 914mm

length of fuel in the form of pellets of mixed plutonium and uranium oxide.

Axial breeding is provided by uranium oxide pellets, giving lengths of

102mm above the fuel and 457mm below it. Additional breeding above the fuel

is provided by a cluster of 19 separate pins, about 19mm in diameter, known

as *mixer pins*; these are located above the fuel pins and serve also as a

mixing device for the coolant. They ensure that representative samples are

obtained at the top of the sub-assembly for temperature measurements and the

detection of damaged pins. The total weight of mixed oxide fuel in the core

is 4.1 tonnes.

The 51 radial breeder sub-assemblies consist of clusters of 85 stain-

less steel pins 13.5mm in diameter containing depleted uranium oxide, with

mixer pins at the top as in the fuel sub-assemblies.

To reduce radiation levels in the outer part of the main tank and

particularly at the intermediate heat exchangers, shielding is provided

round the reflector consisting of a row of steel rods with six rows of

graphite-filled steel tubes outside them, carried on the support structure

round the diagrid.

The method of refuelling was considered at the design study stage and

it was decided to adopt off—load refuelling in view of the additional com-

plexity and cost involved in an on-load refuelling system. A rotating

shield is provided in the reactor roof to carry the refuelling machine,

whioh has a charge ohute on extensible arms and a fuel transfer rotor within

the main tank, which can be loaded and unloaded when the reactor is in oper-

ation* A combination of rotation of the roof shield and extension of the

charge machine arms enables any sub-assembly position in the core, radial

breeder and reflector to be selected. The sub-assembly is withdrawn and

deposited in a carrier in the transfer rotor, from which a new sub-assembly

is taken and loaded in its place. The discharged sub-assemblies can be

stored in the rotor submerged in the reactor sodium pool for a cooling

period or until they are required for post—irradiation examination.

4. Secondary Circuit (see Pig3)

The secondary circuit ensures the complete physical separation of the

steam generators from the reactor and from the radioactive primary coolant.

It oonsists of three separate loops, eaoh loop being connected to two inter-

mediate heat exchangers. After passing through an isolating valve the hot

sodium flow is shared between superheater and reheater sections of the steam

generators and then recombined to pass through the evaporator section. Prom

the evaporator it is returned to the intermediate heat exchanger by a secon-

dary mechanical pump through expansion tanks and a further isolating valve.

The steam generators each consist of three separate units of super-

heater, reheater and evaporator. The general arrangement is similar in all

nine units, though there are dimensional differences. The hot sodium enters

at the bottom and flows upwards through a central duct. At the top of the

duot the sodium flows down an inner annulus which contains the return limbs

of the l>-tubes carrying the steam. When it reaches the bottom the sodium

flow is again turned upwards through an outer annulus containing the other

limbs of the TMrubes. The sodium then emerges through ports into an outlet

header. Annular inlet and outlet headers at the top of the unit deliver and

collect the steam, which then passes to the turbine.

The ability to operate fast reactors at a high enough temperature to

provide steam of a suitable quality for the most modern turbines enables a

conventional 300 MW machine to be used. It is a 3000rpm tandem machine with

one high pressure, one intermediate pressure and two double-flow low pressure

cylinders. Steam conditions at the stop valve are 15.9;MN/m (23O0psi) and

538°C (1OOO°P) with single re-heat to 516°C (96O°P).

5. Conceptual CDFR (Fig 4)

A conceptual CDFR (Commercial Demonstration Past Reactor) design

with a nominal power output of 1300 MW electrical has been produced by

the Nuclear Power Company Limited. The reactor is a pool—type similar

to PPR, the main objectives being to aohieve high availability and

safety standards. The reactor tank is approximately twice the diameter

of that for PPR with about 5 times the coolant flow rate. The primary

circuit is similar to that for PFR except that the core and 8 inter-

mediate heat exchangers are enclosed in a free standing tank dis-

pensing with the PFR type of heat exchanger tray. The basic details

of the primary flow circuit which is powered by 6" pumps, will be

finalised following development work using models operating in water.

A2 EFFECTS, OP EXCESSIVE VIBRATION ON REACTOR COMPONENTS

For most cases of flow induced vibration possible detrimental effects

would be expected to be mainly limited to an environment local to the source



of excitation. However, coupled modes of vibration should also be con-

sidered where a component at risk does not experience direct flow induced

vibration but is excited via a structure connected with another which is

exoited by flow. In assessing a reactor system for the effects of flow

induced vibration consideration should be given to

i. Excitation of specific components

ii. Coupled vibrations, involving the complete primary or

secondary circuits.

In PFR the ooolant sodium pool is oontained within the primary vessel.

Exoessive levels of vibration could lead to over-stressing and failure of

welds resulting in sodium leakage. This could then impair the effectiveness

of the vessel's thermal insulation and place the burden of containment of

the primary active sodium onto the leak jacket.

2. Roof with Suspended Pumps and Intermediate Heat Exchangers

The reactor roof supports three pumps, three heat exchangers and the

rotating shield with its suspended above-core-structure. Coupled oscillations

with low damping coefficients could result in high amplitudes for any of these

components. This in turn could lead to rattling of pumps or heat exchangers

within their seating jointsj high fluctuating stress particularly in the

sodium pipework connected to these units, transmission of vibration to the

diagrid and core, vibration of the above core structure and damage to the

roof structure which could prejudice operation of the rotating shield or

removal of a pump or heat exchanger.

3. Core and Jiagrid

Overall core vibrations may be transmitted through the diagrid to the

diagrid support structure which carries the weight of the core and the sur-

rounding neutron shield and is connected to the roof. It is of fundamental

importance that these components should not experience excessive vibration

levels. Again the possibility of coupled vibration with the primary vessel

or other roof mounted items should be considered. Failure of any of these

major supports would be of extremely serious consequence.

4. Fuel Assemblies (Fig 2.)

High fuel assembly vibration amplitudes could impair reactor control

due to reactivity fluctuation and noise and increase insertion times for

oontrol rods or cause damage to seating faces or wrapper distortion due to

impacting.

Vibration of fuel pins within the wrapper could lead to overstressing

of can walls or rattling between the pins and retaining grids giving can wall

wear or surface deformation. In either case the potential fuel lifetime

would be diminished.

Recessive vibration of the meshes of flow control gags or filters lead-

ing to their break—up would result in debris entering the fuel assembly flow

channels causing partial blockage; the seriousness would depend on the

extent of the blockage.

5« Above Core Structure (Fig 5 )

The above core structure locates the control rod shroud tubesf the

refuelling machine and the shielding plug for the charge machine access

route and various core monitoring instruments. It is vital to the safe

operation of the reactor that no failure of the control—rod support

structure or motion of the control rod shroud tubes which could prevent an

emergency shut down should occur. The integrity of this structure ranks

very highly in the overall reactor safety assessment. Situated directly

above the core discharge, flow excitement of significant levels might be

expected.

6. Pumps and Pipework

Pump initiated vibration can excite the reactor roof, diagrid support

structure and high pressure pipework. Large vibration amplitudes of the

high pressure pipework in combination with poor support could result in

overstressing and fracture, particularly of welds. A failure of this

nature could lead to loss of core coolant with the associated safety

problems.

7. Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX)

Vibration of this unit as a whole would contribute to the general low

frequency fed into the reactor system, with the possibility of coupled

vibration with other large components. Failure of a tube due to over-

stressing of tube—plate welds or wear at grids would lead to contamination

of the secondary circuit with active primary sodium which could possibly

contain fission products.

8. Secondary Circuit

Any secondary steam generating unit tube failure would result in a

sodium-Hater (steam) reaction requiring immediate shut-down of the system.

Large vibration amplitudes of the connecting pipework could lead to weld,

pipe or adjacent vessel wall fatigue and failure.
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9. Miscellaneous

PFR has several instrumentation tubes, thermocouple pockets, level

indicators etc. which project into flowing sodium, some of which are long

and slender. Failure of these components would not only result in the loss

of the instrument contained but could lead to detached debris falling into

the reactor pool causing potential obstruction or damage to other components.

A3 MECHANISMS FOR FLCW MDUCED VIBRATION

Several flow excitation mechanisms have been considered to be relevant

to a pool type of LMFBR. In general more than one mechanism is applicable

to a specific component, those most likely to give operational problems

being assessed either theoretically or using models prior to reactor operation.

Principal sources of flow excitation and associated detrimental conditions

are outlined below with reactor components to which they apply.

1. Secondary Flow and Flow Entrainment

There is a wide range of flow geometries where the flow induces strong

secondary currents with the entrainment of side flow into the principal flow.

This occurs for flow steps, sudden expansions, entry regions, sharp changes

of flow direction, mixing regions etc. Vibration can be induced either from

a direct reaction on surrounding walls due to inertial effects or indirectly

from the subsequent interaction of the large eddies produced as they pass

downstream. Of particular importance are cases where fluid rotations with

a narrow band frequency characteristic are induced, as resonant pipe-wall }

etc,conditions can occur. In general this type of flow increases background

fluid turbulence levels which in turn enhance broad band excitation.

Reactor regions where this can occur are:

High pressure pipework: secondary flow at inlet or band regions.

Diagrid and fuel element carriers: the distribution of coolant requires

step flow changes through entrance ports, pipe exits, confined spaces

etc, with the establishment of secondary flow patterns and eddies.

Above core structure: resulting from fuel assembly discharge jets and

sideways deflection of main core flow by the above core baffle.

IHX: entry and discharge.

Steam generator units: entry and exit regions and in particular in the

vicinity of U bends.

Filter units: poorly supported full flow or fuel assembly filter mesh

sited adjacent to secondary flows.

2. Switching and Instability of Jets

The division and recombination of flows in the form of jets has inherent

forms of instability which can result in the excitement of vibration of 11

either a random or periodic nature. This phenomenon is of particular import-

ance for the flow discharge from the fuel assemblies which can be considered

as flexible tubes with a relatively low range of natural frequencies. Low

frequency excitation resulting from the interaction of the discharge jets

can result in significant movement of fuel assemblies associated with

reactivity fluctuation or mechanical damage. The situation is further com-

plicated by the wide range of possible core flow, velocity gradients across

the core and the influence of control rod shroud tubes and their associated

structure above the core.

3» Cross—flow Induced Eddy Shedding

Cross—flow induced eddy shedding is the mechanism which is most likely

to cause high vibration amplitudes and component failure should resonant

conditions occur. Narrow band excitation can occur for both fundamental

and harmonic frequencies and cases have been reported where there was a

significant vibration response for excitation at sub-multiples of the funda-

mental. Lock—on phenomena and strong eddy shedding coherence over surfaces

of responding bodies are undesirable features which oocur for cross—flow.

Eddy shedding resonance is a potential problem for almost any body in

the reactor system experiencing cross-flow, whether at right-angles or obli-

quely. Typical positions of occurrence are:

Control rod shroud tubes, Reynolds numbers being typically ~1O . Angles

of incidence vary from 0-90 as the core flow is deflected sideways

towards the neutron shield bank.

Intermediate and secondary circuit heat exchangers: all units experience

cross-flow at right-angles with ReMO .

Instrument tubes and thimbles: long units are exposed to flow at a wide

range of flow velocities and angles of incidence.

Miscellaneous items: all struts, grids, support bars, filters, wire

meshes etc. should be assessed with regard to the possibility of eddy

shedding resonance.

4. Fluid Elastic Vibration

Fluid elastic vibration is possible for groups of closely spaced tubes

in cross—flow conditions, particularly where local velocity is high and

damping coefficients low. It is an insidious phenomenon in that at a critical

condition vibration amplitudes can suddenly become large without prior warning,

requiring careful testing for its simulation. This mode of excitation could

be present in badly designed heat exchangers (intermediate or secondary) where



the velocity is above the critical value given by the Connors coefficient for

the relevant geometryo

5. Turbulence Induced Vibration

The broad band energy source contained in fluid turbulence and eddy

structure causes universal flow induced vibration, but is most important

for relatively slender bodies subjected to high flow velocities. Reactor

regions where this is important are:

Fuel pin assemblies, parallel flow

Heat exchanger bundles

Supply pipework

Thin shells.

6. Buffetting by Eddies

This category is often a consequence of secondary flows and can be

considered as a special form of turbulence. Structural response is greatest

if the buffetting rate is not random and there is a high energy content at

natural vibration frequencies.. Its significance is greatest for thin shells,

or flimsy items such as filter meshes, and heat exchanger tubes.

7. Miscellaneous Sources

Other sources of vibration excitation though being transmitted by fluid

do not strictly qualify as being flow induced. Acoustic sources and pressure

fluctuations originating from pumps fall into this category. However, this

type of excitement can add to the effects of direct flow induced sources and

should be considered in conjunction with them.

A4 MEASUREMENTS OF FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION

Instances of flow induced vibration are described which were encountered

during the development of reactor components and the endorsement of final

designs. In addition measurements made during reactor commissioning are out-

lined.

DEVELOPMENT AND ENDORSEMENT

1. Fuel Pin Vibration

Vibration tests on simulated fuel pins 5.8mm dia mounted in a hexa-

gonal array through honeycomb grids have been carried out for parallel

flow in water.- The span was varied up to 1.2m with water flows corres-

ponding to a maximum channel velocity of lOm/sec between grids. Vibration

amplitudes were monitored using strain gauges, the largest mid-span

amplitude recorded being about J;1.1mm for 1.2m span. In general the ampli—

tudes were in good agreement with the correlations given by PaidoussisC1).

Vibration amplitudes for PFR conditions were less than +4Otim.

2. Fuel Element Vibration

A full scale test rig was operated in water containing six dummy fuel

assemblies grouped round a control rod guide tube (leaning post) mounted

on a simulated reactor design of fuel element carrier (see Fig 6 ) . The

basic unit was surrounded by 12 dummy tubes positioned such that the fuel

assembly discharge jets were adjacent to simulated jets and not the test-

section wall. Control rod shroud tubes were included downstream of the

fuel assemblies such that their full environment was as close as possible

to the reactor geometry.

The fuel assemblies were instrumented with proximity probes to allow

measurement of relative vibration. The signals were frequency analysed

and. treated to give absolute velocities of motion. The rig was run at

flows up to simulated reactor full—flow conditions. Maximum absolute

vibration amplitudes were ~ 80n.m rms or ~ 5OCvnn peak-to-peak. At 3 Hz

the 6 elements moved as a group, movement in pairs occurred at 5 and 7 Hz

whereas individual movement was at 10 Hz. These figures should be compared

with the reactor commissioning results described later.

3. Filter Vibration

a. Full Flow Filter

A half scale model of the full-flow filter downstream of a pump was

tested in water (Fig 7 ) . It was found that eddies broke away inter-

mittently from the recirculating flow between the inlet pipes and passed

into the adjacent filter port. This resulted in a panting motion of an

early filter design produced as the eddies buffetted a poorly supported

mesh surface. The rate of buffetting was proportional to the inlet velocity

being typically ~ 2 Hz for simulated reactor conditions. The filter was

redesigned with a much better decree c \ :::•.? ah nuppovt ,?.s it was considered

that the original design would have been prone to fatigue failure.

b. Fuel Assembly Filter

A similar problem was encountered for the filter on fuel assembly

inlet spikes (see Fig 2), eddies being generated due to the entry of

coolant flow from one side of the carrier unit. Again strengthening of

the mesh support was necessary to resist the buffetting effect of these eddies.

4. Vibration of Wire Mesh Elements

In an early design of pressure dropping element for fuel assemblies



wire meshes were brazed to support rings as shown in Pig 8(a). The ring

diameter was "•' 100mm with wire mesh ~ 1mm thick. Under test conditions

loud acoustic whistles were emitted by the elements, the frequency varying

in stops with flow. Investigation revealed that eddy shedding from the

wire meshes was locking on to the support ring ovalling vibration modes

and surface membrane modes on the mesh (see Fig8(b)). For each funda-

mental frequency observed the peak amplitude occurred at a constant ratio

of flow to frequency: harmonics were also generated.

In an endurance test this vibration phenomenon led to cracking and

ultimate fracture of wires close to where they were attached to the rings.

It was concluded that the failure was due to fatigue and vibratory tests

showed that failure under reactor conditions could have occurred for as

few as 10' cycles. A subsequent design in which meshes are mechanically

clamped between support plates has not exhibited this vibration effect.

5. Vibration Tests of Intermediate Heat Exchanger

It was not possible to calculate vibration amplitudes due to lack

of reliable data concerning such features as flow distribution, dimension-

less eddy shedding frequencies, force coefficients, degree of force

coherence etc. Fig 9 shows a schematic arrangement, tubes being mainly

straight with an expansion bend, supported on alternate sides by corrugated

grids. The principal source of flow excitation is at the cross—flow regions

at inlet and outlet.

Natural frequencies and vibration mode shapes were determined by

vibrating a typical tube in a static bench rig. In order to simulate

reactor conditions a 90 sector was constructed at full scale to operate

in water, the correct geometry being faithfully simulated. The model

could be operated with the correct relative ratios of eddy—shedding to

natural frequency and flow force to tube stiffness, for which the

Reynolds number was about 60$ of reactor value. The model could be over-

run at up to twice the nominal equivalent reactor volume flow. Tube

vibration was monitored using strain gauges or accelerome-ters which could

be pushed through the tubes. The model flow distribution and pressure

drop were extensively measured.

Recorded vibration levels were very low. The maximum tube dis-

placement was only 80p.ni (at the expansion bends) for 100$ over—running

on velocity, at a frequency ~ 50 Hz, the fundamental for the tube. No

resonances were observed at any point of the flow range and it was con-

cluded that amplitudes for simulated reactor conditions were considerably

less than 40nm. Even allowing for possible reduced damping in the

reactor the vibration levels would be satisfactory.

6. Above Core Structure

a. Model Tests

The PFR above core structure was developed following a series of

tests o-f models at various scales resulting in the geometry shown on Fig5.

Initially both the flow deflection baffle and antivibration grid were

absent, control rod shroud tubes (CRST) being cantilevered from the roof.

The flow deflection baffle was included to prevent free surface instability

due to the interaction of the core discharge jet which did not diffuse

sufficiently in the axial distance available. The baffle was developed

on a model 0.06 scale and simulated in more detail on a full reactor header

model at 0«2 soale. This model was also used to model CRST vibration, and

it was soon found that additional support was required,. The antivibration

grid (AVG) is cantilevered from the baffle by braced support struts and is

a deep hexagonal lattice against which the CRSTs are sprung with a diametral

clearance of about 0.75mm.

Vibration characteristics of a full scale CRST were measured using

a water model. Analysis of the results showed that a CRST at the centre

of the reactor would experience a force of about J^ON with damping of

3$ critical: forces on other CRSTs would be proportional to the local

incident core dynamic head. The predicted CRST vibration amplitude was

about +p.2mm at 30 Hz.

b. Tests on Reactor Geometry

The complete reactor above core structure was mounted in a tower

and excited with vibrators prior to installation in the reactor in order

to determine vibration frequencies, modes and damping values. It was

assumed that the peak net force on the assembly was ~ 400N, ie that all

the forces on the CRSTs and adjacent structure could be in phase. Motion

was monitored with accelerometers and strain gauges were placed at

strategic positions where the highest stresses could be expected. In air

the peak amplitudes for the structure were significantly less than 1mm

for jfiOOS with peak stress about 2MW/m'-. The principal resonances were at

4 and 5 Hz and damping 3$ of critical.

There was quite good agreement between measured vibration frequencies

of AVG and CRSTs and those computed using the basic programme FRAMES.

Calculation of amplitudes was not possible as no information was available

to allow accurate definition of damping values.
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It was concluded that reactor vibration levels should be lower in

the reactor as it is unlikely that all forces on the CRSTs and adjacent

supports could be coherent, a random excitation being most probable. In

addition immersion in fluid would lead to increased damping.

REACTOR COMMISSIONING

7. Fuel Assembly Vibration

The relative and absolute motion of a group of dummy fuel assemblies

mounted on a central carrier was measured using instrumentation suspended

from a simulated control rod shroud tube designed to operate at temperatures

up to 400°C in sodium. The instrument package and test area was similar

to that of the water test described in Section 2.

At full flow conditions vibration was detected at 1, 4 and 10 Hz

with maximum amplitudes of 0.2mm rms or 1.2mm peak to peak. There were

significant differences between vibration modes exhibited in the reactor

as compared with the water test: for example there was strong evidence

of oscillation at < 2 Hz in the reactor which did not occur in the model.

The higher reactor amplitude (times 2.5) was attributed to a combination

of different damping, geometric effects and instrument error. The vibra—

tion modes excited are sensitive to geometry. At about 4 Hz all assemblies

moved in phase, pairs exhibited coupled motion at 5 and 7 Hz whereas

individual motion took place at 10 Hz, At very low frequencies a complex

motion with adjacent assemblies in antiphase could occur.

8. Secondary Circuit

Vibrations of tubes in the superheater, reheater and evaporator were

measured when these units were commissioned in water for various flow

rates with the maximum corresponding to full speed pump operation. Accelero-

meter and strain-gauge probes were traversed down a representative sample

of tubes, the signals being recorded on magnetic tape.

The highest stress levels were recorded for the superheater (Pig 3,

which has 16mm 0/Dia tube with spans up to 1520mm) the maximum being

~ 900psi. The total spread of mid-span vibration levels was about an order

of magnitude. The fundamental (lowest) frequency of 23 Hz corresponded

to a laboratory test—rig frequency of 20 Hz in water. It was not possible

to estimate damping values and vibration amplitudes at grids could not be

reliably determined as signals were of a similar amplitude to background noise.

Lower stresses were recorded for evaporator and reheater: the

reheater stresses were less than lOOpsi and for many tubes the vibration

level was too low to record.

It is possible that these measurements do not relate directly to

performance in sodium as differential expansion of the hot and cold tube

legs will result in changes of effective tube support. It would also be

expected that the reactor performance should change with time due to

relaxation of tube stresses.

9. Structural Vibration

Over 100 sodium strain gauges have been included in the PFR primary

circuit, being situated on the reactor tank, jacket and insulation;

pump and non return valve casing; primary pipework; diagrid support

structure; above core structure; IHX; and fuelling apparatus. High

temperature accelerometers were attached at positions where it was import-

ant to monitor displacement.

Measurements were taken during commissioning at ~ 250 C for various

flow rates up to the design maximum, behaviour during run-*up and down of

pumps and with one secondary circuit off—line also being recorded.

In most cases instrument output did not exceed background noise

level and no dangerous stress levels or vibration amplitudes were

recorded for any of the above conditions. Stresses were < 3MN/m

(400psi) with no amplitudes of vibration above a few thousandths of an

inch. Only very minor resonances were discovered, being associated

with low stress levels.

The general low level of vibration of the primary circuit can be

ascribed to the broad—band nature of input energy, with a lack of co-

herence between forcing functions, and the absence of strong resonance

or self induced vibration.

B CURRENT DESIGN PROCEDURES

B.1 DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The basic design objectives are that operational vibration should

satisfy the following requirements:

i. Fluctuating stress amplitude to be acceptable,

ii. Fretting and rubbing damage should not seriously weaken any

component during its design lifetime,

iii. The control and safety of the reactor are not impaired at any

time.

For all cases where vibration levels have been assessed (including the

flow induced component) results were considered in the light of these

objectives, design modifications being effected where there was not a

sufficient margin of safety.
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i. Fluctuating Stress

Much of the stress analysis for PPR was carried out using the ASME

code case 1331-4: the updated code case 1592-9 is being applied to CDPR

work. Briefly,static stresses inoluding mechanical, stress raising and

thermal effects are estimated and are super-imposed with fluctuating

stress using an allowance for the creep interaction to define fatigue

lifetimes. Margins of safety used are as required by the codes.

ii. Vibration Induced Wear

Prediction of wear rates is important particularly for steam gener-

ator tubes where failure would result in a sodium-Hater reaction. Damage

can be caused by impact fretting or rubbing of tubes within grids or tube

collision. Ideally it is required to

i. Define relative motion between wearing surfaces in terms of

frequency, amplitude angle and kinetic energy of impact.

ii. Apply appropriate wear coefficients to determine the rate of

metal loss and evaluate the margin to failure.

At present it is not possible to perform either of these stages with any

degree of certainty. Little is known about the orbits of motion of tubes

within practical heat exchangers and as a result tribologists have per-

formed simplified materials tests with only steady rubbing or regular

impacting with simple modes of tube motion, the widest range of experimental

wear rates applying for the impacting situation.

Wear rates have been calculated for existing PPR heat exchangers

using both the classical Archard type of wear law and energy methods, but

the uncertainties of the available input data lead to a very wide spread

of possible tube life, ranging from a few to hundreds of years.

iiio Reactor Safety

The safe operation of control rods could be effected by excessive

vibration of control rod shroud and guide tubes. It is important to assess

movement of control rods relative to the core. This involves estimating

the motion of the diagrid, fuel assembly-control rod guide tuba unit,

control rod shroud tube and reactor roof. At no time should the peak

relative amplitude of motion exceed the alignment tolerance for control

rod insertion. The control rods should not interfere with their guides

to give juddering motions which could delay their downwards motion in the

event of an emergency shut-down.

Coherent vibrational motion of fuel assemblies can result in

reactivity fluctuation which could trip the control rods. It was required

for PFR that stteh- ftocrtuation should not exceed j$. The most serious type

of fuel assembly vibration would be where all units move simultaneously

radially inwards or outwards: however, there is no evidenoe of this

occurring for PPR.

B2 THEORETICAL ASSESSMENT OF VIBRATION PERFORMANCE

For all cases were flow induced vibration was a potential problem a

theoretical assessment was made of vibration amplitude response to deter-

mine whether the criteria outlined in B1 wtf. satisfied. A typical route

was as follows.

i. Determine flow velocities, distributions and Reynolds numbers,

Re.

ii. Relate Re and geometry to test and literature data to obtain the

magnitude and frequency spectrum of force coefficients and

evaluate coherence levels.

iii. Calculate natural structure frequencies and mode shapes, including

added mass effects; then assess the possibility of resonance.

Determine transfer functions.

iv. Apply the calculated forcing function to the transfer function

assuming a range of damping values.

v. Compute fluctuating stress levels and wear rates, consider

reactor control and safety aspects.

In many of the initial reactor calculations it was found that data

available was far from sufficient for stages (i), (ii) and (iii), prompting

many of the development test programmes that were carried out prior to

reactor construction. In particular flow distribution, foroe coefficients

and damping factors gave difficulty and wear rates available were very

approximate.

B3 TEST PHILOSOPHY

A major portion of the PFR flow induced vibration development programme

has been carried out using large hydraulic test models. These were baoked

up by theoretical analysis and a series of smaller complimentary experi-

mental tests.

Initial theoretical work pin—pointed possible critical regions or

areas where reliable results could not be obtained due to a lack of basic

data or knowledge concerning flow patterns. Hydraulic models with scales

up to full size were constructed to investigate, using water, behaviour in

these sensitive regions and to endorse the theoretical findings relating to

the correct safe reactor operation* Additional less comprehensive tests

were carried out to assist in the interpretation of results and to gain a

better understanding of the processes involvedo Typical were:
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Tests to obtain 'basic data with simplified geometries,

Individual tests of small components in isolation,

Zero—flow vibration tests in air and water to determine basic modes

and frequencies of vibration.

Reactor commissioning and permanent instrumentation was partly

determined from model tests, with the following objectives:

Instrument components whose integrity affects reactor safety,

Monitor regions where model test interpretation was uncertain,

Examine vibration amplitudes of major components even though very

low levels were predicted.

A similar procedure is being adopted for CDPR design. However the

relative emphasis which should be applied to theoretical assessment, basic

development, comprehensive scale modelling and instrumentation of the

reactor is being re-appraised. Questions which need to be answered are:

How much confidence can be placed in theoretical vibration models of

complex hydraulic structures?

What is the optimum scale for overall models of reactor systems?

Can components operating in hot sodium be adequately modelled using

cold water?

To what extent should a reactor be instrumented to monitor vibration

levels?

The overall result should be to give a high degree of confidence in

predicted vibration levels prior to reactor construction,

C ONGOING RESEARCH PROGRAMME

C1 OBJECTIVES

Ongoing research programmes are being formulated to allow a much

better understanding of the structure of flowing fluid which will allow

more accurate calculation of vibration response than is possible at

present. For basic flow geometries pertaining to future reactor designs

the following procedure will be adopted wherever possible.

a. Measure flow patterns and modes of generation, characterise

eddy and turbulence structure with respect to frequency,

intensity and physical dimensions.

b. Monitor pressure fluctuations on surfaces adjacent to flows

defined by (a) and determine frequency, amplitude, area of

application and spatial correlation,

c. Measure structural response and damping; determine structure

transfer functions.

d. Relate (a), (b) and (c) theoretically such that vibration

amplitudes can be calculated from basic flow data,

A long term objective would be the acquisition of a basic data library

covering a wide range of flow situations, such that any individual design

can be synthesised from basic constituents for theoretical vibration

assessment. This would obviate to some extent the need for expensive

comprehensive scaled test models, but in the short term such models will

be necessary for the verification of techniques developed.

At present levels of vibration permissible are often poorly definable,

particularly when surface wear is involved. Measurements of tube vibration

within grids will be refined to provide data for tribologists to allow them

to simulate realistic tube motions, impact loads, etc in tests designed to

give wear coefficients..

Certain individual types of fluid flow mechanism will be investigated

which are not fully understood at present. These include cross/patterns

with Reynolds numbers both below and above the critical value, vibration

initiated by internal pipe flow, jet behaviour and instability particularly

as applied to the core discharge flow.

As a general principal simple models will be constructed of complete

proposed CDPR reactor designs as an aid to the interpretation of funda-

mental interactions between components. This will allow basic analysis

procedures to be developed and facilitate the treatment of data from more

comprehensive models.

C2 PRESENT RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

Several basic research programmes are being carried out at present

to give a better understanding of basic mechanisms relating to flow

induced vibration and to assist the interpretation of data from larger

and more comprehensive models which will be erected later,

1. Heat Exchanger U-Tube Vibration Tests

As a step towards evaluating vibration levels and natural frequencies

of U tubes in heat exchanger bundles tests are being conducted on single

tubes mounted with possible reactor grid spacings and tube-grid clearances

in air and static water. The objectives are:

a. to compare computed and measured tube mode shapes and natural

frequencies,

b. to measure damping values,

c. to examine the transmission of vibration around a U tube and to

determine whether the degree of tube support at positions of

maximum excitation (ie inlet, outlet, bend) is adequate.
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Initial tests were carried out with a 7 span straight tube and work is

now being conducted on a 26 span U tube: the tube geometries are shown on

Pig \O. In order to investigate scaling effects for U tubes results were

oompared with those from a test at half—scale,

i. 7 Span Tube

The 7 span tube was excited sinusoidally at swept frequencies to

looate resonances. Pig II shows response to excitation at the mid—point

of the central span in water: the measured mode shapes and natural fre-

quencies are compared with those calculated using the computer program

FRAMES. Computed frequencies were correct within 2$. Comparison of air

and water results yielded an added mass equal to the mass of liquid displaced

by the tube.

Various side loads were applied to the tube to press it onto the

grids. Damping values varied with side load as shown below.

Side Load
N

0

110

220

Air

1-7

0.5-1.0

0.5

Water

1.5-4

1-2

0.8

Damping Values: Percent of Critical

High damping was associated with rattling of the tube within grids and was

in general about 60$ higher in water than for air. As the side load was

increased damping values became more consistent: a wide range of damping

coefficients could be obtained from rattling tubes.

ii. 26 Span Tube: -̂  to 1.0 Scale Comparison

Dimensionless natural frequencies and mode shapes were compared for

the 26 span tube in water at -g- and 1.0 scale for excitation on various

spans. Pig 12. shows a typical result for excitation on span 19 and res-

ponse at span 15 with zero tube side—load, amplitudes and frequencies

being scaled to be equivalent to full scale values. Natural frequencies

of major modes of vibration agreed to better than 5$ hut certain higher

frequency resonances with low amplitude were not reproduced. Again the

added mass in water was equal to the displaced mass. Computed natural fre-

quencies for the principal fundamental modes of the full scale tube agreed

with measured values to within ,2$. Damping values for side loads of zero

and 110N in air and water are shown below.

Side Load
N

0

110

Scale

*

1

I

1

Air

0.7-3.6

0.5-4.5

0.3-1.3

0.5-2.5

Water

0.7-2.1

0.8-2.2

0.8-3.5

0.6-2.9
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Damping differences due to scale effects were apparently rather less

than the spread of data which could be achieved by successive build-ups

of nominally identical geometry. In a practical heat exchanger damping

will be increased by the effects of flow: at a later stage damping values

for static and dynamic tests in model heat exchangers will be compared.

These results are preliminary: work with a different tube—grid

clearance and other grid spacings has yet to be analysed.

2. Vibration Induced by Cross Flow at High Reynolds Mumber

Control rod shroud tubes experience both full and oblique cross—flow

in the region above the core at Reynolds numbers up to 2x10°. Whilst much

data is available concerning cross-flow in tube bundles at sub-critical Re

there is very little for supra—critical flow.

A rig has been constructed as shown in Pig 13 for the investigation of

cross-flow in a group of 7 tubes suspended on flexible mountings in a water

channel 1.35m x 0.4m with upstream velocities up to 3m/sec. The natural

frequency and mass of the tubes can be varied over a wide range. As it is

not possible to have high length to diameter ratios, and end effects could

be significant, two test-sections will be operated and compared. The

largest tubes are 0.22m diameter with a L/d ratio of only 2.0: the second

test-section will be 0.3 scale permitting L/ d """f f o r ^e same sectional

geometry. Improvement of the /d ratio utilising the 1.5m^/sec flow

available would require very high cross-flow velocities and test—section

pressures, with the associated instrumentation problems.

The test—sections will be used to investigate eddy shedding fre-

quencies, lift coefficients and fluid-elastic effects for the 7 tube

geometry for Re < 2x10 . It will also be possible to gain information

regarding end-effects for this type of geometry.

3. Vibration of Pipes Resulting from Internal Flow

A test programme is being conducted to measure the fluctuating forces



imposed on pipes by interaction of the flow with the pipes and with internal

components. The test loop is designed to minimise external sources of

excitation: water is supplied from an elevated header tank rather than

from pumps and the pipework is carefully mounted with long straight un-

obstructed sections before and after the test-section. Sharp edged

orifice plates and sudden contractions with bores ranging from 0.3 to 0.8

times pipe diameter have been mounted in a 40mm pipe. Various sections

of the pipe have been mounted on force transducers and decoupled from the

rest of the pipework in a manner avoiding discontinuities in wall profile.

Plow velocities in the basic pipe have been varied from 0 to 4ffl/sec.

It has been found that close to both orifice plates and sudden con-

tractions forces result at frequencies defined by a Strouhal number, based

on jet velocity and the dimension equal to the difference between pipe and

jet diameters, of the order of 0.01. The force magnitude was proportional

to the jet dynamic head. Analysis of wall pressure signals showed a similar

Strouhal number particularly in the area of jet re—attachment to the pipe

wall.

Work is continuing with the attempted correlation of pressure signals

over the pipe wall. Later tests will be concerned with pipe bends, bellows

systems, tees and some of the geometries hitherto described will be

investigated for a 100mm test—section. The programme is aimed at producing

basic data for the calculation of forcing functions and response of reactor

flow supply ducting.

4. Fuel Assembly Vibration

A programme of work is being conducted to determine excitation forces

acting on fuel assemblies due to the internal flows and the discharging

jets. In order to examine basic forces on a single assembly, a full-scale

element of similar external geometry to that shown in Fig 2. has been

mounted on a simulated carrier such that effective forces and the induced

response could be measured in water. The basic natural frequency of 6Hz

agreed well with a theoretical value. Excitation was found to be broad-

band with constant amplitude up to about 10Hz, slowly tailing off for

higher frequencies. Typical forces were 1—2H rms for a discharge velocity

of 4™/s, damping being about 3$ of critical. It was shown that the resulting

vibration amplitude could be calculated from forces recorded when the

assembly was restrained by force gauges using the static stiffness and

damping coefficients measured employing a logarithmic decrement technique,,

The top—end flow for a fuel assembly has also been investigated using

air, discharge jet characteristics being measured using hot-wire anemometers.

Scaled up forces were of the same order as those determined in water. It

was also possible to record fluctuating forces which were due to eddy

shedding from a flow sampling tube mounted transversely to the flow in the

top end.

The single element results will be related to vibration amplitudes

recorded from a group of 8 assemblies grouped around a control rod guide

tube surrounded by 14 dummy elements in a fashion similar to Fig (a , and

operated in water. This will allow determination of group modes of vibra-

tion with the associated frequencies, amplitudes and coherence levels.

It is also planned to investigate the interaction of discharge jets using

a multiple nozzle rig with air as the working medium. This will aid the

definition of turbulence and eddy structure of coolant approaching control

rod shroud tubes and the above core structure.

C3 LONG TERM PROGRAMMES

Initially simple models of reactor components and systems for proposed

CDFR designs will be operated to gain a basic understanding of the vibra-

tion mechanisms and interactions involved which can be used to develop

theoretical models for the computation of vibrational response. At a

later stage the techniques developed will be applied to more complex scale

models and finally to full reactor designs.

1. Heat Exchanger Tube Vibration

One of the most pressing problems concerning the design of heat

exchangers with U tubes is the definition of flow forces acting in the

bend region. A 60° sector model of the bend region of a notional CDFR

superheater design will be constructed in the near future. Initially the

model will have perspex tubes to allow visualisation of flow patterns and

the determination of velocity distributions and turbulence levels. The

second model build will have steel tubes instrumented to give the response

to the predetermined flow field. The effects of grid spacing and design,

tube-grid clearance etc will be investigated to provide data for future

design purposes.

For systems with several distinct sources and mechanisms for vibra-

tion excitation it is important to evaluate the resultant response. Heat

exchanger tubes can respond to vibration transmitted from inlet, mid-

bundle, bend and outlet regions; a model containing all of these features

is required to demonstrate the combined effects. It is considered desire-

able to test a full scale model of at least a 120° sector of a final CDFR

heat exchanger design prior to construction.
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2. Overall Reactor Vibration

Vibration modes are possible for a complete reactor unit which result

from coupled interaction between major items such as core and diagrid,

pumps, heat exchangers, roof structure and containment vessel, the large

suspended masses 'being1 coupled via the roof, core support diagrid, pipe-

work and tank wall as well as through the coolant pool. Theoretical

techniques were mainly used to evaluate these interactions for PPR,

internal vibrations for individual units being determined to a large

extent from scale model tests.

A more comprehensive approach is being adopted for CDPRs which will

include experimental verification of designs adopted. In order to develop

an understanding of the processes involved, initial experiments will be

conducted on small scale models in which the major reactor components are

represented hydro-elastically by lumped masses with simulated reactor flow,

excitement. This will allow a broad investigation of the effects of

geometry on coupled vibrations and the establishment of simple theoretical

models. In the long term the work may be extended to a hydroelastic model

at 0.2-0.4 scale (Ref 2) in which all components are adequately modelled.

Intermediate model tests incorporating sectors of the reactor geometry will

be constructed to complete the bridge between individual components and

the full reactor model: the scales of the sector models may be larger than

that possible for the full reactor geometry.
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Diagram of the reactor core layout
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Flow Induced Vibration Studies for LMFBR in Japan: Past and Recent

Studies of FIV for JOYO and MONJU by K. Sato, Japan.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the past and recent studies of flow induced vibration of

the reactor components for the experimental fast breeder reactor JOYO and

the prototype fast breeder reactor MONJU, in which many suggestive results for

the higher flow velocity systems in a future reactor are contained.

The fuel subassembly is the most important from the view point of the vibration.

Thus, the studies were carried out with a mock-up subassembly for JOYO.

In this experiment, statistical analysis results of the vibration characteristics

of single core subassembly and the effects of external forced vibration, flow

disturbance and fuel pin bundle vibration were reported. The further more

detailed investigations are now being performed for MONJU.

In addition to the above studies, the vibration failure of a sodium valve is

reported. The valve is a 8-inch stop valve in SODIUM FLOW AND HEAT

TRANSFER TEST LOOP at O-arai Engineering Center. The failure was

occured in 1969 during the performance test of the mechanical pump, and this

resulted in a small sodium leak. The cause of the failure was found to be the

vibration fatigue of the metal bellows.

1 . Introduction

Several studies on flow induced vibrations have been carried out:

such as, electric wires excited by windv , tube banks in heat

exchangers^ ' ' 'by wake force, flutter of aircraft, and fuel pin bundle
(11) (12}

by turbulent fluctuation'' " v fete. In recent years, there has been much

interest in flow induced vibration problems concerned with LMFBR design

application in Japan.

Related to the research and development of the first breeder reactor

"JOYO" and "MONJU", there are some papers about fuel subassembly and

sodium volve. In one of the studies of the fuel subassembly for "JOYO",

experimental investigations of vibration characteristics were performed

in 1969 - 1971 by Y. Murao'^'an^Tnis co-workers at JEARI. In this

reserch, experiments were carried out under various support conditions

in consideration of the circumstances in reactor core.

Vibrations were detected by displacement meters and accelerometers, and

as random vibrations were measured, experimental data were analyzed

statistically. On the basis of the results of the above discribed investi-

gation, further more detailed studies were planned and on-going for

the "MONJ" fuel pin bundle in Toshiba Ltd. The difference of vibration

mode and intensity between differing fuel pin bundle spacing methods, in

which grid spacers and wire wrapped fuel pins are used, will be discussed

and the effects of fuel pin gap will be also considered in this study.

In addition in connection with the reactor components, a number of

failures of sodium valves were reported in the sodium loop. In many cases

failure occurred at the metal bellows. One of the causes of failure was

found to be vibration fatigue when the valve is throttled for a long period

of time. This paper contains information concerning the failure of the

metal bellows caused by flow induced vibration and its reconstruction to

prevent the vibration failure.

This reconstruction was applied to the other valves and after modifications

of the valves they were operated successfully.

2. Vibration Characteristics of the Fuel Subassembly for "JOYO"
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The investigations of vibration characteristics of a mock up fuel

subassembly for "JOYO" were carried out in 1969 - 1971 by Y. Murao

and his co-workers at JEARI. Experiments were carried out on the wide

field of vibration in consideration of the circumstances in the reactor core.

The purpose of the investigation was to examine how the fuel subassemblies

in the reactor core interfere with each other in regard to the vibration

characteristics. The following experiments were carried out by use of

the flow test apparatus for a single fuel assembly.

(1) Vibration characteristics of a single core fuel subassembly.

(2) Measurements of mechanical impedance at the spacer pad section of

the fuel subassembly.

(3) The effects of adding external vibration to spacer pad section

on the vibration characteristics.

(4) The effects of low" frequency flow pressure disturbance on the

vibration characteristics.

(5) Measurements of fuel pin vibration and pressure fluctuation.

The test loop is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

5!
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As shown in Fig. 1, the test section is connected by rubber joints for

vibration sheilding and the two electrodynamic shakers are installed for

the generation of exciting force and flow fluctuation respectively.

Vibrations were measured by a displacement meter and an accelerometer,

and recorded on a data recorder.

Experimental data were ananlyzed statistically by a RMS voltmeter and a

frequency analyzer.

The fuel subassembly, shown schematically in Fig. 2, consists of 91

fuel rods inside a hexagonal wrapper tube. The fuel pins, which have

an outer diameter of 6.3 mm and are filled with heavy metal pellets for

fuel simulation, are arranged in hexagonal lattice and are positioned by

wrapped wire on each fuel pin along the length of the bundle. The test

results are described as follows.

The results of the spectral analysis of the fuel subassembly displace-

ment as a function of flow rate is shown in Fig. 3. There are three peak

values, 12 Hz, 15 Hz and 28 Hz, in the fuel subassembly displacement

spectrum. From Fig. 3 about Om/h (pump operating), the damping

factor of the 15 Hz component is considered to be small.

Thus, it may be supposed that 1 5 Hz vibration, which propagate from the test

apparatus to the components, transfers easily.

Fig. 4 (a) and 4 (b) show the gain and the phase shift of mechanical impedance

at the spacer pad section of the fuel subassembly, respectively. As shown

in Fig. 4 (a), the peak value of mechanical impedance exists at 1 5 Hz and

decreases against increase of flow rate. The results of measurements

concerning the vibration transfer function on upper section displacement

to spacer pad section exciting force is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 (a) shows

the gain part and Fig. 5 (b) shows the phase part, respectively.

Concerning transfer function, the 12 Hz component is easily transferred

from the spacer pad to the wrapper tube. On the contrary, the 28 Hz

compnent transfers with difficulty, and there is no relation to the 15 Hz

component.

In addition, it is indicated that the transfer function is independent of flow

rate. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the result of the spectral analysis of the

pressure fluctuation at the inlet nozzle section and flow fluctuation at

the bundle, respectively. There are no reasonable relations between

pressure and flow fluctuation. The representative result of the spectral

analysis of a fuel pin measured by strain gauge is shown in Fig. 8.

There are two peak values significant for our problem. It is considered

that the 6 Hz component corresponds to the resonant frequency of pressure

fluctuation and 1 5 Hz corresponds to the natural frequency of the fuel pin.

From these abovementioned results, the following characteristics are

clarified concerning vibration of the fuel subassembly.

(1) From the results of vibration spectrum, mechanical impedance

and transfer function, it can be said that the effect of adding

external vibration is independent of fluid flow, but there is some

effect of pressure disturbance on the vibration characteristics of

the fuel subassembly.

(2) The fuel pin bundle has very light damping characteristics and

weakly relative interference with wrapper tube, and the interference

becomes weak as the flow rate increases.

(3) The exciting force of flow induced vibration of the fuel subassem-

bly existed in the fuel pin bundle .

3. Vibration of Fuel Pin Bundle for "MONJU"

From the results of the above described test of the "JOYO" subassembly,

it may be suggested that fretting corrosion and vibration fatigue on fuel pin

are most important problems when we investigate the vibration of the fuel

subassembly. Thus, the hydraulic tests concerned with the vibration

characteristics of the fuel pin bundle are planned and on-going for "MONJU".

Fig. 9 shows the "MONJU" third trial-made fuel subassembly manufactured

by Toshiba Ltd. The fuel subassembly consists of 169 fuel rods inside

a hexagonal wrapper tube. The fuel pins, which have an outer diameter of

6.5 mm and are filled with sus 304 pellets for fuel simulation, are arranged

in a hexagonal lattice and are positioned by wrapped wire, which was an

outer diameter of 1 .3 mm and a wrapped wire pitch of 307.4 mm, on fuel pin

along the length of the bundle.

Before the main experiments, the fundamental tests of vibration

characteristics were performed. The block diagram of the test apparatus

is shown schematically in Fig. 10. In the test, vibration mode and natural

frequency in both air and water were measured by strain gauge and

accelerometer and the results were compared with the calculated results.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the power spectrum density of fuel pin (measured

by strain gauge) and wrapper tube (measured by accelerometer) in air and

water respectively.

In the each set of figures, there are two peak values considered meaningful
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(for us). It may be supposed that the peak values 9.5 Hz and 8.6 Hz indicate

the natural frequency of wrapper tube and 21 Hz and 16 Hz is that of fuel pin.

The natural frequency in water is less than that in air due to increase in

the effective mass of the subassembly.

In addition, the measurements of vibration wave observed at the

peripheral region of fuel pin bundle were carried out as a parameter of flow

rate. Fig. 13 shows the block diagram of the test apparatus

As shown in the figure, the upper region of the test section is made of

acryle for visualization.

The vibration waves were measured by an electro optical displacement

follower, analyzed statistically by an real time analyzer, and recorded by

an X - Y recorder. Fig. 14 and 1 5 indicate the typical results of the power

spectrum density of flow rate 0.6 m /min and 1 .42 m /min respectively.

The power spectrum density have a tendancy to random vibration character-

istics, as we expected. There are a few preeminent peak values in it.

In consideration of the forced shaking test, it may be indicated that the

10-11.5 Hz components are the natural frequencies of wrapper tube

and the 17 - 18 Hz is that of the fuel pin bundle.

The frequency of the peak values are a little higher than the results of

the forced shaking test. The reason that, perhaps, may be considered

to be the effects of fluid force which forced the fuel pin to the wrapper tube

wall or the adjacent fuel pin and those more fixed conditions resulted in the

higher frequency. Generally, as flow velocity increases, the over-all

amplitude increases gradually, which is the same as the characteristics of

random vibration of an elastic body in turbulent flow. The 5 Hz component

appeared in the power spectrum density may be machanical vibration of

the test apparatus. To lessen this kind of vibration, we are now reconst-

ructing the test apparatus. Fuel pins are very sensitive to this kind of

vibration as we have realized from the results of the tests of the " JOYO"

subassembly.

Fig. 16 shows the time history of vibration of peripheral pin top. The random

vibration was measured as in the figure.

To calculate the natural frequency of the fuel pin, we modeled the fuel

pin as shown in Fig. 17. The contact points of the adjacent wire wrapped

fuel pin were assumed to be pin supporting. The first order of the calculated

natural frequency approximately agree with the results of the flow test.

In the flow test, we can see the upper region of fuel pin bundle, the vibrating

only occurs at the top of the fuel pins.

The more detailed investgations have been made by use a micro

accelerometer and pressure transducer inserted in fuel pin and the following

experiments are planned in the tests.

(1) The difference of vibration mode and amplitude between grid

spacer and wire wrapping spacing system.

(2) The difference of vibration mode and amplitude between loose

and a tight bundle. 1.3 mm diameter wrapping wire is used for the

loose bundle, and 1 .36 mm diameter wrapping wire is used for the

tight bundle.

(3) The effect of the upper suport grid.

(4) And if possible numerical calculation and prediction of

vibration mode and amplitude to estimate fretting corrosion and

vibration fatigue on fuel pin.

4. Vibration Fatigue Failure of a Stop Valve

A number of failures of the sodium valves in sodium service have been

reported. In most cases, the failure occurred on the sodium seal metal

bellows due to operation miss or sticking of some foreign matter.

There are very few concerning vibration fatigue failure of the metal bellows.

In this section, we introduce the failure of the metal bellows which may be

caused by flow induced vibration and the reconstructions of the valve for

preventing flow induced vibration are also described.

In August 1969 the Sodium Flow and Heat Transfer Test Loop were

constructed, see Fig. 18, and then the trial operation and the performance

test of the component were carried out. On November 21th, during

the test of the mechanical pump, the small sodium leak occurred on the

ground packing of a V8 - 1 valve.

The test condition was as follows,
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1 Sodium Temperature

2 Sodium Flow Rate

3 Pump Speed

Suction pressure
Discharge pressure

5.0 m /min

1254 rpm

0.3 kg/cm2

6.25 kg/cni



4 Valve Opening V8 - 1 8 <fo

V8 - 2 10 #

5 Accumulative Operation Time 220 hours

The V8 - 1 valve had been operated in a very throttled position for flow

control, and acoustic noise had occurred on the valve.

From the results of the overhaul inspection, a crack was found on

the upper position of an outer convoluted welding section of metal bellows,

see Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 (a), and the beat marks were also found on the stem

and the corresponding position of the inner convoluted welding sections,

which were positioned at the center of the bellows and seen to flow direction

remarkably accurately, see Fig. 20 (b).

It can be seen from the results of the inspection that the cause of the metal

bellows failure may be clarified as fatigue failure.

To prevent vibration of metal bellows, which may be excited by flow

fluctuation behind the valve disk due to its the complex S shaped flow

pass of a stop valve, the following reconstructions were made on the valve,

see Fig. 21.

(1) Mechanical guidance of the bellows by means of guide rings

with sleeves were installed to eliminate the potential problems

of bellows vibration and bellows wear from rubbing.

(2) A stem guide cylinder and a stem guide were mounted to restrict

lateral vibration of the stem and to prevent direct attack of fluid

fluctuation

(3) To shorten the stem for decrease of stress occurring on the metal

bellows.

The valve has operated successfully after modifying and accumulative

operation time has attained to about 2000 hours.

design criteria and construction techniques, more careful operation

practices, and the development of materials more resistant to fletting

corrosion and fatigue failures are necessary.

Many investigation, which may not be directly related have been planned

or are on-going in Japan; namely, fretting corrosion and galling test

of materials, the development of acoustic noise measurement method to

detect nucleation of cavitation in both water and sodium service, fatigue

test of metal bellows, fuel pin bundle vibration test which is discribed

in this paper, flow induced vibration of heat exhanger tubes, and etc.
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5. Closing Remarks

As the coolant velocity in LMFBR components increases, the

efficiency of the system increases.

Thus, this field studies about flow induced vibration problems, which may

occur on higher coolant velocity of a future reactor system, are of much

interest in Japan. To reduce or eliminate these problems improved
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Vibration Measurements and Analysis for the Reactor Vessel and Internals

of the SNR-300 by H. Schmidt, Federal Republic of Germany.

Abstract

During normal operation the SNR-300 LMFBR power plant has a

well defined coolant flow distribution with a moderate velo-

city level. The flow induced vibration potential is there-

fore very low. Nevertheless much effort has been devoted to

study the vibrational behaviour of the reactor internals

and the vessel structure.

In recent years a number of flow vibration tests in water

loops and performance tests in sodium have been conducted

with SNR fuel assemblies. Although some uncertainty will re-

main due to the reactor environment/ the experimental evi-

dence from these tests indicates that flow induced vibration

in SNR-300 fuel assemblies will be insignificant.

In order to meet the licensing conditions for securing the

integrity of the internals, an iterative procedure is

planned, consisting of theoretical and experimental struc-

ture analysis and a final vibration measurement during

reactor commissioning. First results are presented.

1. Introduction

Assuming the energy dissipation in the flow field to be a wide

band source of flow induced vibration, the potential problem

areas in reactor designs are located in positions of high flow

energy losses, combined with a weak damped vibratory structure

of a corresponding proper frequency range.

Flow induced vibrations of structures are not avoidable. The

task of the design should therefore be a reduction of ampli-

tudes in order to avoid damage by vibration. Smooth flow condi-

tions, low flow velocities and a well tuned structure seem to

be an appropriate means for achieving this goal.

o
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For the SNR-3OO design the treatment of structural vibration

has been classified into two categories

- investigations in structures with supposed vibration problems,

- investigations on reactor internals in fulfilling licensing

requirements.

Analytical and experimental investigations as well as out-of-

pile performance tests have been performed with structures of

the first category, for instance fuel assembly dummies. No sig-

nificant vibration problems are to be expected for the second

kind of structures during normal operation. To secure the

structural integrity of such components a structural analysis

program has been scheduled consisting of a theoretical analysis

of single components and the whole structure. This analysis

shall be performed by mathematic-mechanical models based on

structural data obtained from experimental analysis. The actual

dynamic stresses of the structure will be obtained from a final

measurement of flow induced vibrations in a preoperational

test during commissioning. The analysis of the reactor vessel

can be regarded as the first step.

2. Flow Path and supposed Problem Areas of the SNR-3OO

In the above mentioned sense problem areas are to be expected 44

in coolant flow regions of either high kinetic energy or in the

neighbourhood of coolant flow discontinuities. Areas of high

coolant flow velocities are the inlet and outlet pipes, some

fuel assemblies and the bubble separator. At a maximum total

flow rate of about 4.28 m /s the maximum velocities in these re-

gions are about 6 m/s. The velocities at most parts of the flow

path are around or less than 1 m/s. In the high velocity areas

flow induced vibration problems may arise. The low velocity

regions are not considered to be problem areas with respect to

flow induced vibration.

3. Vibrational Investigations on Fuel Assemblies

The SNR-300 fuel assembly consists of 169 fuel rods with a rod

diameter of 6.0 mm and a length of about 2.45 m. The fuel rods

are assembled in a bundle by means of 14 spacer grids. Since

the assemblies are located in a potential problem area, a care-

ful design procedure and performance tests with respect to flow

induced vibration have been executed. The design and performance

procedure consists of 4 steps with the following general

purposes

The SNR-300 is a loop-type reactor with three external primary

loops. Fig. 1 shows a cross section of the reactor. The so-

dium is fed through the inlet pipes to the bubble separator.

For the purpose of gas bubble separation there is a rotating

flow generated by a tangential initial flow direction. Within

the separator the coolant is splited into two parts. The smaller

quantity of the coolant is fed to the blanket region, while the

remaining part flows through the guide vanes into the lower

plenum. The task of the guide vanes is to transform the rota-

ting flow into an irrotational flow. The coolant flow is then

feeding the single fuel assemblies, via an orifice system accor-

ding to the expected power distribution. The single fuel

assembly coolant flow branches reach the upper plenum and then

enter the outlet pipes passing the annular gap between the dip

plate and the flow skirt.

1. Theoretical structure analysis

- mode shapes and Eigenfrequencies

- parametric studies of spacer grid arrangements

- selection of spacer grid arrangement yielding desired

mode shapes

2. Experimental analysis within a vibration testing set-up

in air

- harmonic excitation of the selected assembly configu-

rations

- random excitation of the selected assembly configurations

- mode shapes and Eigenfrequencies

- calibration of fuel rods equipped with vibration trans-

ducers



3. Full scale "tests within a water test loop

- flow induced vibration

- pressure fluctuation

- hydraulic data

4. Full scale performance and endurance tests within a

sodium test loop

- flow induced vibration

- hydraulic data

- corrosion, erosion and wear effects

The task of the first step is the selection of the best spacer

grid arrangement for a minimization of vibration amplitudes

in regions of high thermal stresses. The best choice in that

sense is a spacer grid distribution with decreasing distances

from the lower to the upper part of the fuel assembly. Due to

the competing fact, that the allowable distances between spacer

grids have been rather restricted by thermal bowing and buck-

ling stress considerations, such a choice could not have been

realized. Fig. 2 shows the first two mode shapes of a fuel rod

with the actual spacer grid arrangement.

During the second step selected configurations have been sub-

jected to exciting electrodynamic forces, distributed almost

uniformly along the rod axis. The last two steps have been per-

formed with a full scale dummy assembly of the finally selected

configuration.

The measured strain amplitudes increased with increasing flow

velocity by a power of 1.7 to about 3.O. The ascent of the

strain amplitude is influenced by the design of the test loop

and its operation mode. Fig. 3 shows, how the strain PSD de-

pends upon the flow rate (90 m /s = 5.2 m/s). The observed ma-

ximum strain amplitudes are rather small. An example of the

strain frequency distribution, obtained from a random strain

history, is pointed out in Fig. 4. The maximum strain amplitude

is less than 6 um/m, but 98% of the strain amplitudes are less

than 2 um/m. Endurance tests over more than 3000 hours under

severe conditions also yield no significant wear or other da-

mage due to vibration.

4. Structural Investigations on Reactor Internals

Although there are no severe vibration problems to be expected

for the reactor internals at SNR-3OO, there exists a certain

demand to investigate the vibrational behaviour of these struc-

tures. First for the purpose of structural design and second

to fulfil licensing requirements. The aim of these investiga-

tions is to establish mathematic-mechanical models for measure-

ment interpretations and the prediction of the vibrational be-

haviour of complex structures.

4.1 Proposed Procedure

The approximation of a structure by mathematical models may be

considered to be an iterative process. The first step within

this process is the generation of the model. During a second

step the assumptions of the model have to be verified by ex-

perimental analysis. In case of discrepancies the model must be

modified. For the SNR the following procedure has been

scheduled:

1. Investigation of single components

- theoretical analysis

- experimental analysis of the components at the factory

or at the construction site

2. Investigation of the whole system

- complex theoretical models

- experimental analysis of the system installed into

the reactor building

3. in-situ measurements of the flow and structure induced

vibrations of the system at various operating conditions

during commissioning

- prediction by the models

- interpretation of the measurements with the support

of the theoretical models

45



4.2 The Structural Analysis System

A modal analysis system has been chosen to perform the experi-

mental part of the investigations. Modal analysis is indeed a

time consuming method but also the most accurate at present.

A flow chart of the system is drawn on Fig. 5.

The structure is excited simultaneously by several shakers.

For the purpose of analysis a force in quadrature may be in-

troduced to the structure. The structural response is picked up

by a lot of transducers. Co- and quad-components of all sig-

nals are available from the output of the system. A computer

system performs the control and evaluation functions.

4.3 structural Analysis of the Reactor Vessel

As a first step in the scheduled program a finite element model

of the reactor vessel has been established. The model contains

elements of the thin shell and the beam type. For the calcu-

lations the SAP IV program was used.

The experimental analysis has been performed at the factory

(VOEST, Austria). The reactor vessel, standing in an upright

position, supported as schematically drawn in Fig. 9, has been

excited by 4 electrodynamic shakers. Each shaker had a maximum

force of 1000 N.

The test had been executed in two runs with two different

shaker arrangements. During the first run the shakers were

connected to the upper flange and in the second to the pipe

connections. Fig. 6 and 7 show typical mode shapes excited on

the flange while Fig. 8 shows an example of a mode shape excited

at the pipe connections.

The modal damping values were evaluated with two different me-

thods, the "In-Phase Component Method" and the "Method of Force

in Quadrature". Modes excited on the flange in general yield

higher damping values than modes excited on pipe connections.

Damping values in the range of 1 % to 1 °/oo have been obtained

for the modes excited on the flange and values less than 1 °/oo

for the other modes. Fig. 9 shows that the model yields a

rather good first approximation of the structure. It is also

evident that the model needs to be improved on several points.
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Substantiation of Vibration Strength of Nuclear Reactor and Steam

Generator Internals; Main Problems by V. G. Fyodorov and V. F. Sinyavsky,

USSR.
ABSTRACT

The report details the scope and priority of studies

necessary for substantiation of vibration strength of steam

generator tube bundles and reactor fuel assemblies, and

design modifications helping to reduce flow-induced vibra-

tion of the internals specified.

Steam generator tube bundles are studied on the basis

of a standard establishing vibration requirements at various

stages of design, manufacture and operation of a steam gene-

rator at a nuclear power station. The main vibration charac-

teristics of tubes obtained through model and full-scale

tests are compared with calculation results.

Results are provided concerning test-stand vibration

tests of fuel elements and fuel assemblies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coolant flow in the NPS circulating circuit is the

most dangerous source of appearance of disturbance forces

which are able to induce and maintain vibration of the

structural elements,primarily, the reactor and steam genera-

tor internals. Currently, the research study of the NPS

equipment vibration assumes the fundamental nature when one

should not be limited by the development of private solutions

to prevent the separate structures from excessive vibration

but conduct the comprehensive program of theoretical and

experimental works. Recent tendency to the continuous

increasing of powex", reduction of weight-dimension characte- j

ristics of the reactor plants as well as the simultaneous i

increasing of requirements for their safe operation prede- ^ •

termine the most increasing importance of vibration problem 2 i

and its actuality in the nuclear energy [^2^ •

In spite of internals variety the following structural

elements for which flow-induced vibration is the most dan-

gerous may be specified;

oow
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a) Cylindrical shells of large diameters and high

rigidity. When coolant flows around theBe shells even low

intensity of hydrodynamic forces causes significant total

disturbance force.

b) Thin-walled tubes of small diameter and l&rge

length which are characterized by low natural frequencies of

vibration.

c) Units interconnected with a small gap within

which relative displacements during vibration may occur.

The simultaneous uBe of the main technique for reduc-

tion of internals vibration (by means of increasing their

rigidity, decreasing the intensity of disturbing forces,

increasing the vibration damping) together with vibration

and vibroacoustic check is of the highest efficiency. As far

as the fast reactor equipment is concerned the economical

and .frequently, the only possible way of investigating the

vibration is the use of simulation and substitution of water

for sodium*

2 . VWEIATIOB OP HEACTOR HfTBRHALS

Hydraulic circuit of the reactor with coolant supply

through some of the radial nozzles into the annul! between

the vessel, shield and core barrel predetermines the availa-

bility of disturbing hydrodynaaio forces over the frequency

range 2-500 Hz with pressure fluctuation amplitudes 0.01-1

kg/cm . Just these forces caused the vibration of thermal

shields and then fatigue breakdown of securing pins as well

as emergency situation with shield breaking (2«3] . These

emergency cases have resulted in the numerous investigations

carried out on the large-scale models(scale 1:4 or scale 1:5)

to determine natural frequencies of the structural elements

vibration and amplitude-frequency characteristics of the

coolant disturbing forces as well as in the essential improve-

ment of internals structures [4] . Circulation loop and pumps

may significantly contribute into the acting hydrodynamic

rlow forces,that is why there is a tendency to limit the

maximum pressure fluctuation at the pump delivery by the va-

lue of 0.2 kg/cm . Just a circulation loop configuration re-

sults in the selective amplification of the coolant pressure

fluctuation over the specified frequency range . Results of

investigations carried out on the test stand have shown that

substitution of equalizing grid for the gate valve reduces

the circulation loop pressure fluctuations by 5 times while

removing of one operating blade in the pump almost does not

change the coolant pressure fluctuations J2J .

To investigate the reactor vibrations the following

semiempirical approach is used;

a) Construction of the calculation model using the
experimental data obtained.

b) Measurement, in air and water, of natural frequen-

cies, modes and decrements of elements vibration using the

large-scale (scale 1:5) reactor and circulation loop model.

c) Determination of dynamic stresses, internals vib-

ration and acceleration amplitudes as well as pressure fluc-

tuations and acoustic Bpectrum at various water flow rates

on the test stand.

d) correction of the calculation methodB and evalua-

tion of the main vibration characteristics for the NPS struc-

tures.

e) Formation of the measurement program during the

starting-and-adjustment works at the NPS.

f) Vibration, hydrodynamic and acoustic measurements

at the NPS.

g) Correction of the simulation methods and vibration

calculations for the internals.

Investigation experience shows that the available

calculation methods with regard for hydroelastic nature of

internala-with-coolant disturbing forces interaction are the

most difficult to develop aB there is a great uncertainty in

vibration damping and correlation of hydrodynamic forces,

of different values, variable in time and space which essenti-

ally depend upon the vibration amplitude sought for. Vibra-

tion hydroelastic nature shall be taken into account during

the calculation model construction when vibration of large

amplitudes not allowable during long-term equipment operation

occurs. Therefore, determination of conditions for appearing

the intensive hydroelastic vibrations of the internals and
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their elimination under all the NPS operating conditions

assumes the great importance.

The most important and complicated processes requiring

thorough investigations during design stage are vibration

wear and fretting-corrosion of the core elements.

To investigate the operating conditions of compensating

assemblies of reactors WWR-440, hydrodynamic and vibrational

tests of assemblies with casing thickness 0 • 1.5mm and

0 » 2.1mm have been carried out in supposition that vibra-

tion of a hexanedral assembly precipitates the fretting-cor-

rosion process of its zirconium casing in the areas of con-

tact with steel spacing grids of the fuel element bundle £5].

Investigation of reasons resulting in vibration and fretting

in the fuel elements of CAHDU reactor [6] has shown that

wear of the fuel element cans is increasing with growth of

coolant velocity in the horizontal channels.

Assemblies tested which differ, mainly, only in the

casing thickness (1.5 and 2*1mm) have fuel follower 1 con-

sisting of 126 fuel elements with 12 spacing grids and ab-

sorber 2 which are connected to control rod drive on mast 3,

Pig.1. Fuel elements are arranged in triangular array with

pitch 12.2mm. Fuel element outer diameter is equal to 9.1mm,

wall thickness - 0.6bram. Experimental channel 4 of the hot

run stand for assemblies testing instrumented with outer

accelerometers 5 for vibroacoustic measurements (Bee pig.1)

is a closed loop with forced water circulation. Inner tube

cavity simulates full-scale channels for fuel assemblies

and compensating assembly, Fig.1. Water circulation on the

stand is caused by the pump; from the discharge nozzle of the

pump water enters the column with the compensating assembly

and then, having passed through the mechanical filter, re-

turns to the pump suction. Loop water is heated up by the

electrical heaters and the temperature conditions required

are maintained by the systems of electric heater power

control and cooling.

Tests have been carried out with various arrangements

of compensating assemblies within the cannel and different

assembly
0 = 1.5mm

channel
without
aggamhiy

kssembly
= 2.1mm

10 21.5 46 100 215 460 1000
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Fig.1. Results of vibroacoustic check of assembly in the
test channel:

a) root-meaa-square value of acceleration &•
b) frequency spectrum for assembly | L = 1.5 mm;
c) frequency spectrum for assembly (f = 2.1 mm.



water flow rate Q through the assembly.

Under the action of hydrodynamic forces of the coo-

lant longitudinal flow the fuel elements of the compensating

assemblies may travel in the transverse direction within

the stand testing channels simulating the standard channels

for fuel assemblies and compensating ones. To measure these

dynamic displacements in sections A-A and B-B (see Pig,1)

of the test stand the holeB have been drilled so that in-

ductive displacement pick-ups rods with the appropriate

sealing within the stand column may be installed in the

middle of each edge of the assembly tested.Rod of each

pick-up has been arranged in such a way that it was possible

to measure the transverse displacements of assembly in all

directions by the value over 3mm.

prior to displacement measuring and at the end of the

tests one should calibrate the test channels. Working range

of the displacement pick-ups equals X =0-10 Hz.

To carry out vibroacoustic measurements three aecele-

rometers, 120° apart, in each cross-section were installed

on the outer surface of column in the sections A-A,B-B and

Besides, dynamic stresses of some fuel elements have

been measured with the help of thermoresistors in the region

of the fuel element end-piece and in the middle of spans

between the spacing grids. The total number of thermoresis-

tors installed on the fuel elements cans were 12.

Vibroacoustic characteristics of column-assembly By3-

tem were measured over the range of water flow rates

Q=20-140nr/hr through the assembly tested v/ith its following

positions; lower position, assembly is in suspension from

below, assembly is at | H , j H and \ H (where H- assembly

height); and upper assembly position, vibroacoustic noise

spectra and root-mean-square level of vibroaccelerations

versus water flow rate through the assembly have been ob-

tained for these conditions.

Root-mean-square values of accelerations versus water

flow rate Q for the compensating assembly with casing thick-

ness 0 = 2-1mm and 0a1»5 mm is presented in pig, 1. The

•main difference of the vibroacouatic-noise frequency spectra

was that the compensating assembly with casing thickness

O = i.5nm is characterized by considerable low-frequency

spectrum components over the range -C =30-100 Hs which are

essentially less for the modificated compensating assembly

with casing thickness o=* 2.1mm.

Dynamic displacements of the both assemblies within

the test-atand channel have been measured with various flow

rates Q through each assembly for its two positions:middle

and upper. Typical oscillogram of the compensating assembly

dynamic displacements( 0 = 1.5mm) is shown in Fig,2a for the

pick-ups located in section A-A. The largest displacements

of both oompensating assemblies( o =1.5mm and 8 =* 2.1mm)

wsre observed for their middle position within the test

ehannel near the displacement pick-ups mounted in sectionB-B.

rha corresponding displacements of the both assemblies in the

upper position within the test channel were less by about 20%.

Maximum dynamic displacements of the compensating

as3emblies( 0 =1.5 and o =2.1mm) versus various water flow

rates Q are given in Pig.2b. For both assemblies the tran-

verse dynamic displacements within the test channel increase

with growth of water flow rateQ but in this case the maximum

displacements over the range of Q»«20-140 nr/hr do not exceed

1mm for the modificated compensating assembly ( 0 =2.1ram) and

are equal to 3mm for the compensating assembly ( $ =• 1.5mm)

that equals the value of nominal clearance between the outer

wall of assembly casing and inner wall of the test channel

tube.

Maximum dynamic stresses in the fuel element can are

equal to 6^,^= 9 kg/cm2 at basic frequency -p = 40i 5Hz

and do not depend upon water flow through the assembly. They

raay occur due to mechanical disturbance of the stand body

during its operation.

To determine the hydromechanical resistance of the

modificated compensating assembly with casing thickness

0 = 2.fram four full-scale assemblies(two fuel ones and two

modificated compensating ones) have been tested for operatio-

nal life in coolant flow having parameters close to the ones

of HPS conditions. Test duration of the modificated compen-

sating assembly was 6790 and 9090 hours; for this period
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a)

A,ma

b)

O-O—OO

assembly (S= 2.1nm)

40 30 120 Q, m^/hr

g 2. Typical oscillograms (a) and maximum dynamic
displacements (b) of assembly faces in the test
channel.

there were 5220 and 3487 double travels as well as 246 and

681 rejections, respectively. The total test duration of

fuel assemblies was 9718 and 6619 hours . After operational-

life proof all assemblies remained leak-tight and operable.

Conclusion on the long-term operational ability of the

nodificated compensating assemblies with hexahedral casing

of thickness 0 = 2.1mm for serial reactors OTR-440 with

nominal water flow through the assembly Q= 125 m^/hr has been

made on the basis of the operational-life proof and vibra -

tional tests carried out.

Currently, the program of hydrodynamic and vibration

measurements as well as fretting test of fuel elements is

still in progress.

Pig.3 shows instrumentation of the fuel elements having

the hexahedral zirconium casing with measuring rods having

two-component accelerometers inside, and typical oscillograms

of fuel element vibrations induced by the longitudinal coolant

flow.

On determining the main vibration characteristics (natu-

ral vibration frequencies and modes, damping,dependence of

dynamic stresses , displacements and amplitudes of vibrations

on coolant flow rate) the model fretting tests as per scheme

given in Pig.4 are supposed to be carried out. During tests

.the following values are to be measured: amplitude of casing

vibration with respect to spacing grid, frequencies of vibra-

tion and acceleration of casing and grid; time of contact

between casing and grid faces; temperature, pressure and flow

rate of coolant. The model developed gives the possibility to

induce vibration over the wide amplitude-frequency range with

the help of electromagnetic vibrators or pressure pulser.

Approach to the problem of core elements fretting is much the

same as the approach described in papers [6-8] . AS for the

full-scale structures the aspects of influence of coolant

transverse leaks and some design solutions on vibration and

fretting degree are of great importance. For instance, as a

result of long-term operational-life proof of different de-

sign versions for fueJ elements spacing within the bundle,

the maximum allowable length of the span between spacing

grids which has been chosen to be 250mm for WWR-440 reactors

is the most important factor of vibration resistance[2j. AS it

was described in [9] , at deviation of flow inlet conditions

from the aymraetry the resistant eddy cord resulting in the

intensive pressure fluctuations, rod wear and outer tube
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accelerometers

Designations:
1 - hexahedral zirconium casing
2 - electromagnetic vibrator
3 - model body
4 - support rod
5 - fuel element bundle simulator
6 - spacing grid
7 - elastic suspender

Fig.3- Lay-out of accelerometers within the measuring
rod and fuel assembly and typical vibration oscillograms.

Fig.4. Scheme of model for fretting tests.

wall deterioration is formed instead of the developed tur-

bulent flow. To stabilize flow during its non-symmetrical

inlet and to eliminate the excessive rod vibration and frac-

ture it is enough to install the small plate at the point of

rod fixing (at the nucleus of eddy cord)«

It is necessary to note that phenomena of vibration

wear and fretting are very complicated and inadequately stu-

died, and structures in which these processes become apparent

are of great variety and therefore there is no possibility at

present time to obtain the general solution of the problem

and it is reasonable to carry out the wide programs of inves-

tigations directed not only to solving the problems for sepa-

rate structures but to developing the experimental and design

methods of more general nature as well.



3. VIBRATION OP TUBE BUNDLES

Substantiation of vibration strength of steam generator

tubes is carried out according to norms for investigations

and vibration tests of models and full-scale tube bundles of

the experimental, first and serial heat-exchanging apparatus,

norms set up the main parameters: geometric, hydrodynamic

and mechanical ones which determine the tube bundle vibration.

Experimental and calculation methods, requirements for simu-

lation and for programs of investigation at different stages

of design, fabrication and operation of steam generator at

5FS as well as vibration strength and acceptance criteria are

included into these norms. The norms have been worked out

with consideration of test results, some of which are given

in papers [iO,11j and shall be developed upon completion

of the investigation programs available. The availability of

such norms allows the program to be reasonably limited and

investigation methods unified that results in accumulation

and systematization of the necessary information. Scheme of

investigating the steam generator tube vibration strength is

shown in pig.5. When conducting vibration investigations one

should determine dynamic stresses (5a. , amplitude of vibra-

tions A , accelerations CL and frequency spectrum A + of

tube versus changes of coolant flow velocity, geometry of

tubes arrangement within the tube bundle, the number and con-

struction of spacing grids, inlet and outlet sections confi-

guration etc* Vibration characteristics of tubes are deter-

mined by experiment in the only case when it is impossible

to calculate them with error less ± 20%. For the tube bundles

of the first steam generators one should obligatory check all

the investigated vibration characteristics on the full-scale

tube bundle during starting-and-adjustment works and compare

them with analogous characteristics obtained before.Research

programs have been developed for each steam generator type:

experimental,first, having prototype or serial one. For the

first steam generator tube bundles one should obligatory

carry out periodical check of the main vibration characteris-

tics during operation, por the tube bundle having prototype

such check is not obligatory, and when measuring at the stage

OL starting-and-adjustment works it is enough to check the

main vibration characteristics and their correspondence with

the results obtained before on the tube bundles of the first

heat-exchanging apparatus.

If at the stage of final design of the tube bundle

having prototype all vibration characteristics have been

measured on the full-scale tube bundle and their correspon-

dence with analogous vibration characteristics of the first

steam generator tube bundle has been obtained ,then measure-

ments of vibration parameters for this tube bundle during

KfPS starting-and-adjustment works are not obligatory.

Vibration test program is considered to be fulfilled

after developing tho vibration characteristics of model or

the full-scale tube bundle to design values.

Vibration investigation program is considered to be

fulfilled after the first steam generator has accrued the

preset operational life without accidents caused by excessi-

ve vibration of tube bundles and the allowable norms of vib-

ration for the tube bundle type under consideration have

been set up.

Vibration investigation carried out makes the use of

tube bundle structure having passed the test obligatory for

the analogous heat-exchanging apparatus and does not allow

transition to new structures of tube bundles without substan-

tiation at the stage of technical design.

It is reasonable to consider in details some aspects

of interest when substantiating vibration strength of the

steam generator tubes.

3.1. Estimation of probability of the tube

excessive vibration

It is recommended [ 12-14 } that to eliminate vibra-

tion problem in the steam generator structure one should

perform the appropriate tube vibration basic frequency shift

from frequencies of disturbing forces caused by:
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a) stall of Karman vortexes;

b) hydroelastic forces;

c) flow turbulence;

d) acoustic coolant vibration in the circulation loop.

is for real steam generator structures with sodium

surrounding tubes only the first two factors are of essential

danger then to eliminate excessive tube vibration the follow-

ing conditions shall be satisfied;

Sk-V,max

m-6. (2),

where

- basic frequency of the tube natural vibra-

tion with regard for the associated coolant

mass,Hz ;
K- frequency shift factors;

5h.- Struichal number;

- sodium rate in the narrowest clear opening

of the bundle, cm/s;

d - tube diameter, cm,- ~

D - sodium density , g*s ;

cm

ITl- tube mass and associated sodium mass per

unit of tube length, g*f ;
cm

- logarithmic coefficient of vibration
damping.

Results obtained by the authors and other investigators
[_10 -15J permit to propose a generalized diagram of amplitu-

des of displacements A and accelerations ofthe steam genera-
tor tubes versus mean coolant velocity ~\f at the cross-flow
sections (pig.6) to evaluate the probability of excessive
vibration. Here point 0. corresponds to such flow rate
v/hen tube vibration is on the sensitivity threshold of the

available vibration measuring means. At point A tube vibration

level begins to rize non-linearly(with regard for the vibra-

tion measuring error) with increasing the coolant flow rate,

and at point B vibration amplitude is 30% higher than at

point B- lying on the continuation of the straight section

CLA. In the most investigations subsequent flow rate XT

increase results in a continuous growth of vibration in the

direction of points G and D, but in some tube bundle struc-

tures and flow patterns ["13,14] that on the characteris-

tic curve AtCL- ̂ ("U) there are pronounced maximum at point C

and minimum at point E with sharp increase of vibration

amplitude towards point F« In the opinion of the investiga-

tors, the vibration amplitude peak at point G corresponds to

resonance vibration caused by stall of Karman vortexes, aee

formula (1), while vibration increase at point F is accounted

for by hydroelastic forces,formula (2).
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Fig.6. Generalized diagram of amplitudes of displace-
ments A. and accelerations CLof the steam generator
tubes versus mean coolant t l / "



Results analysis of investigating the steam generator

tubes vibration and i ts operating experience permits to make

the following conclusions;

a) If one assumes K-ss Ko » then for the majority of re-

al structures zL-= 3-5.

b) Section1 BCEP of the characteristic curve X,CL=^(V)

is the most interesting and difficult one for the investiga-

tors, but at the rates of lf-j>[lT3 operation of the WPS

steam generators is not allowed.

c) section OA corresponds to the steam generator unli-

mited operational life from the standpoint of tube vibration

strength.

d) i t is reasonable to establish the allowable norms

of vibration [A.J and JjCtJ according to the location of

point B on the characteristic curve A,Ct=!

3.2. Vibration and vibroacoustic check of

tube vibrations.

With growth of the number of operating NP5 and heat

exchangers having accrued 100.000 hours under the .nornal

operating conditions , questions of vibration and vibro-

acoustic check become a matter of great urgency. Tubes vib-

ration measuring methods suitable for vibration check at a

"TPS are described in detail in [i6j ,and the results of

vibration check of B1I-35O UPS steam superheater tubes in ope-

ration during 1973-1976 - in [lOJ .

Combination of the vibration and vibroacoustic check

is the most effective . For example, during operational-life

proof of the seven-tube model of 3H-350 steam superheaters

and maintaining similarity of the main parameters(vibration

acceleration amplitude and vibration frequency of tubes, tu-

bes and spacing grids geometry, materials, sodium temperatu-

re) with the ITPS parameters, periodical vibration and vibro-

acoustic measurements followed by cutting of the models and

metallographic examinations [i7j have been carried out.

The tests have revealed that just those tubes in v/hich nor-

malized autocorrelation functions ft(Ctj and spectral den-

sities S ( 0 0 of accelerations were considerably changing

during operational life , pig. 7 , are worn out at points of

tube contact with spacing grid. During these tests amplitude-

frequency spectrum was changing according to readings of the

accelerometers mounted on the body. Influence of the tube

vibration level upon the amplitude-frequency spectrum of the

accelerometers mounted on the heat exchanger model body is

mostly evident from pig. 8 representing characteristic os—

cillograms (a) and spectrograms (b) of tube vibration acce-

lerations according to the vibration measuring results, and

spectrogram (c) of readings of the outside acceleroraeters

for vibration acoustic check. When Q= 30 nr/hr minor vibra-

tion of model tubes having basic frequency •£ =5O±5 Hz(see
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?ig.8b) is not revealed in the spectrograms (see pig,8c) of

the outside acceleroneters, but as flow rate runs up ±0

Q=40ra /hr and tube vibration considerably increases there

is a sharp peak in the spectrogram (pig.8c) over the narrow

range around the basic natural frequency of model tube vib-

rations.

Results obtained are used to develop systems for vib-

ration and vibroacoustic check of tubes for full-acale steam

generators.

3.3» Some measures reducing tube vibration.

A3 is evident from formulae (1) and (2) one of the tu-

bes main vibrocharacteristics upon which the steam genera-

tor operational life depends is natural frequency 4- of

tubes vibration. Value 4- may be increased through instal-

lation of an additional spacing grid or decreasing of the

gap between the tube and the spacing grid cell. Effective-

ness of these- structural measures has been checked by expe-

riment on a model and an experimental full-scale heat ex-

changer. As the result of installation of an additional

spacing grid in the middle of span in the multi-tube model

at cross-flow section the vibration maximum amplitude has

sharply reduced, Pig.9. Detailed description of the model

and test conditions is given in £18] . Considerable reduc-

tion of the vibroaccelerations maximum amplitude also takes

place if the tubes are expanded over the inner surface at the

level of the spacing grids, Pig.10 . More detailed informa-

tion is provided in hi ]

A1<
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Fig.9- Maximum amplit-̂ ide of vibration A versus water
cross-flow rate:

1 - with one spacing grid;
2 - with additional grid in the middle of span.



0.1
Pig.10. MaT̂ ""̂ " amplitude of the heat exchanger tube acce-
lerations versus the value of radial gaps in the spacing
grid.

4. COBCHJSION

To substantiate vibration strength of the reactor

and steam generator internals it is necessary to further

develop purposeful programs of theoretical and experimental

investigations that would help improve available design

methods and allowable vibration norms and develop new ones.
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Vibrations of the Elements of a Core of Fast Neutrons

Reactor to the Excitation Due to Sodium Flow

J. Teulon, J. P. Simonneau, Y. Brenler, France.

Abstract :

In a fast neutron reactor, the fluid reachs the high-

est speeds in the core. Very turbulent, the resulting excitation

incites the core elements to vibrate. A knowledge of the relative

amplitudes and relative lengthening attained is necessary for the

evaluation of the damage which could ultimately be produced.

These vibration studies are carried out at the

CADARACHE Nuclear Center of the totality of the assemblies and

on the constituants of these assemblies. Concurrently, an

analysis of the fluctuating pressures in the fluid is carried out.

INTRODUCTION

In a fast neutron reactor, the fluid reachs the

highest speeds in the core. Very turbulent it constitutes a

strong source of excitation. The elements forming the core

are therefore submitted to random stresses of great energy.

They respond to this by vibrating according to their vibra-

tory characteristics.

These vibrations are troublesome in as mocB as Chey

are accompanied by noises which can disturb certain measurements,

and where they can induce by high amplitudes in the resonances,

fatigue ruptures when the damping is not sufficient.

A knowledge of those vibrations is therefore

important, on the one hand, in order to prevent the occurence

of such phenomena, and, on the other hand, to permit, as far

as possible, the following-up through the evolution of the

spectrum and the standard deviations, the mechanical comport-

ment of the element.

These vibrations studies are complementary to the

general studies of the fast reactor core performed by the CEA

at the Cadarache Nuclear Center. They apply at the same time

to the assemblies as a whole, to each component of the assem-

bly and to the surrounding elements such as the temperature

measurements devices.

For each element studied, the analysis comprises

a study of the intrinsic vibratory characteristics through

calculation, then, by measurement of the mechanical impedance

and the damping in air.

- A study of the response of the element under

hydraulic excitation.

- A study, each time it is possible, of the

random pressure.

- Direct measurements on the reactor when possible.

From these tests are extracted the spectral or inter-

spectral densities giving the vibratory identity of the concerned

element (it is thus possible for the element to be followed, as

the case may be, during its life in the reactor), the amplitudes

of the movements with shock risks they could induce, the strain

intensities with their happening frequencies in order to deter-

mine the risks of overstrain-caused, the nature of the excitation,

its energy spectrum and its correlation length.

The transducers utilized are essentially accele-

rometers, strain gauges and fluctuating pressure transducers.

All this work has been carried out with various

types of assemblies constituting fast reactor cores studied at

the CEA (Rapsodie, Phenix, SPX 1). Whether the excitation is

purely internal (internal longitudinal flow) or longitudinal

external associated with a transversal flow, these studies

show that the response is proportional to the excitation on

which the natural resonances come to be superimpose.

Nevertheless, in most cases, the vibration levels

remain weak and only affect certain measurements which they

modulate to the frequency of the structure : this is the case,

for example of temperature and neutronic measurements.

1.- WORKING METHOD

The study is divided into three parts :

a) an analysis of the vibratory characteristics of

the structure,

b) an analysis, whenever possible, of the turbulence

which is source of the excitation.

c) measurement of the structure response under

hydraulic excitation.
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I.a.- Vibratory characteristics of structures 2.- EXPERIMENTATION ON ASSEMBLY MOCK-UPS 64
In order to characterize a structure from the

point of view of vibration , one describes as carefully as

possible the concerned structure while respecting the relation-

ship to the environment, following which, using the TEDEL code,

one calculates the natural frequencies and associated modes,

the moments, the various efforts and the strains.

The second step in measuring the response of a

mock-up at scale 1, scrupulously representative in geometry,

kinetics and material nuances, to a sinusoidal excitation in

air.

The readings of the deformations of the first

modes are performed with the aid of transducer placed along

the structures.

l.b.- Analysis of turbulence

The fluctuating pressure is measured in the walls

by pressure-transducers. The registered signal is cleaned of

parasites and processed. The spectral and interspectral densi-

ties are calculated after several transducers have been placed

as well as the standard deviation of the fluctuation.

I.e.- Response of the structure under hydraulic excitation

All of the hydraulic tests that we perform are

done in water at the ambiant temperature. We work in a simi-

larity of speed, respecting the number of Cauchy.

The structures are equipped with accelerometers

and strain gages. Their responses give the spectral densities,

the standard deviations, histograms of amplitude. We can

deduct the vibration modes, displacements, the strains and the

frequency of their appearance. Translated into a number of

cycles for the life of the reactor, we can compare the levels

of strains to ASME security strains in order to try to

evaluate the risks.

We must not forget that those risks come in

addition to all the other risks as thermal, mechanical

stresses, etc...

The core of fast neutron reactors is composed

of vertically disposed assemblies in accordance with hexagonal

lattice, the feet of which are plugged down in the diagrid

sleeves. At the temperature of nominal operation these assemblies

are in contact with each other by pads, situated at about 2/3

of the height of the assembly above the upper plate of the

diagrid. Other than the contacts, and the upper and lower

connections of the diagrid sleeves, the assembly is free. The

result of this is that there may be two'movements. One movement

of the assembly which drives the pads contact into mode shape 1

of the vibrations. An individual movement, respecting the pads

as a rigid contact.

The true movement is the superimposing of the

two described modes to which is added the forced movement

due to the accumulate* energy in the other spectral frequencies.

The hydraulic excitation due to the turbulent

flow affects all parts of the assembly including the external

envelope as well as the internal elements such as the pressure

drop systems, the hook rails for the pins and the pins itself.

The study which is going to be described more

particularly concerns the global motion of the assembly. From

this point of view, the fluid which penetrates at the foot to

emerge at the head exerts its influence all along the mock-up.

This foot is subjected to the excitation due to the flow, on

the one hand, across the grid sleeve by a coupling of the foot

with the grid sleeve and, on the other hand, that due to the

action of the fluid on the inlet slottes and the internal walls

of the foot. The stiffness of this part of the mock-up limits,

nevertheless, the importance of the excitation. Penetrating

afterwards the body of the assembly, the fluid acts on the

internal walls of the hexagonal tube and on the pins in the

interior. The surface presented to the random pressure is large.

The reaction of the pins in their movement exerts itself on

these walls, thus adding itself to the surface forces. If we

know too that the stiffness of the hexagonal tube is less,

it can be said that this part of the mock-up is very largely

affected. Finally, there is the PNS (upper neutron sheilding)



massive and infinitely rigid by comparison. If the random

pressure has only a small effect on this part, the reaction of

the jet at the outlet serves to increase the vibration by a

whipping action. This has even more effect in that part,

reasonably heavy, of the mock-up, as it is far from the embedding

and thus supplies to the applied forces a strong lever arm.

As to the part of the flow becomes horizontal by.

deviation under the core cover, it does not contribute to the

excitation of the assembly heads. Recent measurements have

shown, in effect, that the random pressure, read over the length

of an ascending vertical, starting from the lateral face of an

assembly head and going right up to the core cover, have a

correlation length of a few centimeters. Comparing the distance

separating the assembly heads from the horizontal profil of the

flow, it appears that these pressures are decorrelated. It

results from this that only the internal flow participates in

the excitation of the assembly.

This experimentation on mock-ups of assemblies

has been conducted on the geometries corresponding to three

types of French reactors : Rapsodie, Phenix and Super Phenix.

2.1.- Test conditions

The assemblies are placed in a cylindrical test

vessel. They rest at the bottom of this vessel on a spherical/

conical bearing which insures the tightness between the inflow

by the foot and the part situated above this bearing. This

results in a strictly internal flow and static water surrounding

the hexagonal tube. Above the spherical/conical bearing the

assembly is free over its entire height, the contact at the

pads level is not realized.

The comportment of a bundle of assemblies is not

analysed. From the point of view damping, only that due to the

water is taken into consideration.

It is planned to study the damping due to the

mechanical action of the mock-up assemblies (friction between

pads) one upon another, in a separate test, utilizing the

release method.

The mock-ups are equipped with accelerometers

placed on the head of the assemblies aimed in two directions

at 90°. The fluctuating pressure is measured on the inner wall

of the head near to the mock-up outlet (fig. 1).

2.2.- Methods of an analysis

During these tests all the measurements are

plotted against the reactor flow rate. For some cases,

-analysis of the Phenix combustible mock-up- certain measure-

ments are taken in function of the reduce fluctuating pressure.

The displacements are obtained by measure of the

area under the spectral density curve, this having been obtained

from the spectral density of acceleration.

The maximal values of acceleration and displacement

are obtained by taking three times standard deviation, the

signals being Gaussian.

2.3.- Test results

As a general rule, the assembly mock-ups respond

by their own free frequencies to the hydraulic excitation.

Considering their dimensions, their resonancesare situated in

the low frequencies range and are therefore placed in the most

energetic part of the spectrums of the fluctuating pressure.

The profile of which has the aspect, in general, of an exponen-

tial cutting out at 250 to 300 Hertz without significant dis-

persion line. The table below gives, by assembly type the vibra-

tion modes measured in sinusoidal excitation and those read

under hydraulic excitation.
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Mode N°

1

2

P H E N I X

Calculated

4,1 Hertz

24,4

Measured

4

(18,20)

S U P E R P H E N I X

Calculated

3,1

18,2

Measured

2,8

(18,20)



The damping are in the neighborhood of 2 % which

explains that Che displacement amplitudes are weak and are not

caused to fear, for our types of reactors, a risk of damage.

Figure 2 shows the acceleration spectral density

for the assembly mock-up Phenix combustible, for an output of

0.7 Qn corresponding to the speed similarity. The correspondance

between this spectrum and the assembly resonances should be noted.

The profiles of the standard deviations of accelera-

tion at the level of the assembly heads, in function of the

flow rate, increase in a regular manner. For the Phenix assembly,

the increase rate of acceleration is clearly higher for the flow

rate of zone N° 2 of the reactor (Fig. 2) than for the one of

zone N° 6 (Fig. 3) This stems from the fact that the flow is

less important in Zone 6. The ratio between acceleration levels

of the two zones is in effect 10.

During the tests corresponding to the flow rate

of Zone 2, the fluctuating pressures were read at the assembly

outlet. This fluctuating pressure is related to the dynamic

pressure in the corresponding section.

The profile of this reduced pressure in function

of the flow rate (Fig. 2) shows an instability in the low for

the low fluid velocity. We tried to plot the acceleration res-

ponse in relation to this reduced pressure (Fig. 2) but without

much success. A calculation of coherence did not give any

significant result. This is explained by the fact that a local

disturbance of pressure masks the flow turbulence and does not

permit the establishment of a correlation. The acceleration

response in function of the flow rate (Fig. 4) fertile Super

Phenix mock-up presents a profile identical with that of the

Phenix assemblies

The maximum displacements corresponding to the

different assemblies are in agreement with the level of the

speeds corresponding to the outputs.

Type of assembly

Phenix combustible

Super Phenix
fertile

outputs

strong

weak

speeds

high

weak

maximum
displacements

Smax=+ 0' l 2 m m

max = + 5,1x10 mm

It is evident from these various tests that the levels

of the parameters tested remain weak. To the weak displacements

correspond deformations of weak curvatures and levels of weak

associated stresses. The life times are therefore not affected.

CONCLUSION

The different results obtained during these

experiments, allow it to be said that, concerning the excitation,

the fluctuating pressures reduced are strong in the lower opera-

ting conditions of the reactor and regulate themselves when the

running conditions increase. Generally, no particular spectral

line is noted on the power spectrum which always conserves a

decreasing exponential form of the low frequencies towards the

high frequencies with the extinction of the signal around 300 Hz.

The correlation lengths, according to the regions and the concer-

ned singularities vary from a few centimeters to several dozens

of centimeters, affecting the entire element or parts of elements,

for example, when one is interested in an assembly several

meters long.

The structures respond to these stimilants by their

own proper characteristics which superimpose themselves on a

background noise of the structure due to other frequencies of

the pressure spectrum.

The standard deviations of motion of the elements

are proportional to the flow rate when one refers to this

parameter, or inversely proportional to the reduced pressure if

one measurs in function of its size. In the two cases the

amplitude increases with the intensity of the turbulence.

For each corresponding amplitude in the structure

theee is an alternate relative elongations which could cause

fatigue damage, thus limiting the life time. Fore these reasons,

the knowledge of the amplitude distribution of parameters is

one of the most significant analysis methods whether obtained

by direct measure (strain gages) or by intermediate calculations

(accelerometer, displacement gauge) for it permits

(in the future when this method will be well understood) an

evaluation of the damage rate in comparing these maximum values

of relative elongations to those given by the fatigue curves
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for the same number of cycles. These measurements will be that

much more necessary in as much as the future is oriented towards

more compact cores causing higher flow speeds. The excitation

which results therefrom will be stronger and stronger and it

will be necessary to jugulate these effects on the structures

without penalizing them trough higher manufacturing costs due

to the greater complexity. This will only be possible through

having attained an excellent knowledge of excitation and of

structure responses as well as their damping in the flow, and

either of how damages occurs due to fatigue under random

excitation. Such knowledge opens up into future programs more

oriented towards a more precise description of the turbulent

flows in the various parts of the core from the input grid

along the assemblies up to the evacuation at the outlet of the

core in the core lid, and towards a good comprehension of the

mechanics of damping by the fluid and by the movements of the

structures in relation to each other.

T A B L E A U A.

FLOW RATES

q/Qn

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8
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1
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m3/s

1,425x10

1,709x10~2

1,994x10"2
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2,849x10~2

ASSEMBLY OUTLET

mean vo loc i ty
m/s

6,98

8,37

9,76

11,16

12J55

13,95

reduced p r e s s u r e

1 ,026 x 10~2

2,747 x 10"2

1 ,991 x 10~2

1,718 x !0~2

1,835 x 10~2

1,573 x 10"2

ASSEMBLY HEAD

Acceleration
**/&•

0,13

0,20

0,25

0,32

0,39

0,43

FIGURES AND TABLES

Table 1.- Phenix combustible assembly : fluctuating pressure

reduced and relative accelerations in the head of the

assembly

Figure 1.- Assembly plugged in diagrid,detail of assembly head

instrumentation

Figure 2.-Power spectral density

Figure 3.- Flow rate section N° 1 and 2 Phenix fuel assembly

head relation between assembly head acceleration

and flow rate (full line) relative pressure (dash line)

Figure 4.- Phenix fuel assembly relation between relative pressure

(assembly outlet) and flow rate

Figure 5.- Phenix fuel assembly flow rate section N° 6

relation between acceleration displacement and

flow rate

Figure 6.- Super Phenix blanket assembly

relation between assembly head acceleration and flow

rate.
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CRBRP Flow Induced Vibration Program by E. H. Novendstern,

F. A. Grochowski, T. M. Yang, J. A. Ryan and T. M. Mulcahy,

United States.

ABSTRACT

The program to assure the structural adequacy of CRBRP components

during its planned 30 years of operation is described. The program

includes (1) an assessment of reactor components relative to their

susceptibility to FIV, (2) designing to minimize component excita-

tion due to FIV, (3) scale model tests to measure structural response

during simulated operating conditions and (4) preoperational tests.

An overview of the CRBRP test program is described. Additionally,

details of scale model testing of reactor internals and the steam

generator is described in more detail.

CRBRP FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION PROGRAM

I.Introduction

This paper presents the CRBRP flow induced vibration assessment program

for assuring adequate structural integrity of the reactor and plant

components. The program is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. It

consists of: (1) design to avoid flow induced vibration, (2) evaluation

of the susceptibility of each component to flow induced vibration,

(3) analytical modal evaluation of each component, (4) scale model test-

ing, both bench and full system, (5) in-reactor CRBRP vibrational mea-

surements during preoperational testing and (6) post examination of

selected removable components. In addition, operational data from the

Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), will be utilized as it becomes available.

Because the major emphasis in the CRBRP flow induced vibration program

is placed on the experimental phase, emphasis in this paper is placed on

testing in the program.

Generally, the most effective means of assuring that severe flow inauced

vibrations do not exist is to design such as to provide adequate separation

of the structural natural frequency from expected excitation frequencies.

This requires an accurate description of the structure (e.g., mass dis-

tribution, damping, stiffness, support conditions, etc.) and an accurate

characterization of the flow field (e.g., flow distribution, turbulence,

pressure fluctuations, etc.). The present state-of-the-art is such that

reliability in reactor design cannot be assured by analysis alone. The

physical properties of the structure can be described with a high degree

of accuracy; however, damping and support conditions (end-fixity) must

be assessed by experiment. Flow distributions can be obtained from

analyses and tests; however, the mechanisms and forcing functions are

difficult to predict. In most instances, even 1f the mechanism can be

characterized, it is not possible to develop a mathematic description

of the fluid forcing function. In a complex flow field, it is there-

fore very difficult to predict the vibratory behavior of components

thus requiring the analysis and design be supplemented by an experimental

program. To develop the type and extent of the experimental program,

first a thorough and detailed assessment is made of each component re-

garding its susceptabil1ty to flow induced vibration. In this assessment,

possible excitation mechanisms (vortex shedding, turbulence, jet reaction,

etc.), the problem potential (demonstrated or conjecture), investigative

priority, and type of test (bench or complete system) are all given de-

tailed consideration.

In the planning and designing of experiments, careful attention must

be given to scaling factors and similarity criteria. The similitude re-

quirements are established from consideration of the fluid system, the

mechanical system and the fluid mechanical interaction of the two systems.

The two predominant dimensionless parameters for fluid dynamic effects

are Strouhal number &-) and Reynolds number^*). Strouhal number simula-

tion is easily obtained; however, with reduced scale models using water

as the test fluid, Reynolds number simulation is difficult to obtain. In

this case, it 1s therefore necessary to evaluate the relative model and

prototype Reynolds number regimss (subcritical, supercritical and trans-

critical) and make a judgement as to whether the model will be conservative

or non-conservative. In the event of a non-conservative model, additional

larger scale bench type model testing may be required. In the fluid-

mechanical system the accurate simulation of damping is difficult to

achieve. This is particularly true because of the initial difficulty

1n predicting the prototype damping. The model is therefore generally

designed to minimize damping because if the flow field and mechanical

system are appropriately modeled, the response amplitude is inversely
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proportional to the damping and the model will be conservative. The

study of scaling laws is an ongoing effort in the LMFBR program. In

addition, FFTF data, as it becomes available, will be used to verify

that scaling laws from model to prototype are accurate and reliable.

If adverse vibrations occur in the model studies and are predicted to

Occur in the prototype, as shown in Figure 1, corrective action will

be taken to eliminate the problem. The model will be used to isolate

the source of the problem and to provide direction for the best

Solution. This may involve a design change in the fluid system or the

mechanical system or both.

Preoperational testing in the CRBRP will further verify the structural

Integrity of plant components. Limited instrumentation will be used to

monitor component response during preoperational testing. In addition,

surveillance (post examination) of selected removable components will

be performed to provide both quantitative and qualitative verification

Of acceptability or non-acceptability of the components. Again, as

Ihown 1n Figure 1, should unsatisfactory performance occur, components

Or the fluid system will be redesigned.

II-Overview of CRBRP Flow Induced Vibration Experimental Program

In the CRBRP flow Induced vibration evaluation program considerable

emphasis is placed on testing. The program consists of the following.

1. Prequalification Testing

• Water vibration and scale model experiments

• Sodium life and/or vibration experiments

• FFTF 1n-reactor testing

2. In-Service Testing

• CRBRP vibration measurements during preoperational testing

i. Surveillance Programs

• Post examination of components

The components to be evaluated are categorized as, (1) Reactor Internals,

(2) Primary System Plant Components and (3) Removable Reactor Components.

The following lists those components which will receive primary considera-

tion regarding flow Induced vibration.

COMPONENTS EVALUATED

Removable Reactor Components

• Fuel Assemblies (F/A)

• Blanket Assemblies (B/A)

• Control Assemblies (C/A)

• Control Rod Drivel ine (CRDL)

Reactor Internals

• Upper Internals Structure (UIS)

• Gas Entrainment Suppressor Plate

• Liquid Level Monitor (LLM)

• Ex-Vessel Transfer Machine (EVTM) Tube

• In-Vessel Transfer Machine (IVTM) Plug

• Vessel Thermal Liner

• Horizontal Baffle

• Core Support Structure Module Liner

Plant Components

• Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX)

• Pump

• Check-Valve

i Thermowell

• Steam Generator

Figures 2, 3 and 4 present a further breakdown of the overall program

and Indicate the type of model used in the experiments. As can be

seen from the preceding, the CRBRP Flow Induced Vibration Program 1s

very extensive. The experimental program for the outlet plenum com-

ponents of the reactor Internals and the steam generator are well

underway and test results have been obtained. It is for this reason

that test programs which evaluate these components are presented in

greater detail in this paper.

III. Experimental Programs

A. Reactor Internals - Outlet Plenum Components.

An assessment of potential flow Induced vibration was made

early in the design of the CRBRP reactor internals. With the co-
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operation of the Westinghouse Research and Development Laboratories,
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), and the Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory (HEDL), each Internal component was evaluated.
The results of the evaluation are presented 1n Table 1. During the
evaluation It was decided that a 360°, 1/4 scale water flow Integral
Reactor Flow Model (IRFM) would be used as the major reactor internals
test vehicle and that single component scale model bench tests would
be conducted as required prior to the IRFM testing. The 1/4 scale
was selected to be compatible with the water flow test facility at
HEDL. In the first column are listed the reactor Internal components
that are most likely to experience flow Induced vibration. In the
second column, possible flow Induced vibration mechanisms associated
with the particular component are listed. In the next three columns
engineering judgement was used to assess the relative problem
potential. If similar components were known to have experienced
serious flow Induced vibration in other applications, the problem
potential 1s designated as, "demonstrated". If no direct experience
1s available, but strong Indications exist for flow Induced vibration,
the problem potential 1s designated as "conjectured". In the sixth
column an Investigation priority for each component 1s established
and the last three columns indicate the work to be done prior to or
In parallel with the IRFM testing.

1. Upper Internals Structure Bench Tests

As a result of the overall flow Induced vibrations assessment,
bench tests were identified and performed on two major components
of the Upper Internals Structure (UIS), judged to have sub-
stantial potential for flow induced vibrations, which could
not be discounted based on the available literature or analysis
methods. Tests on the Instrumentation Post (IP) and Flow Chimney/
Lower Shourd (FC/LS) were performed early 1n the design stage so
that design changes could be made, if necessary, without impacting
fabrication plans. The philosophy of the bench tests was to deter-
mine whether specific suspected fluid excitation mechanism
existed, thus enabling simplified scale model designs and expediting
test procedures. The same components were scheduled for later
testing under more prototypic conditions in the IRFM.

The location of the IP, FC and LS are shown 1n Figure 5 which also
shows the core outlet basic flow path. They are subject to the re-

latively high velocity flow of -v-7.62 m/sec (25 ft/sec) of the cool-
ant jetting from the exit nozzles of seven to nine core assemblies.
As shown in Figure 6, the exterior geometry of the IP exposed to the
flow consists essentially of a vertical cylinder with a point at the
bottom where three plate-Uke fins also emanate. The character
of the flow Issuing from the nozzle is very turbulent and more
complex than that issuing from a circular pipe, because the flow
must pass through a six side "clover leaf like" constriction
before exiting from the flow nozzles. The flow induced vibrations
of finite width plates, subject to low turbulence flow parallel
to their surface and separting from various shaped blunt trail-
ing edges, has been studied extensively [1], Most of the studies
agree that detrimental vibrations may occur when vortices are
shed at the trailing edge and interact with the plate motion near
a structural natural frequency. However, the mechanism of shed-
ding and a Strouhal number defining a shedding frequency as a
function of Reynolds number is not as well defined and deter-
ministic as for a circular cylinder 1n cross flow. The thickness
of the plates's boundary layer, shape of the trailing edge, and
motion of the plate all appear to be factors which influence the
existence and the important vortex shedding characteristics:
magnitude of associated 11ft forces, correlation (phase) of lift
forces along the trailing edge, and the dominant shedding
frequency. However, based on all the literature available, the
range of Strouhal numbers observed appears to be from 0.15 to
0.30 [2]. Thus, for the prototype fin thickness and nozzle flow
velocities, vortex shedding could occur 1n a frequency range up
to 80 Hz. Since the lowest structural natural frequencies also
were expected to occur in this range, there was reason for
concern.

A schematic of the FC/I.S scale model mounted for testing 1s shown
1n Figure 7. It can be seen to consist essentially of compound
cantilevered tubes restrained by welded joints or pinned connec-
tions at one end but free to move In narrow, annular, thermal
expansion clearance gaps at the other end. The concern was that
the random pressure of the coolant flow 1n the annular region
between the FC and LS, combined with the jet flow Impinging on
the bottom of the LS, would significantly excite the relatively
loosely connected member. Another configuration without the LS
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was tested to assess the response of the FC where a control rod

did not exist, such as in the blanket region of the core.

The general similitude parameters for scale model testing are

established [1], The parameters considered important to simulate

were: the exact exterior geometry of the IP tip and FC and the

interior geometry of the FC and the flow nozzles, to provide the

correct flow paths; the fluideiastic parameter, which is the ratio

of the elastic restoring force to the fluid forces and is funda-

mental In simulating vortex shedding and random pressure

fluctuation excitation; the ratio of the fluid and structural

mass density; and the effective viscous structural damping

ratios. Only one dynamically Isolated IP and FC/LS were tested

because the suspected excitation mechanisms were expected to

be limited to the localized regions of the IP fins and the

cylindrical surfaces of the FC/LS. Based on these partial

similitude requirements, one-third scale models were designed,

constructed, and separately tested subject to flow velocities

up to 125% normal operating velocities for several different

core assembly flow distributions representing various locations

in the reactor core. Geometric parameters defining the relative

alignment of the components with respect to the core assemblies

were varied also to simulate fabrication tolerances and swell-

ing of the core assemblies due to neutron absorption.

TESTS & RESULTS

Natural frequencies for the IP model were predicted utilizing a

finite element computer code and compared to shaker test results.

The two lowest bending modes (204 Hz, 350 Hz in air and 162 Hz

and 275 Hz in water) were well simulated 1n addition to the first

torsional mode (444 Hz in air and 424 Hz In water). The percent

of critical damping for these modes was 2%, 3% and 0.25% in water

which was deemed less than would occur in the reactor and thus

yield conservative test results. In general, the flow Induced

response of the IP appeared to be due to random pressure fluctua-

tions of the flowing fluid: Power Spectral Densities (PSD) showed

significant response only In a narrow band around the structural

natural frequencies and the response increased as a function of

(flow rate) . Figure 8 is typical of the RMS accelerations in

the lowest bending modes and was among the largest responses

observed. In terms of displacement, typical response at the

end of the tip was less than 8.9 x 10 mm (3.5 x 10 inches)

1n the lowest bending mode and less than 0.5 x 10 radians in

the lowest torsional mode, both of which corresponded to very small

stress levels. No indication of detrimental vortex shedding from

the trailing edge of the fins was found in the IP response.

Shaker testing of the FC/LS showed the components, as expected,

to have 111 defined natural vibration modes which could neither

be accurately predicted or reproduced. Damping was high but

careful model construction was expected to produce less damping

than in the prototype. The flow induced response was very

small, as indicated by the results shown in Figure 9 for the

accelerometers identified in Figure 7. The associated strains

were on the order of 10" . The only possible problem indicated

1n the model was low level impacting (<2 g's) which occurred

intermittently during testing.

2. Integral Reactor Flow Model

The IRFM is a 1/4 geometric scale model of the CRBRP Upper Internals

Structure (UIS) and outlet plenum components, and was designed to

model the vibrational and hydraulic characteristics of the proto-

type. Dynamically important masses, shapes, and stiffnesses,

and hydrodynamically important wetted surfaces were scaled;

hydraulic flow channels, which are potential sources of excita-

tion, were reproduced and/or scaled. Scaled reactor component

response was measured under scaled and simulated flow conditions

using water to simulate the sodium.

The IRFM is shown in Figure 10, and principal components are

identified. A Simulated Core Assembly (SCA) provides scaled

flow, simulating the reactor flow distribution at the exit plane

of the nozzles. The exit nozzles are geometric simulations of

the prototype and provide the appropriately scaled hydraulic

conditions to the outlet plenum.

The UIS support/jacking mechanism, which positions the UIS, is

modeled with a gimbal system which provides prototypic simple

support to the UIS columns. Within the gimbal is designed a
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threaded section which can be adjusted to provide the desired
vertical gap between the UIS and the core exit plane.

Similitude ratios which are pertinent to flow-induced vibration
studies are summarized below. Subscripts 'm' and 'p1 refer to
model and prototype, respectively.

, where Re 1s Reynolds number (DU/v),

^ , where S is the Strouhal number (fD/U),

yp.s/p)m t where ps is the structural material density and P is
ips/pjp t h e f l u 1 d d e n s 1 t y >

|S , where 6 is the logarithmic decrement, and

Em , where E 1s Young's Modulus

From these dimensionless ratios, the following can be stated:

D a IP ~' p' S>

For geometrically similar structures, the following is the
desired relationship:

(ft = Wp

Table 2 is a summary of the model and prototype material and
fluid properties. The measured parameters shown in Table 2
were calculated using the 0.248 geometric scale of the model.
The model tests were conducted with 37.8°C (100°F) water; the
prototype sodium temperature will be 510°F (950°F).

To achieve the requirement (Sm/Sp) * 1, the velocity ratio
must be 1.1 ; (I.e., the ratio of model-to-prototype Strouhal
number will be unity under the condition that the scaled model flow-
rate Is ten percent greater than the prototype). However, the
Strouhal number is a function of Reynolds number. From the
properties of Table 2 with Um/Up = 1.1, the Reynolds number
ratio would be (Re)m/(Re)p = 0.092. Within the operating limits

of the IRFM, the ratio of Reynolds number cannot be made unity.
The flow regime of the model will be defined, and based on this
definition, the Reynolds numbers for model and prototype can be
established 1n regions where cross-flow exists. Figure 11
establishes the relationship between model and prototype cross-
flow excitation. In terms of the ratio DU, the following ranges
can be defined:

0 < DU i 11 Vortex shedding coincidence occurring 1n the
model would occur in the prototype

11 5 DU £107 Vortex shedding coincidence occuring in the
model would not occur 1n the prototype (model
is conservative)

116 1 DU 51200 Vortex shedding coincidence occurring 1n the
prototype would not occur in the model (model
1s unconservative)

107 < DU 5116 Vortex shedding 1s not scaled, Sm/Sp i 1

The density ratio (ps/p)m/(ps/p)p 1s 0.851; thus, the effect of
vertical mass is somewhat greater in the model, yielding lower
effective model natural frequencies. Excitation of the structure
by the fluid is more effective in the model, yielding somewhat
greater amplitudes. Both effects are small and considered
conservative.

In the absence of prototype damping values, the IRFM was designed,
where possible, to minimize damping. Joints have generally been
designed to ensure that they do not contribute significantly to
damping.

With respect to modeling based upon the requirement that the
Strouhal number ratio be unity, the previously cited regimes of
DU will establish the scalability of model results. In those
regimes where the model is conservative, the effect of density
ratio and damping should add further conservatism, and the
ratio (y/D)m = (y/D)p would be considered conservative. Model
results obtained in the nonconservative regime are not scalable
directly to the prototype, and these test results will be further
analyzed based upon test circumstances to establish applicability.
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TESTS & RESULTS

Table 3 is a summary of the major tests which constitute the

Phase I portion of the program. Test sequences B and C have been

completed with the exception of the refueling mode test.

Vibration instrumentation, consisting primarily of accelerometers,

is tabulated on Table 4. Table 5 presents a summary of the proto-

type vibrational characteristics as determined by analysis. These

results will be compared with data from shaker tests in the model

program.

Data was recorded on two 14-channel FM tape recorders for off-

line analysis and review. Accelerometer signal output was

monitored on monitor scopes provided for each channel of recorded

data. The primary data analysis was accomplished with a Time/

Data TDA51 Time Series Analyzer System (a mini-computer-based

Fast Fourier Transform Analyzer).

During initial assembly of the IRFM, the UIS was positioned

with a minimum of 7.6 x 10" mm (3 mils)* clearance between the

keys/keyways, see Figure 12. The total keyway gap was 3.8 x 10 mm

(15 mils). At 110% flow, a maximum impacting of 2.1 g's* (peak-

to-peak) was measured at the keyways. The cyclic rate of impact

was less than one impact per second. The impacting was detectable

over the full range of 33 to 133% flow. Typical lateral motion

measured at the base of the UIS is shown in the PSD plot of accelero-

meter 5-45X, Figure 13. The general shape of this response remain-

ed unchanged over the range of flow rates tested.

Subsequent flow-tests were conducted with undersized keys and a

modified core. The total keyway gap was 1.8 mm (70 mils), and the

UIS was positioned to obtain a minimum gap of 3.8 x 10" mm

(15 mils). Impacting was observed at the keyway. Amplitudes at

the same flow-rate were less than previously measured. At flow-

rates above 110%, no impacting was observed, and typical lateral

motion is shown in the PSD plot of accelerometer 5-45X, Figure 14.

There appears to be an increase in damping at the low frequency

response (̂ 5 Hz). Based upon other response data, it has been

concluded that the UIS has been forced against the head hung

*Model characteristics

components (shroud tubes and IVTM Plug) and as such 1s contrained

sufficiently to preclude the impacting at the keyway.

One sequence of tests was conducted with the original key engaged

within the keyway. Impacting at the keyway was no longer observed.

The measured motion of the UIS was of the type shown above, with

an increase of damping observed at the low-frequency. No measure-

ment was made of the "keying force".

The interface at the upper/lower shroud tubes during tests with

a revised core flow distribution exhibited the same phonomena.

Impacting was observed up to approximately 100% flow, and at

flow-rates above 110% no impacting was observed. During the

initial sequence of tests, impact levels of 3.8 g's (peak-to-

peak) were measured at a cyclic rate of approximately three seconds.

The Control Rod Drive line (CRDL) as shown in Figure 15, was of

a similar design to the FFTF. The primary difference was that

the driveline was shrouded over its entire length except at the

gap between the UIS and core exit plane. Initial test data showed

impacting occurring at the dashpot/shroud seat interface. The

mechanism was concluded to Involve dashpot motion resulting from

the forces generated by the pressure drop across the dashpot. The

dashpot motion probably was a combination of vertical, lateral

and pitching movement. The lateral motion of the driveline was

not of sufficient amplitude to cause the impact.

In reviewing the Impact mechanism described above, the model-

to-prototype weight-to-hydraulic lifting force ratio, (Wd/Fh)m/

(Wd/Fh)p, was determined to be Incorrect, nominally off by a

factor of four. Whereas the dashpot was correctly modeled for

geometry, stiffness, and mass moment of inertia, the modeling

ratio cited above was less than unity. The modeling was thus

unconservative and the response of the dashpot would be greater

in the model than in the prototype. This type modeling discrepancy

is inherent in scale model water tests.

A redesigned dashpot, which more nearly made the ratio (Wd/Fh)M/

(Wd/Fh)p equal to unity, was fabricated and retested. Two con-
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figurations were tested; the first had the weight increased by
a factor of four and maintained the correct mass moment of
inertia about the e.g., the second also had the factor of four
increase in weight but the mass moment of inertia about the base
was modeled.

Tests of both configurations showed no observable impacting at
flow rates below 100%. At 110% flow the measured impact levels
were reduced by nearly two orders of magnitude.

CONCLUSIONS

To date, no anomalous response has been observed during the
test sequences conducted. The assembly of the prototype
necessitates clearance between interfacing components/assemblies.
Impacting was, therefore, anticipated and has been addressed in
design. The mechanism of impacting observed during the driveline
sequence of tests demonstrates the need to fully understand
modeling requirements. The IRFM was generally designed to in-
vestigate the susceptibility of outlet plenum components to
vibrations Induced by cross-flows and vortex shedding, and to ensure
scalability of results, the modeling has considered those para-
meters necessary to scale for cross-flow excitation. The
establishing of the ratio of model-to-prototype Strouhal numbers
equal to unity is central to the program. However, the modeling
program is versatile and can address problems of the type en-
countered with the drivel1ne.

Slender components do vibrate at their natural frequencies during
testing. The measured response has been small and deemed acceptable.
The multiplicity of shapes makes prediction of the virtual mass
effect exceedingly difficult. The combination of shaker tests
(wet and dry) and flow-tests permits the determination of the
vertical mass effect. These data further enhance the designer's
ability to design to frequency criteria and maintain separation
between forcing frequencies and natural frequencies.

B. CRBRP Steam Generator Hydraul ic Test

The Hydraulic Test Model (HTM) of the Steam Generator was conceived as a
test vehicle to verify or provide design data for the prototype steam

generator. The model is identical to the prototype steam generator
in internal configuration except that the active length was short-
ened from about 14 to 7.6 m (46 to 25 feet). Figure 16 shows the
model layout.

The specific objectives of the test program were:

1. To determine the natural frequency of the tubes 1n air
and water.

2. To measure the damping rate of the tubes in air and water.

3. To measure the response of the tubes, support plates,
shroud, liners, baffles and shell to prototype flow in-
duced forces.

4. Use the above data to make preliminary verification of
the CRBRP steam generator design.

Significant design parameters of the CRBRP Steam Generator modules
are tabulated in Table 6. Table 7 is a comparison between the pro-
totype Steam Generator and the Hydraulic Model with respect to
vibration characteristics. The entries in the table are calculated
numbers generated prior to any test results.

For vibration measurements, accelerometers were bonded to five
selected tubes. These accelerometers are sufficiently small,
0.953 cm (.375 in.) hex. by 0.84 cm (.33 in.) high, maximum envelope,
and light (2.8 grams) that they did not affect the response of the
tube or result in interference with adjacent tubes during vibration.
Figure 17 shows the location of all accelerometers. Accel erometers
were mounted at the approximate center of tube spacers No. 7 and 8
and mounted at various locations on the shell, shroud and thermal
liners. Accelerometer output with amplification was recorded
directly on a tape recorder.
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Hot wire anemometers were employed to determine the shedding fre-
quency occurring on outer row steam tubes at the shroud inlet
windows. The diameter of the sensing element was 1.5 x 10 mm
(6 mils) with a length of 0.2 cm (0.08 in). This particular unit
was selected because it permitted convenient entry into the model's
existing penetrations and because the sensing element could be



positioned behind the steam tube where vortexing measurements

were desired. Data obtained from the anemometer system were re-

corded directly on magnetic tape. Playback from the tape was

made on both oscillographs and on X-Y plotters (via real-time

analyzers).

Excitation of steam tubes for the dry exploratory tube vibration

surveys was accomplished by using a 111.2 N (25 pound force) out-

put electrodynamic shaker driven by a 200-watt power amplifier.

A cycling oscillator provided the frequency signal and maintained

a desired amplitude (force control). Shaker force was monitored

by a load cell in series with the shaker drive bar. The shaker

force was recorded during the entire frequency sweep on magnetic

tape along with the outputs of strategically located tube accelero-

meters. Load from the shaker was transmitted to the steam tubes

by a bar assembly and load cell bolted to the shaker armature.

TESTS AND RESULTS

Five types of tests were conducted. The data collected from these

tests are discussed below;

Dry Vibration Tests. Instrumented tubes on the outer diameter of

the tube bundle were mechanically shaken by a mechanical shaker

with air on both the shell and tube sides. The shaker was slowly

swept from 20 to 500 Hz after being set to the desired load level

at 80 Hz. Three load levels were used for this test: 6.67 N

(1.5 pounds force), 11.1 N (2.5 pounds force) and 15.6 N (3.5

pounds force) (peak-to-peak). At 6.67 N (1.5 pounds force) the

tube was relatively quiet, at 11.1 N (2.5 pounds force) audible

noise of the tube impacting In its supports started to become

noticeable, and at 15.6 N (3.5 pounds force) the noise of the

impacting was very pronounced. The amplitude of tube vibration

did not always increase with load. It was observed that between

11.1 to 15.6 N (2.5 and 3.5 pounds force), where impacting noise

was very pronounced, the levels of tube displacement remained con-

stant or decreased slightly. It is believed that this is due to

the nonlinear effects of the tube-to-spacer impacting coming into

effect. Resonant frequencies ranged from 20 to 500 Hz for all

tubes.

Flow Vibration Tests. Flow vibration testing was performed by flow-

Ing water at various flow rates through the shell side of the unit

up to prototype velocities. The vibrational response was obtained

for four tubes along the active length, in the hockey stick region,

and in the lower stagnant region with both internally and externally

mounted accelerometers. Measurements were made of the tube support,

Uner, shroud, and shell vibration levels at the locations shown in

Figure 17.

The vibration levels and resonant frequencies of the tubing, shells,

liners, shroud and spacers are shown in Tables 8 and 9. Interpre-

tation must be made with care because water was used instead of

sodium and because of the geometrical differences between the model

and the prototype. Structural differences exist, including overall

length, shell thicknesses, and material. Also differences in tem-

perature and internal tube pressures and fluids must be considered.

The Influence of these factors has been estimated and, based on

data presented in the open literature (Reference 3), resonant fre-

quencies should be within 5% of each other for the HTM and prototype,

and the vibration levels in the HTM may be 30% lower than those in

the prototype. These differences will be accounted for in the final

design of the prototype unit.

Examination of PSD's for various spans along the length of the

tube showed that the whole tube becomes involved in single mode

shapes and thus simplified analyses, assuming each span acts

independently, are Incorrect. For example, the 35.6 cm (14-inch)

cross flow span participates in a 42 Hz mode shape, while analysis

would predict that a single span of that length would have a first

mode shape of 315 Hz. Resonant frequencies for tube 3-099* are

shown in Table 8. Note that only frequencies below 150 Hz were

predominant compared to dry vibration testing, where the tube

showed resonant frequencies over the total range of the test, 20

to 500 Hz. This could be due to either dampening out of higher

frequencies with water or low excitation from shell side flow at

the higher frequencies. Experiments by Burgreen (Reference 4)

showed that parallel flow excites the tube at its resonant fre-

quency. This may be what occurs here. Several dry vibration

tests were run where the tube was excited by a white noise signal
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to the shaker, a similar excitation mechanism to that postulated

by Wambsganss (Reference 5) for parallel flow induced excitation;

results of these white noise tests showed spectra similar to the

flow test data. That is, higher frequencies did not appear as they

did in the discreet frequency excitation dry vibration tests.

This result supports the conclusions that excitation of the tube

under prototypic flow conditions is by white noise, rather than

by discrete frequencies.

Amplitude levels for various spans of tube 3-099 observed for the

full-flow condition are shown in Table 8. Using the relation

developed by Paidousis for parallel flow induced vibration (Refer-

ence 6), the center span of 1.17 m (46 inches) would be expected to

displace 1.1 x 10 mm (4.3 mils)** at full-flow. Displacement of this

span was seen to be 2.0 x 10 mm (0.8 mils). The 1.17 m (46-inch)
p

span on three other tubes had maximum deflections of 3.3 x 10 mm
(1.3 mils).

Correlation of the shell and tube accelerometers was attempted at

several axial locations. Results showed that in the hockey stick

region, where the shell is coupled directly to the tube bundle by

both sodium and the mechanical action of the vibration suppressor,

good correlation exists in the shell and tube signals. However, in

the portions of the unit where the shell does not support the tube

bundle, which is over most of the unit, the measurements would not

be related. Based upon the analysis of the test results it appears

that the shell side monitoring of the tubes is feasible for the bend

region of the tubing. Due to the high attenuation introduced by

the presence of liners and shrouds in the remainder of the unit,

shell side monitoring elsewhere will not provide acceptable results.

Stress levels produced in the tubing of the Hydraulic Model by flow

induced vibration were predicted using analytically calculated mode

shapes and experimentally determined displacement. The results are

shown in Table 9. The maximum stress was calculated to be 1.4 x 10 Pa

(2000 psi), and the acceptability of this stress wUl be determined in

the final design analysis of the CRBRP prototype steam generator.

Considering the range of data compiled by Paidousis, this
vary from 3.3 x 10"2 to 1.6 x 10" mn (1.3 to 6.4 mils).

value could

Vortex Shedding Tests. Vortex shedding occurs at discreet frequen-

cies, which can produce resonant conditions and lead to severe struc-

tural damage. The literature (Reference 6) shows that for single

tube vortex shedding the Strouhal number (a correlating parameter

for cross-flow vortex shedding) jumps into the Reynolds number range

of Interest in the prototype. In order to obtain prototype Reynold's

numbers (1.5 - 2 x 10 ), five of the six inlet windows were blocked

off to Increase the velocity to compensate for the Increased kinematic

viscosity of water. At the higher velocities, problems occurred

with breakage of the aneraometer wires.

The tests show Strouhal numbers for the HTM to be approximately those

reported by Chen (Reference 7) for tube bundles with dimensions of

the prototype. Chen reported a Strouhal number of 0.31 and the tests

measure one of 0.3 to 0.4. More importantly, the test shows that

vortex shedding does not appear to be a predominant excitation mech-

anism for the prototype. There was not a strong vortex shedding

frequency.

Simulated.Steam Testing. The possibility of the tubes being excited

by droplet impingement on the tube side was investigated by flowing

a variety of air-water mixtures through several tubes. Accelero-

meters were used to monitor the tubes in the bent region of the hockey

stick section. The test was performed under two conditions, one with

the shell side empty and the other with flowing water on the shell

side. The first allows more detailed perception of tube excitation,

while the latter shows if any coupling between several excitation

mechanisms might exist.

Results of the test show that no excitation of the tubes was percep-

table, and any excitation in the range from 10 to 500 Hz is less

than 2.5 x 10" mm (0.1 mils). This result is as expected, since tube

side flow is not a significant excitation force for the CRBRP conditions.

Damping Measurements. Damping measurements were made of various

tubes at select locations with and without the presence of water on

the shell side of the unit. Measurements were made of damping

using the logarithmic decrement, which was determined by striking

the tube and observing the envelope of the decaying signal. Measure-

ments made by this technique showed damping of 2-1/2%, both with
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and without water on the shell side of the unit. Although the pre-

sence of the water on the shell side of the unit did not affect the

damping, it did produce a drop in the resonant frequency of the

tubes. The method used here for determination of damping is conser-

vative, since it only considers linear damping, and does not involve

non-linear events such as tube-to-spacer impacting which add to the

total damping of the system.

The acceleration-time histories which constituted the results of the

flow induced vibration tests were examined in the following ways

to verify the structural integrity and service life of the CRBRP

steam generators.

Separation of Frequencies. In the cross flow region, the maximum

expected excitation frequency (for example, due to vortex shedding)

should be a factor K below the corresponding lowest structural

natural frequency. This simplified rule can sometimes be applied

and stress calculations obviated. It is usually considered adequate

if K=3 in straight tube regions.

In the hydraulic model the fundamental tube frequency for a contin-

uously supported tube is 42 Hz 1n the active region. The vortex

shedding frequency 1s 70 Hz and flow induced dominant frequencies

are seen as low as 18 Hz in the hockey stick region. Therefore,

there is Insufficient separation of frequencies and the oscillating
stress range of the tubes was examined.

Oscillation Stress. The oscillating stress range of the tubes should

be low enough to avoid fatigue failure. Fatigue evaluation should

also consider the effect of mean stress due to other sources of loads

on the tubes. The following additional considerations should be

taken into account:

a. The frequency of flow induced vibration 1s usually high. When

the tubes respond 1n a simple harmonic oscillation, the

corresponding alternating stress should be low to endure a

large number of cycles (about 10 to 10 ). In practice,

it is almost impossible to obtain fatigue data at this high

cycle region, but conservatively defined "endurance limit"

stress levels can be specified for design purpose.

b. In many cases of turbulent excitation, the tube responses are

of random amplitude at several dominant frequencies, ususally

the natural frequencies of the tube. The above requirement can

be modified to take advantage of the varying amplitudes. It

is usually a good approximation to assume that the response

is stationary and is of Gausian distribution. Thus, the

amplitude distribution will be a Rayleigh distribution and

can be easily related to the RMS value of the response.

The rule of accumulative damage can be assumed to be valid

and the total sum of partial usage factors from all partici-

pating responses should be less than the fraction of usage

allocated for tube vibration. A criterion in terms of the

RMS values of the response at all dominant frequencies can

thus be obtained. The calculated or measured RMS values of

response should fall below the allowable values.

With the amplitudes and frequencies of vibration shown in Table 8,

the maximum vibratory stress is 1.4 x 107 Pa (2000 psi), occurring

in tube 3-099. This stress assumes a continuously supported tube

vibrating at a mode principally at the cross flow span. This stress

level will be examined during the prototype design to determine

its acceptability for plant service.

Impact Wear. Fretting and wear due to tube vibration at the tube

support locations for the lifetime operation should be less than the

amount of additional wall thickness provided. The amount of wear

is generally obtained from simulation tests and extrapolated to the

design life of the steam generator.

The maximum displacement must be less than half the minimum separa-
tion between tubes to avoid tube-to-tube impacting. From Table 8
it can be seen that the maximum vibration amplitude at the equi-
valent full sodium flow condition is + 7.6 x 10 mm (3 mils). This
1s much lower than half of minimum tube separation and rto tube impact
is anticipated.

CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded from these tests that the CRBRP steam generators

will, in general, experience no adverse structural or endurance

problems from the extra load imposed on the tubes from vibrational



forces. The maximum allowable oscillating load will be

determined during prototype design.
V. References 81

The data were analyzed only for their applicability to the CRBRP

steam generators. Over 400 PSD plots were obtained and these are

available for correlation with mathematical models or more

fundamental analysis.

The experimental CRBRP vibration program, which is described in the

majority in this paper, is extremely comprehensive.. It relies heavily

on determining excess vibratory amplitudes and accelerations of com-

ponenets before the actual plant hardware is fabricated. This assures

that a high probability exists of eliminating problems at an early

stage 1n the design, before much expensive fabrication of plant units

has occurred.
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TABLE 1
FLOW VIBRATION OF CRBRP INTERNALS - GENERAL SURVEY
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REACTOR
INTERNALS
COMPONENT

Guide Tubes for
Control Rods

Chimneys

3Support Columns

^Instrumentation
Leads

^Upper Internals
Support Plates &
Plate Liner

^instrumentation
Posts

TYPES
OF

XCITAT1OH

V
T
P
G

V
T
P

JR

V
T
P

V
T
P
F

V
T
P

V
T
JI
F

TYPES OF EXCITATION

V Vortex Shedding
T Turbulence
P Pump Pulsations »
JI Jet Impingement
JR Jet Reaction
G Gap Modulation
F Other Fluidelastic

*Vortex shedding from
post bodies in inclini

Se

trai
id f

PROBLEM POTENTIAL

HIGH PROBLEM POTENTIAL

DEMONSTRATED

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X*

CONJECTURED

X

X
X

LOW
PROBLEM
WENTIAL

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

INVESTIGATION
PRIORITY

2
1.2
4
1

2
3.4
4
3
2
3,4
4
2
1.2
4
1

4
3
4

SEE COMMENTS

1
1
1
3

1. Area of major concern at 1
demonstrated or conjectun
potential. Cannot be rea<
on the state-of-the-art.

- c -toH 2. Area of demonstrated high
T-txcuea Importance in this applice

examined within the state-
ing edges of sweptback ribs and from
OH.

WORK NEEDED BEFORE IRFM TESTS

ANALYSIS

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

SUPPORTING
DATA

NEEDED

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

BENCH
TESTS

X

X

X

X 
X 

X 
X

COMMENTS

Supporting data needed for analyses where in-
dicated: Upper plenum velocity distribution,
structural natural frequencies, and pump pul-
sation frequencies. FTR/HCM tests and analyses
may be helpful in assessing severity of vibra-
tion problems.

Guide tubes may be subject to gap modulation
excitation originating at the junction with the
control rod drivel1ne shroud (see Item 19).

The thin thermal liner plate (underlying the
lower support plate) as well as both support
plates should incorporate instrumentation to
monitor responses of these components in IRFM
tests.

Instrumentation Posts will be subjected to
turbulent jet flow from fuel assembly nozzles
that may yield substantial vibration excita-
tion forces may depend on fuel assembly
nozzle taper, on distance between F/A nozzle-
exit plane and the posts, and on alignment of
nozzle centerlines with respect to the posts.
Hydraulic core model tests of the British PFR
revealed self-excited vibration involving
coupling of core and upper internals motion.

DEFINITION OF INVESTIGATION PRIORITIES

:his time because of 3. Area of lesser problem potential which should
id high problem be investigated experimentally. Cannot be
lily evaluated based readily evaluated within the state-of-the-art.

4. Area of lesser problem potential whose import-
problem potential whose ance in this application can be initially ex-
ition can be initially amined within the state-of-the-art,
•of-the-art.



TABLE 1

FLOW VIBRATION OF CRBRP INTERNALS - GENERAL SURVEY

(CONTINUED)

83

REACTOR
INTERNALS
COMPONENT

Shear Plate
(perforated cyl-
inder) & Mixing
Chamber Wall

8Ent1re Upper
Internals Struc-
ture Comprising
components 1,2,
3, 5, 6 and 7
(Gross Motion)

9Suppressor Plate
Supporting
Members

lOsuppressor
Plate Segments

'Cylindrical
Liners (Sleeves

• TYPES
OF

EXCITATION

P
T

V
JI
JR
T
P
F

V
T
P

V
T
P
F

V
T

"Base"
Motion

PROBLEM POTENTIAL
HIGH PROBLEM POTENTIAL

DEMONSTRATED

X

CONJECTURED

LOW
PROBLEM
POTENTIAI

X
X

X
 X

 X
 X

 X
 

X

X
X

X
 X

 X
 

X

X
X

X

INVESTIGATION
PRIORITY

3
3

3,4
3
3
3
4
3

2
4
4

4
4
4
4

3
3

3

WORK NEEDED BEFORE IRFM TESTS

ANALYSIS

X

X

X
X
X

X
 

X
 

X
 

X

SUPPORTING
DATA

NEEDED

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

BENCH
TESTS

X
X

X
 

X

X
X

X

COMMENTS

These components should be instrumented in
IRFM tests to determine vibration responses
associated with base motion of the UIS as well
as pump pulsation excitation.

See Comments on Item 6. Vibration of the
Upper Internals Structure as a whole can re-
sult from flow vibration mechanisms acting on
the individual components enumerated. Support-
ing data required for determination of fre-
quency coincidence comprises natural frequencies
of upper internals vibration modes.

Analyses should be performed as for FFTF. FTR/
HCM tests showed no significant vibration of
suppressor plates or supporting structures.
Comparison of FTR and CRBRP configurations and
flow fields should be made. Supporting data
required for analyses: Flow velocities, exact
geometry, natural frequencies, stiffness of
all components.

In view of higher flow velocities 1n CRBRP than
in FFTF, Investigation priorities of Items 9
and 10 may have to be upgraded if stiffnesses
are lower than in FFTF.

Excitation of liner vibration by flow or by
motion of contacting members may result in
impacting and wear. Severity of these effects
should be determined.

TYPES OF EXCITATION DEFINITION OF INVESTIGATION PRIORITIES

V Vortex Shedding 1. Area of major concern at this time because of 3. Area of lesser problem potential which should
T Turbulence demonstrated or conjectured high problem be investigated experimentally. Cannot be
P Pump Pulsations v potential. Cannot be readily evaluated based readily evaluated within the state-of-the-art.
JI Jet Impingement I on the state-of-the-art. 4. Area of lesser problem potential whose import-
JR Jet Reaction I ̂ ,- r c<*p-j 2. Area of demonstrated high problem potential whose ance in this application can be initially ex-
G Gap Modulation j •>elT"txc1l;ec) importance in this application can be initially amined within the state-of-the-art.
F Other Fluidelastic 1 examined within the state-of-the-art.



TABLE 1
FLOW VIBRATION OF CRBRP INTERNALS - GENERAL SURVEY

(CONTINUED)

REACTOR
INTERNALS
COMPONENT

12Control Rod
Drivelines

13Core Barrel

14Vessel Thermal
Liner

l5Core Fuel
Assemblies
(Duct vibration
as opposed to
fuel rod vi-
bration)

TYPES
OF

EXCITATION

V
T
G
F

T
P

T
P

T
P
G*
F*
JR

PROBLEM POTENTIAL

HIGH PROBLEM POTENTIAL

DEMONSTRATED

XXX

CONJECTURED

X

LOW
PROBLEM

POTENTIAl

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

INVESTIGATION
PRIORITY

2
2
2
2

3
4

3
4

4
4
3
3
3

WORK NEEDED BEFORE IRFM TESTS

ANALYSIS

X
X

X

X

X

X

SUPPORTING
DATA

NEEDED

X 
X 

X 
X

X

X

X

BENCH
TESTS

X
X
X
X

COMMENTS

Examination of this problem area has been made
(LRA-73-484) and some analyses performed. Sup-
porting data required for further analysis:
Flow velocities, component stiffnesses, masses,
mode shapes, and natural frequencies. For
mechanism G (active on control rod absorber
assembly and dashpot), data required comprise.
In addition, exact geometry, Included clear-
ances, and pressure drops across leakage paths.

Data needed for analysis: Natural frequencies
of core barrel modes.

Low natural frequencies are anticipated. FTR/
HCM data should be studied to attempt to
characterize Uner vibration. Supporting data
needed: Natural frequencies of thermal liner
modes. If the liner Is restrained only by welds
at the bottom, vibratory stresses In the vicin-
ity of these welds may be high.

FTR model test data show that excitation of
fuel assembly ducts depends on Interaction of
flows from adjacent assemblies as well as on
nozzle geometry and F/A positioning with
respect to U.I. collector structures. Inter-
action between fuel assembly vibration and
instrumentation post vibration 1s conceivable.

For proper modeling of fuel assembly vibration,
these components should be geometrically and
dynamically scaled to correspond with CRBRP
prototype assemblies. This 1s not contem-
plated in Initial IRFM tests.
Supporting data required for analysis:
Assembly natural frequencies.

TYPES OF EX.qiJATK)N DEFINITION OF INVESTIGATION PRIORITIES
V Vortex Shedding 1. Area of major concern at this time because of 3. Area of lesser problem potential which should
T Turbulence demonstrated or conjectured high problem be Investigated experimentally. Cannot be
P Pump Pulsations \ potential. Cannot be readily evaluated based readily evaluated within the state-of-the-art.
JI Jet Impingement I c e 1 f F v r < f f ij on the state-of-the-art. 4. Area of lesser problem potential whose import-
JR Jet Reaction ( ?eiT-txciiea 2 Area of (jemonstrated high problem potential whose ance in this application can be initially ex-
G Gap Modulation • importance in this application can be initially amined within the state-of-the-art.
F Other Fluideiastic' examined within the state-of-the-art.

•Failure of the KIWI reactor occurred because of self-excited F/A vibration associated with large leakage flow up through the core (between the fuel
assemblies).



TABLE 1
FLOW VIBRATION OF CRBRP INTERNALS - GENERAL SUMMARY

(CONTINUED)
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REACTOR
INTERNALS
COMPONENT

16EVTM Guide Tube
and IVTM Plug

l7L1qu1d Level
Monitor (LLM)
Tubes and Sup-
port Members

18Lower Inlet
Modules

19Annular Gap
Juncture of
Control Rod
Shroud and
Guide Tube

20ShroudS for
Control Rod
DrivelInes

TYPES
OF

EXCITATION

V
T
P

V
T
P

V
T
P
F

G

V
T
G
JI

TYPES OF EXCITATION

V Vortex Shedding
T Turbulence
P Pump Pulsations \
JI Jet Impingement 1
JR Jet Reaction \ S*
G Gap Modulation I
F Other Fluidelastic )

PROBLEM POTENTIAL

HIGH PROBLEM POTENTIAL

DEMONSTRATED

X

X

X

X

CONJECTURED

X
X

X

LOW
PROBLEM

POTENTIA1

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

INVESTIGATE
PRIORITY

2
4
4

2
4
4

4
4
4
4

1

1
1
1
1

1. Area of major concern at tl
demonstrated or conjecture!
potential. Cannot be read
on the state-of-the-art.

>lf'Excited 2. Area of demonstrated high |
Importance In this applical
examined within the state-<

WORK NEEDED BEFORE IRFM TESTS

ANALYSIS

X
X

X
X

X
X

X 
X 

X 
X

SUPPORTING
DATA

NEEDED

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

BENCH
TESTS

X

X 
X 

X 
X

COMMENTS

Relatively low stiffness and vibration fre-
quency are anticipated for the EVTM Guide tube
vibrating 1n the cantilever-beam mode. Support-
ing data needed for analysis of the Items In 16
and 17 comprise upper plenum velocity distribu-
tion, structural natural frequencies, and pump
pulsation frequencies (as for Items 1-5 and 7).

Flow-Induced vibration of these components will
be Investigated In Inlet Plenum Feature Model
(IPFM) Tests. Supporting data needed for
analysis: In-sodium modal masses and stiff-
nesses. ARD analyses have Indicated that vor-
tex shedding, turbulence, and fluidelastic ex-
citations have low problem potential for the
present Inlet module design.

Supporting data needed for design of bench
test: Exact seal geometry, masses and stiff-
nesses, flow rates and seal pressure drop.

DEFINITION OF INVESTIGATION PRIORITIES

lis time because of 3. Area of lesser problem potential which should
1 high problem be Investigated experimentally. Cannot be
ily evaluated based readily evaluated within the state-of-the-art.

4. Area of lesser problem potential whose Import-
)rob1em potential whose ance 1n this application can be initially ex-
tion can be initially amined within the state-of-the-art.
)f-the-art.



TABLE 1

FLOW VIBRATION OF CRBRP INTERNALS - GENERAL SUMMARY

(CONTINUED)

REACTOR
INTERNALS
COMPONENT

21 Horizontal
Baffle

22Outlet Nozzle
Liner

TYPES
OF

EXCITATION

V
T
P
F

T
P
JR
F

TYPES OF EXCITATION
V Vortex Shedding
T Turbulence
P Pump Pulsations *
JI Jet Impingement
JR Jet Reaction
G Gap Modulation
F Other Fluidelastic

PROBLEM POTENTIAL
HIGH PROBLEM POTENTIAL

DEMONSTRATED CONJECTURED

LOW
PROBLEM
POTENTIA

X 
X 

X 
X

X 
X 

X 
X

INVESTIGATION
PRIORITY

3
3
4
3

3
4
3
3

WORK NEEDED BEFORE IRFM TESTS

ANALYSI

SUPPORTING
DATA

NEEDED
BENCH
TESTS COMMENTS

This component will not be modeled in Phase I
IRFM testing. Analysis is difficult. The
thermal baffle should be modeled in later IRFM
tests.

This component will not be modeled In Phase I
IRFM testing. Examination should be made of
prototype design to determine whether problem
potentials and investigation priorities may re-
quire upgrading. Later IRFM tests should in-
clude modeling of the nozzle liner.

DEFINITION OF INVESTIGATION PRIORITIES
1. Area of major concern at this time because of 3. Area of lesser problem potential which should

demonstrated or conjectured high problem be investigated experimentally. Cannot be
potential. Cannot be readily evaluated based readily evaluated within the state-of-the-art,
on the state-of-the-art. 4. Area of lesser problem potential whose import-

_ ,- cj.c<*e(i 2. Area of demonstrated high problem potential whose ance in this application can be initially ex-
importance in this application can be initially amined within the state-of-the-art,
examined within the state-of-the-art.
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PARAMETER

Young's Modules of
Elasticity,
E Pa (psi)

Fluid Density, p
kg/cu m
(lbs/cu in)

Material Density, p
kg/cu m
(lbs/cu in)

P S/P

Poisson's Ratio,

TABLE 2

MODEL PROTOTYPE

1.94 x 10,11 1.57 x 1011

(28.2 x 106) (22.7 x 106)

993.7
(0.0359)

8027
(0.290)

8.078

0.282

822.1
(0.0297)

7805
(0.282)

9.495

0.301

RATIO

-=!!!• = 1 . 2 4 2

-JL = 1.206

= 1.028

0.851

= 0.937

TABLE 3

IRFM PHASE I VIBRATION TESTS

Shaker Test
Test

Flow Rate (Percent Scaled Rated CRBRP Flow)
1 0 _ 3 3 _ 6 6 _ 8 5 _ J 0 0 2 i P . 1 1 0 Max.

Modal Analysis:
• UIS Engaged
• UIS Disengaged

Flow Sweep (exit nozzle/UIS gap = 0.76 cm (0.30 Inches):
• Flow will be swept between identi- 10
fied flow rates and 28 control
accelerometer outputs monitored.

• Discrete data will be recorded for
the 28 channels of acceierometers.
Selective acceleration PSDs plotted.

16
22
28
33

42
50
58
66

71
76
80
85

90
95

100

105
no

115
120

Max.

Kinematic Viscosity, v 5.8 x 10'
nrVsec
(in2/sec)

2.0 x 10-95.8 x 1 0 % 2.0 x 10 ,
(9.0 x 10"b) (3.05 x 10'")

MEASURED PARAMETERS

2.951

Flow-Induced Vibrat ion Tests:

• Three loop operation, no radia l
misalignment, two gaps* t

• Two loop operat ion, no radial
misalignment, one gap**

• Three loop operat ion, UIS disengaged
(Refueling Mode) ***

X X X X

X XX

yS- = 4.43 (frequency)
P

•M = 0.248 (displacement)
Ap

0.076 (force)

4.87 (acceleration)

•Gaps between core exit nozzles and UIS will be 0.76 cm (0.30 inches) (hot) and 1.57 cm (0.62 inches)
(cold). Additional test runs with another gap can be included, if required. No radial misalignment
tests are planned, however, the capability to offset the core exists, if necessary.

**Same gap that produced most severe conditions during three-loop operation.
***IVTM port plug removed.
+CRDL will be tested In 10*. 50%, 90* and 100% withdrawn configurations.



TABLE 4

IRFM VIBRATION INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION - PHASE I

Accel. No.

1-45X.Z

1-135X.Z

2-45X.Y.Z

2-135X.Y.Z

2-225Y

3-45X.2

3-135X.Z

4-Y

5-45X.Z

5-135X.Y.Z

6-X.Y.Z

7-X.Z

8-X.Z

9-X.Z

10-X.Z

11-X.Z

14-X.Z

21-1X.Z

21-4X.Z

21-13X.Z

22-1X.Z

22-4X.Z

26-X.Z

27-X.Z

28-301X.Z

28-311X.Z

29-OZ

29-120Z

29-240Z

30-303X.Z

3O-5O5X.Z

30-912X.Z

31-303X.Z

31-50SX.Z

31-912X.Z
40¥

41-45X.Y.Z

41 135X.Y.Z

42-45X.Y.Z

42-135X.Y.Z

ComDOnent

UIS Column

UIS Column

UIS Column

UIS Column

UIS Column

UIS Support

UIS Support

UIS Upper P I .

UIS Column

UIS Column

UIS Lower P I .

EVTM

EVTM Support

IVTM

IVTM

IVTM

LLH

CR Shroud

CR Shroud

CR Shroud

CR Shroud

CR Shroud

CRDL

CRDL

I n s t . Cond.

I n s t . Cond.

Core B a r r e l

Core B a r r e l

Core B a r r e l

Instr. Post

Instr. Post

Instr. Post

Instr. Post

Instr. Post

Instr. Post
Vessel Head

Ves. Iso. Spr.

Ves. Iso. Spr.

Spr./Frame

Spr./Frame

Direction
Location

Column at 45°-Model Elev.: -45 .97 cm*

Column at 135°-Model E lev . : - 45 .97 Cm*

Column/Upper Plate of UIS at 45°

Column/Upper Plate of UIS at 135°

Column/Upper Plate of UIS at 225°

External Column Support at 45°

External Column Support at 135°

Top Center Upper Plate

Column/Lower Plate of UIS at 45°

Column/Lower Plate of UIS at 135°

Top Center Lower Plate

Lower End

External EVTM Support

Midspan Between Head « UIS Upper Plate

Midway Between UIS Upper & Lower Plates

External IVTM Support

LLH at 135°-Lower End

Upper Control Rod Shroud 1-Midspan

Upper Control Rod Shroud 4-M1dspan

Upper Control Rod Shroud 13-Midspan

Upper Control Rod Shroud 1-Lower End

Upper Control Rod Shroud 4-Lower End

Control Rod Drive Line 1 ,4413-Piston

Control Rod Drive Line 1.4M3-TBD

Instr. Condu1t-M1dsp»n (mates to IP 301)

Instr. Conduit-Midspan (mates to IP 311)

Core Former Ring-Key Slot at 0°

Core Former Ring-Key Slot at 120°

Core Former Ring-Key Slot at 240°

Instr. Post 303-Bottom Center

Instr. Post 505-Botton Center

Instr. Post 912-Bottom Center

Instr. Post 303-Ftn

Instr . Post 505-F1n

Instr. Post 912-Mn
Centerline

Hanger at 45°

Hanger at 135°

Frame at Hanger-45"

Frame at Hanger-135°

X.Z

X.Z

X.Y.Z

X.Y.Z

Y

X.Z

X.Z

Y

x.z
X.Y.Z

X.Y.Z

X' .Z '

X \ Z '

X.Z

x.z
X.Z

X ' .Z '

x.z
x ' . z 1

X ' . Z 1

X.Z

X ' . Z 1

x ' . z 1

X ' . Z '

X ' . Z '

X ' . Z '

z
z1

Z1

X ' . Z '

X ' . Z '

X ' . Z 1

X ' . Z 1

X ' . Z '

X ' . Z '

Y

X.Y .Z

X.Y .Z

X.Y .Z

X .Y .Z

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Accel. Wo. Component

43-OZ

43-120Z

43-240Z

44-90Y

44-270Y

Location Direction
Outlet Pipe Outlet Pipe at 0°

Outlet Pipe Outlet Pipe at 120°

Outlet Pipe Outlet Pipe at 240°

Inlet Pipe Inlet Pipe at 90°

Inlet P1p€ Inlet Pipe at 270*

I
Z1

Z1

Y
Y

TABLE 5

CRBRP STRUCTURES - VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS

COMPONENT

UIS (Disengaged)

UIS (Engaged)

IVTM Por t P lug

UIS Columns Alone

Instrument Post

Shroud Tube

Coupled

Uncoupled

CRDL

LLM

EVTM

Chimney

Upper Support P l a t e

Lower Support P l a t e

Instrumentat ion Shroud

Drywell Inside
Instrumentat ion Shroud

Lower I n l e t Module

Reactor Vessel

Horizontal Ba f f l e

Suppressor Plate

Thermal Liner

NATURAL FREQUENCY

BEAM TORSIONAL
1st MODE 1st MODE

(HZ) (HZ)

1.0 - 2.8 1.0 - 3.1

16

12

36

77 218

9

3.7

0.88 - 1.38

10.0

7.8

112.6

23.8

31.6

17.0 563

65.3

73

6.26

118.0

24 to 37

27

RANGE OF ANTICIPATED
VORTEX SHEDDING

AT 100% FLOW

FREQUENCY
(HZ)

0.05 - 0.12**

0.5 - 1.2

0.5 - 1.2

0.5 - 1.2
—

1.4 - 3.4

1.4 - 3.4

.65 - 2.31

0.5 - 1.1

0.4 - 0.9
—

—

—

—

2 - 20*
—

—

—

* Assumes a conservatively high cross-flow velocity -"whirling vibration
analysis shows critical velocity = 9.14 m/sec (30 ft/sec). Jets from
nozzles are directed downward precluding cross-flow across LIM's.

** Refueling conditions - 10% flow.



TABLE 6

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR
THE CRBRP STEAM GENERATOR MODULE

TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS
OF PROTOTYPE STEAM GENERATOR
AND HYDRAULIC MODEL

Hydraulic

Thermal Power (MWt)

Sodium Flowrate - kg/hr (Ibm/hr)

Operating Sodium Inlet
Temperature - °C (°F)

Operating Steam Outlet
Temperature - °C (°F)

Operating Steam Outlet
Pressure - Pa (psia)

Shell Diameter - cm (in)

Tube Diameter x Wall - cm (in)

Tube Pitch - cm (In)

Number of Tubes

Tube Length, Tubesheet
to Tubesheet - m (ft)

Material of Construction

Evaporator

117

6.06 x 106
 c

(13.36 x 10°)

473
(884)

330
(626)

1.29 x 107

(1866)

135.9
(53.5)

1.59 x 0.28
(5/8 x 0.109)

3.1
(1.22)

757

19.1
(62.7)

2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo

Superheater

91

6.11 x 106 ,
(13.49 x 106)

494
(921)

485
(905)

1.06 x 107

(1540)

135.9
(53.5)

1.59 x 0.28
(5/8 x 0.109)

3.1
(1.22)

757

19.1
(62.7)

2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo

Natural frequencies

Elbow region

Inlet (cross-flow) span

Adjacent span

Mid-section span

Lower end spans

Estimated Damping

Analysis

Cross-Flow Excitation

Frequency

Magnitude

Maximum amplitude

(cross-flow span)

(other spans)

Parallel Flow Amplitudes

Bergreen (Ref. 2)

ANL (Ref. 3)

Paidoussis (Ref. 4)

Test Conditions

(at an axial velocity of 36.6m (12

Reynolds Number

Strouhal Number

Shedding frequency (100% flow)

Pump input - frequency

P

ft/s)

Prototype

37-232

307

135

37

33

10%

all

11.12N (2.5

0.064 mm (2
0.025 mm (1

0.025 mm
(3.2 mil)

0.003 mm
(0.1 mil)

0.17 mm
(6.7 mil)

\

6.4 x 105

0.32c

70-150

97.5 - 195

+ 27580 Pa

1b)

.5 mil)b

mi!) b

Hz
(4ps1)

Model

34-237

315

136

34

30

10%

13.34N (3 lb)

Small
___

0.033 mm
(1.3 mil)
0.003 mm
(0.1 mil)

0.109 inn
(4.3 mil)

1.9 x 105

0.32

70-?

300 Hzd

+6894 Pa (1 psi)

'Calculations based upon span analysis

When excited at all natural frequencies
cAssumes S versus Re remains flat out to this range
dWith the four pumps in the hydraulic loop, characteristics will be changed
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TABLE 8

SUMMARY OF VIBRATION DATA
FOR TUBE 3-099, FULL-FLOW TEST

Region

Hockeystick
Region

Active
Region

Lower Stag-
nant Region

Span

M

N

0

A

B

F

J

K

L

Span
Length
cm ( in )

86.6 (34.1)

160.6 (R=63.25)a

84.1 (33.1)

160.6 (R=63.25)a

116.8 (46.0)

39.4 (15.5)

57.4 (22.6)

116.8 (46.0)

55.9 (22.0)

39.4 (15.5)

124.4 (49.0)

RMS
Displace-

ment
mm (mils)

0.033 O . 3 )

0.097 (3.8)

0.071 (2.8)

0.089 (3 .5)

0.038 (1.5)

0.020 (0.8)

0.020 (0.8)

0.018 (0 .7)

0.157 (6 .2)

Major
Resonances

(Hz)

21 & 50

47 & 55

42, 47 & 55

42

42 & 141

35, 42 & 53

37

37

36

TABLE 9
VIBRATION INDUCED STRESS LEVELS IN HTM TUBES

Span

A 39.

F 116

L 124

N

4cm (15.5

.8 cm (46

.4 cm (49

in)

in)

in)

Flow
Condition

Cross Flow

Parallel Flow

Nonea

Nonea

Resonance
Frequency

(Hz)

42

52

36

18

Peak-to-Peak
Displacement
Amplitude
mm (mil)

0.102 (4)

0.025 (1)

0.152 (6)

0.102 (4)

Calculated
Stress

Pa (psi)

1.38 x 107 (2000)

4.14 x 105 (60)

2.76 x 106 (400)

1.38 x 105 (20)

aSpan located in a stagnant region

Stress calculated using mode shape from analytical model of the HTM tubes

aR 1s the Bend Radius
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Flow Induced Vibration of the Large-Sized Sodium Valve for MONJU by

K. Sato, Japan.

ABSTRACT

Measurements have been made on the hydraulic characteristics of the

large-sized sodium valves in the hydraulic simulation test loop with water as

fluid. The following three prototype sodium valves were tested; (1) 22-inch

wedge gate type isolation valve, (2) 22-inch butterfly type isolation valve,

and (3) 16-inch butterfly type control valve.

In the test, accelerations of flow induced vibrations were measured as a

function of flow velocity and disk position.

The excitation mechanism of the vibrations is not fully interpreted in

these tests due to the complexity of the phenomena, but the experimental

results suggest that it closely depends on randam pressure fluctuations near

the valve disk and flow separation at the contracted cross section between the

valve seat and the disk. The intensity of flow induced vibrations suddenly

increases at a certain critical condition, which depends on the type of valve

and is proportional to fluid velocity.

1 . Introduction

A number of valves are installed in the pipe lines of a Power Reactor

System for control of fluid velocity and emergency closure of the outlet.

Within the framework of the experimental program for the development of the

fast breeder reactor MONJU, hydraulic simulation tests for several mock-

up sodium valves have been undertaken. These valves may be subject to

various modes of vibrations differing in their physical nature and onset

conditions. The phenomena of valve vibration in sodium service occur only

when a valve is throttled, particularly in the low flow ranges. This vibration

has been encountered on several sodium loop test facilities.

In the case of large-sized valves, there is very little meaningful and

objective data on this subject.

The attempts to give the critical operation conditions of vibration occurrance

were carried out on several mock-up sodium valves for MONJU in the

HYDRAULIC SIMULATION TEST LOOP at O-Arai Engeneering Center.

These valves were manufactured for trials to obtain basic information for the

manufacturing technique and to investigate the hydraulic behaviours, the

thermal shock resistance in the sodium loop, and for other basic tests.

In the present paper, the experimental results of flow induced vibrations QQ

on the several types of large-sized sodium valves are presented. The valves

studied were; (1) a 22-inch wedge gate type isolation valve, (2) a 22-inch

butterfly type isolation valve, and (3) a 16-inch butterfly type control valve.

During the series of tests, the phenomena of violent self-excited vibration

and water hammer occurred on the 22-inch butterfly valve, and these were

studied as much as possible in the limited time.

Limited by the time assigned to the tests, each tests could not be continued for

a satisfactorily long period of time, and the data obtained from the measurements

were restricted to practical problems.

2. Test Loop

The hydraulic simulation tests were performed in an open circuit pipe

line with a straight piping valve test section of about 15 m length.

The straight piping in the test section was varied according to the size of

test valve. The schematic arrangement of the HYDRAULIC SIMULATION

TEST LOOP is shown in Fig. 1 .

The water flow was provided by a 16-inch centrifugal pump with a 105 m

head and 4000 ton/h flow capacity.

It was possible to vary the flow direction by use of a change-over switching

valve included in the system.

3. Mock-Up Sodium Valve and Test Results

3.1 22-inch Wedge Gate Isolation Valve' '

The two 22-inch wedge gate type sodium valves used were manufactured

by OKANO Ltd. and TOA Ltd. in Japan. The specifications of these valves

are very similar.

Fig. 2 and Fig.3 show the OKANO - Type and TOA - Type manufactured

valves respectively. The isolation valve was installed at the inlet and

outlet sides of an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX).

When the failure of an IHX occures, continuous leakage flow from the secondary

loop to the primary loop occures due to its service pressure difference.

To prevent the contamination of the non-radioactive secondary sodium, this

valve must close completely. The function of this valve is isolation of the

secondary loop to prevent the abovement/oned continuous leakage flow.

The operation time from full open to complete close of this valve is about

30 sec, and the split wedge is used for tight shut off service. Valve stem

sealing can be obtained by freezing sodium in an annulus around the valve stem.
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Observations of acoustic noise occurring during the valve closing were

carried out to estimate the safety operation region of the valve, see Fig.4.

The marks in the figure represent the points of the initial onset of acoustic

noise and the oblique lines show the extent of the noisy operation area.

The initial onset of acoustic noise approximately correspond to the sudden

increase of vibration acceleration.

In addition the measurements of the acceleration of vibration as a function

of the fluid velocity at the contracted cross section between the valve seat

and the disk were performed. The results are shown in Fig. 5. As may

be appreciated from Fig. 5, the acceleration of vibration suddenly increases

at about 10m/sec and the logarithmic increase of the acceleration is

proportional to the fluid velocity.

These facts suggest that the flow separation occuring at the edge of the

valve disk may be causing elastic vibration of the valve stem.

(4)
3.2 22-inch Butterfly Isolation Valvev '

The new butterfly type isolation valve was designed and manufactured

by OKANO Ltd. , see Fig.6. One great advantage of this type of valve is ht

the compactness of both the valve and valve operator.

For this reason, its operation time (about 10 sec) is shorter than the previously

described valve (section 3.1).

This rather short operation time is desirable and necessary to prevent the

reverse sodium flow into the reactor vessel building. In the case of

an accident, Na-Water reaction products formed in the Steam Genelator (SG)

are probably present in this sodium. In addition, the tight shut off service

(not complete) is provided by the specially designed key, which pushed the disk

to the seat when the valve is closed.

Fig. 7 and 8 represent the increase of vibration acceleration during the

valve closing at the center position of the valve body.

Fig. 7 shows the normal flow direction and Fig. 8 shows the reverse flow

direction, respectively. The vibration characteristics of the valve obviously

differ with flow direction. Vibration induced by reverse flow is considerably

larger than that of the normal flow direction. In the case of reverse flow,

the cup spring, which is used for preventing excessive torque acting on the

stem when the valve is closed (see Fig. 9, the limit switch is installed at the

opposited side of the cup spring), is compressed by fluid force, and the

resulting flexibilty of the operator may increase greatly.

On the contrary, as fluid force acts in the other direction in the case of

normal flow, the cup spring does not cause increase of flexibilty of the

operator.

For this reason, it is concluded that the flexible device installed in

the operator has an undesirable feature in connection with valve

vibration.

In addition, during the test of the 22-inch butterfly valve, severe

vibration and water hammer occurred in the case of the reverse flow

direction when the initial flow rate was more than 3000 m^/h.

A brief description of test conditions is as follows.

After the measurement of pressure loss at the 30 degree open

position, in which flow rate is about 2000 m /h and pressure loss is

about 3 kg/cm , when we closed the valve to the 25 degree open

position, the valve closed automatically by itself a further 7 - 8 degrees,

and then violent vibration with banging noises suddenly occurred.

This time the valve was operated manually. The phenomenon was

stopped by opening the bypass valve. As we did not consider the

occurence of such phenomenon, the experimental data could not be

recorded during the vibration.

The observed vibration had a rather low frequency, about 1 - 2 Hz.

These vibrations should, perhaps, be classified as self-excited vibrations

induced by fluid force. As it was considered that the above described

cup spring may be concerned in self-excited vibration occurring on the

valve, a test of the same conditions, in which the cup spring was

removed and a steel sleeve was installed in it place, was carried out.

As we expected, in this test severe vibration did not occur.

Another problem which occurred on the valve was water hammer.

Water hammer occurred during the motor drive closing procedure.

Fig. 10 shows the typical record of water hammer recorded on an

electro-magnetic oscilograph. The variations of up-stream and down-

stream side pressures and stem torque were shown simaltaneously.

The pressures were measured by strain gauge pressure transducers

and the stem torque was measured by a strain gauge put on the surface

of the stem. In the figure, a sudden increase of down-stream side

pressure © was recorded before the occurrence of water hammer © ,

and at the moment the stem torque declimes to ZERO ® , © and

up-stream side pressure is nearly equal to down-stream side pressure.

It could be oconsidered that the valve disk should move in an opening

direction at the moment © due to release of pressure difference
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between up-stream and down-stream of the valve, and the compressed

cup spring also push the disk to opening direction. And then, as the

pressure difference suddenly increased again, the valve closed ©

quickly to a certain degree (about 12-15 degrees) and large water

hammer occurred (]2) in the pipe line.

The sudden increase of up-stream side pressure (T) is classified as

the phenomena of column separation. The same phenomenon was

photographed by Dr. Suita in Mechanical Engineering of Ibaraki

University. Fig. 11 shows the visualization of cavitation due to water

hammer in a pipe line photographed by Dr. Suita.

(A) shows the photographing part of the apparatus which is made of

transparent acrylic resin. Inner diameter of the pipe line is 0.05 m.

Water flows from right side to left side.

The phenomena are recorded photographically by a motor drive camera

at the rate of four frames per second. (B) shows the pressure variation

of down-stream side pressure after the closing of the butterfly valve.

(C) shows an example of typical succesive photographs. The initial

velocity is 0.74 m/sec, and the time of valve closure is about 0.1 second.

The time intervals between two photographs are about 0.23 second.

Photograph (a) indicates the state 0.04 second before valve closure.

The generation of cavitation due to throttling the valve is observed.

The second photograph shows the state 0.19 second after the valve

closure. In this photograph, we can observe a large horizontal cavity

situated at the upper part of the channel. In the third photograph, the

large horizontal cavity extends to the down stream side.

In the lower part of the section, vigorous boiling at the water temperature

is seen.

When the pressure waves return from the down stream end, the large

cavity suddenly diminishes as shown in the last photograph, and at that

moment the large pressure rise occurred. The phenomena repeats a

few times and weakens. As the initial flow velocity decreases, or the

time of valve closure becomes longer, the phenomena weakens.

It can be considered that the same phenomena may occure in our test of

the 22-inch butterfly valve. A numerical calculation has been carried

out for water hammer analysis of the valve. The program is based on

the characteristics method for solution of the partial differential

equations of motion and continuity.

Column separation logic is included for situations in which pressures

fall to saturation. The motion of the valve disk is given as the input

data of the boundary condition in the program. Fig. 12 shows both the

experimental and calculated results of water hammer occurring on the

valve. The calculated results completely agreed with the experimental

results from 0 sec to 7 sec of operation time. At near the 7.5 sec, the

calculated results were some what larger due to the irregular motion of

the valve disk caused by pressure fluctuation. The maximum pressure

of water hammer can be almost simulated by the numerical solution, in

which occurring time of water hammer is a little faster than the experimen-

tal results. From the results of the visualization in a pipe line photo-

graphed by Dr. Suita and the numerical solution, it is concluded that

the cause of water hammer is column separation in the down-stream

side of a pipe line and the flexibility of the cup spring installed in the

operator of the valve boosted the phenomena.

After the hydraulic test, the overhaul inspection was carried out

in Okano Ltd. In the inspection, the deformation of the key way and

bend of the stem were found. Fig. 13 shows the photographs of the

feather key and the deformation of the key way.

The deformation of the key way occurred in the direction of fluid

force. Fig. 14 shows the bend of the stem schematically.

As shown in Fig. 14, the bend was found to be in the direction of reverse

flow, and also four flaws were found on the stem at about 1 5° - 20°

open position.

The cause of these deformations and flaws are considered to

be due to self-excited vibration and water hammer. The tight shut off

service of the valve is enough for our design target valve before the

hydraulic test, but the leak flow after the test enormously increased

due to the bend of the stem.
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3.3 16-inch Butterfly Type Flow Control

The 16-inch butterfly type valve was produced as an experiment

by TOA Ltd, and was installed at the secondary sodium inlet or outlet

side of the Steam Generator for flow control of liquid sodium, see

Fig. 15. For flow control of liquids, the butterfly valve has the unde-

sirable feature of an unbalanced flow pattern which could lead to valve

vibration when the disk is partly open.

It is considered, however, that its compactness is very desirable,

especially in larger sizes, for system design application.

Thus, the test on the TOA experimental valve was carried out to obtain

flow and vibration characteristics of the butterfly valve.



The automatic feedback flow control system is provided to the valve and

the operation time from full open to complete close of the valve is about

1 minute.

The measurements of drag coefficients as a function of the valve

opening were performed to estimate the flow control application and

the reliability of the design extrapolation to larger sizes. The results

are shown in Fig. 16. In the figure, the drag coefficients of the other

above described valves are shown together with the 1 6-inch butterfly

valve. The figures indicate that both the butterfly valves have worse

throttling characteristics and the drag coefficients somewhat differ

with flow directions due to the flexibility of the mechanism of the valve

operator and the effect of the complex configuration of the flow passage.

The drag coefficients of the butterfly valves are rather greater compared

with the design target valve due to the complexity of the shape of the

flow passage.

In addition, the extent of the available flow control region of the

butterfly valve is limited to the 30 degree open position as sudden increase

of vibration occurred at that position, in which the drag coefficient was

also increasing.

To investigate the extent of the available flow control region,

measruements of vibration acceleration induced by fluid flow were

performed.

The measured vibration accelerations as a function of flow rate and the

valve opening position are shown in Fig. 17 and 18. Fig. 17 shows

normal flow direction and Fig. 18 shows reverse flow direction

respectively. It can be appreciated from Fig. 17 and 18 that the

vibration acceleration depends on both flow rate and the valve opening

position. To estimate the correlation between vibration acceleration

G [m/sec^l , fluid velocity v£ m/sec$J , pressure loss P [kg/m^J

and the disk position, a new parameter Modified Flow Velocity V1,

[m/secj is introduced. Modified Flow Velocity is defined as mean fluid

velocity through the contracted cross section between the disk and the

seat. Fig. 19 and 20 show the logarithmic correlation between vibration

acceleration and [Modified Flow Velocity X Pressure Loss]

Vibration accelerations suddenly increase at the about [V' X p] = 3 X 10

in both normal and reverse flow. The correlation is almost the same

concerning flow direction.

We can easily determine the extent of the available flow control rigion

from the calculation of \y< X p] in Fig. 19 and 20.

Fig. 21 shows the typical observation of vibration waveform recorded

on an electro-magnetic oscilograph. The vibration displacement

acceleration, and down-stream side pressure fluctuation is presented

in the figure. It is considered that the waveform of displacement (about

30 - 40 Hz) may indicate the natural frequency of pipe line which is

supported by a U - band.

The waveform of acceleration (about 700 - 800 Hz) almost coincided

with the down-stream side pressure fluctuation, and the increase of

pressure fluctuation was observed only on down-stream side.

Thus, the exciting source of flow induced vibration of the valve is

considered to be flow separation occurring on the edge of the disk.

4. Closing Remarks

The results of hydraulic simulation tests for several mock-up large-

sized sodium vlaves are reported. General remarks obtained from the tests

are as follows.

(1) The 22-inch gate valve almost satisfies our design target, and

tight shut off service is complete. The vibration suddenly

increased at 10 m/sec, which is the fluid velocity of the contracted

cross section, and the logarithmic increase of vibration accelera-

tion is proportional to about the 3th power of fluid velocity.

(3) The cause of self-excited vibration occurring on the 22-inch

butterfly valve is considered to be due to the large flexibility of

the cup spring installed in the valve operator. We must take much

interest in the mechanism of the valve operator.

(3) The phenomena of water hammer also occurred on the 22-inch

butterfly valve. The cause of water hammer is considered to be the

column separation, which occurred in the down—stream side pipe

line before water hammer, and the rather large pressure loss

of reverse flow direction and the flexibility of cup spring may boost

the phenomena. Column separation in the pipe lines of a

Reactor Plant is a very important problem, and thus the closure

time of 10 sec may be considered to be too fast.

The necessary closure time is now under reconsideration.

(4) The extent of available flow control region of the 16-inch butterfly

valve was estimated in consideration of vibration acceleration ,fluid

velocity and pressure loss. The valve is now undergoing tests

in the 50 MW Steam Generator Test Facility at O-Arai Engineering

Center.
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Heat Exchanger Vibration by D. J. W. Richards, United Kingdom.

1. Introduction

The heat exchangers of various types are common items of plant

in the generation and transmission of electricity. The amount of attention

given to the flow-induced vibrations of heat exchangers by designers is

usually related to the operational history of similar items of plant.

Consequently, if a particular design procedure yields items of plant

which behave in a satisfactory manner during their operational life,

there is little incentive to improve or refine the design procedure.

On the other hand, failures of heat exchangers clearly indicate

deficiencies in the design procedures or in the data available to the

designer. When such failures are attributable to flow-induced vibrations,

the identification of the mechanisms involved is a prime importance.

Ideally, basic research work provides the background understanding and

the techniques necessary to be able to identify the important mechanisms.

In practice, the investigation of a flow-induced vibration problem may

identify the presence of mechanisms but may not be able to quantify their

effects adequately. In these circumstances the need for additional

research work is established and the objectives of the research programme

emerge.

The purpose of this paper is to outline the background to the

current research programme at C.E.R.L. on heat exchanger vibration.

2. Background

As an operator of heat exchangers the availability of the plant

for the life time of a station is a factor of considerable importance.

If the availability can be reduced significantly by failures, then the

extent of the consideration of the mechanisms that may cause such failures

should be related to the scope for repairs or replacement of the heat

exchanger. Nuclear heat exchangers are often large compact items of plant

with very limited scope for repairs and their replacement is usually a

lengthy and costly operation. Consequently, it is considered that

research work aimed at improving the design procedures for nuclear heat

exchangers is justified. However, it should be appreciated that many of

the heat exchangers, associated with operational gas cooled reactors,

have given satisfactory service; failures of nuclear heat exchangers are

relatively rare and only a proportion of these failures can be attributed

to flow-induced vibrations.

3. Early work on flow-induced vibrations of heat exchangers

The early work on flow-induced vibrations of heat exchangers

often tacitly assumed that the excitation experienced by a stationary tube

could be used to determine the vibration levels of tubes given the

structural dynamics of the tube and its support system. Clearly, this

assumption neglects the aeroelastic effects relating the enhancement of

the excitation by the tube motion. Consequently, the initial

investigations of the fluid dynamics of heat exchanger vibration attempted

to allow for the aeroelastic effects. The essence of the approach follows

from a consideration of the equation of motion of a single degree of

freedom system, namely:-
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X + 2?
s

X +
o

2X pd2V2

2Md
F(t) ...d)

where X

Cs
(0

o
M

= cross-flow displacement

= ratio of structural damping to the critical structural damping

= undamped natural frequency

= generalised mass per unit length

o
o
w
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d = diameter of tube

V = reference velocity

F(t) = aerodynamic generalised force coefficient

p = density of the gas

Introducing the non-dimensional displacement ri = X/d and the non-

dimensional time t = Vt/d reduces equation (1) to:-

; • *.[¥]'*[¥]'• ...(2)

In general, F(t) is a function of the fluid dynamic properties of the

flow and the geometry of the tube array. It is convenient to write:-

F(t) = F ( t ) - K n - H n - M i i + etc.
O 3 3 3

...(3)

Following the practice adopted previously during the

investigation of the wind loading on chimneys, equation (3) is simplified

tot-

= s

where D [*fe:
...(7)

= aerodynamic damping coefficient

= amplitude spectral function

= r.m.s. value of r)

S (o) d/V) and D (a d/V) are functions of the fluid dynamic
o o o

S (w d/V) can
o o

properties of the flow and the geometry of the tube array,

be derived from a knowledge of the fluctuating pressure distributions on

a stationary tube. However, S (<*> d/V) and D (u> d/V) can be determined

directly from the response of an aeroelastic tube installed in a tube

array. Essentially, the response of the aeroelastic tube is measured,

the aeroelastic tube is replaced by another aeroelastic tube with a

different M/pd^ and different 5 but the same external geometry and its

response measured. If the suffices 1 and 2 identify the two aeroelastic

tubes and their responses, manipulation of equation (7) yields:-
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F(t) = F (t) - K n
O 3.

...(A)

where F (t) = aerodynamic generalised force coefficient on a stationary

tube

Then substituting equation (4) in equation (2) gives:-

...(5)

where
~2M~* T l — d = aer°dyn3niic damping ratio

) L 2 J L o J

The solution of equation (5) can be obtained from:-

O2
•^2 =

2M
...(6)

where
aid
V

P(f) is the power spectral density of the function F (t)

Since in heat exchanger tube arrays [ c + C ] <<:1 a n d as it was

anticipated that the power spectral bandwidth of p(f) at f = fQ would be

wide compared with f [5 + 5 ] , equation (6) reduces to:-

(—; kJ s2 si]

where

2mi 2mi Zgl + D / V

. . . ( 8 )

. . . ( 9 )

4. Application of the theory

The above theory has applied successfully to the case of a model

test bank with one aeroelastic tube mounted in an array of nominally rigidly

fixed tubes. The results were found to fit the form of equation (7) and

the variations of D(coQd/V) and S (ui d/V) were determined using equations

(8) and (9).



It was found that as V/oj d increased S (to d/V) increased to a
o o o

maximum at the critical value of V/oi d corresponding to the Strouhal

Number for the bank while D(iu d/V) decreased to a minimum and negative

value. For this particular bank the minimum value of D(u d/V) was

approximately -0.4. Since M/pd2 is of the order 100 in nuclear exchangers,

it follows that Z is of order -0.002. As t, is usually greater than 0.2%,

it appeared that equation (7) was a valid representation of the behaviour

of the excitation and response of boiler tubes.

5. Subsequent applications

In the above theory D(u d/V) decreasing represents an increase

in the correlation length of the excitation due to coherent vortex shedding.

However, for some value of 2M/pd2 • ? greater than -D(ID d/V) the response

will become sufficiently great to correlate the coherent vortex shedding

over the full length of the tube. When this happens there will be no

further increase in F(t) due to this effect. Equation (7) is no longer

applicable in this situation F(t) must be expanded differently:-

F(t) = F2(t) - ...(10)

In equation (10) F2(t) is a much larger force that F0(t) in

equation (4) and K2a is the aerodynamic damping appropriate to the fully

correlated situation for large values of n. Whereas D(<u d/V) is negative

for values of V/io d near the critical values, D2 = [K2a/2] [V/U d] is

positive. Under these circumstances the bandwidth of the power spectral

density function of F2(t) at f = f is no longer wide compared with

f [? + ?2aJ so that equation (6) reduces to:-

pd'
2M ...(11)

and S2 = new amplitude spectral function.

In practice, it has been found that in another test bank, again

using a single aeroelastic tube in an array of nominally rigid tubes, the

measurements of response at low amplitudes fitted equation (7) while at

high amplitudes the measurements tended towards the form of equation (11).

For this test bank the approximate minimum value of D(iuod/V) appeared to

be of the order -2.6. As there appear to be very few measurements of

D((uod/V) available, it is not possible to confirm the validity of this

minimum value. However, it should be appreciated that for M/pd2 of the

order 100 t, follows as being of order -0.013. Consequently, for ? of 11Q

order 1.3% both equations (7) and (11) are invalid.

6. Present investigations

Recently an opportunity arose to make some measurements of the

vibration amplitudes of a few tubes in a nuclear heat exchanger.

Consequently, the likelihood of large amplitude vibrations was assessed.

It was concluded that the gas velocity under operating conditions was too

low for fluid-elastic whirl to occur. On the other hand, laboratory tests

using a two-dimensional bank of rigid tubes indicated the presence of

narrow band excitation associated with vortex shedding.

In this particular nuclear heat exchanger the boiler tubes are

arranged in plattens which are assembled in packets in the factory and the

packets installed in the heat exchanger at site. The longitudinal and

lateral pitches of the tubes were nominally uniform within a packet.

However, there were no attachments between the packets in the heat

exchanger. Consequently, small gaps or increases in the lateral pitch of

the tubes were present locally.

The effects of local gaps were examined during the aforementioned

laboratory tests. It was found that the centre frequency of the narrow band

excitation experienced by the end-of-packet plattens was approximately 50%

greater than that associated with mid-packet tubes for an increase of

lateral pitch of J inch.

The likelihood of a resonant situation occurring was then

examined using a theoretical analysis of the dynamics of the boiler tubes.

This analysis employed a finite element representation of the serpentine

arrangement of boiler tubes. In order to provide an adequate theoretical

analysis it proved necessary to incorporate the tube support system in

detail. The results of this analysis indicated that coincidence of a

natural frequency and the centre frequency of the narrow band excitation

was unlikely to occur for cross-wind or horizontal modes of vibration.

However, for end-of-packet plattens there was the possibility that

coincidence of a natural frequency and twice the centre frequency of the

narrow band excitation would be present for along-wind or vertical modes

of vibration. Consequently, a few resonant situations were anticipated.

It was expected that the measurements of vibration amplitudes

would be in accordance with the above. In particular, at some gas

velocity a resonance would occur and a small peak in the response in the



vertical direction would result. This expectation was based on the

understanding the fluctuating drag forces at twice the coherent vortex

shedding frequency would be much less than the fluctuating lift forces at

the coherent vortex shedding frequency.

As mentioned above measurements of vibration amplitudes could

only be made for a few tubes as both access and time were restricted. In

the event, the actual situation prevaling in the heat exchanger was more

complicated than the relatively simple picture presented above. As the

analysis of the measurements is not complete, an illustration of the

situation only is presented in the attached figure.

The graphs presented show the variations of the energy of

vibration on a log scale with inlet guide vane angle of the gas

circulators; an inlet guide vane angle of zero degrees corresponds to

maximum gas velocity while one of 43 degrees corresponds to approximately

76% of maximum gas velocity. The dotted line is applicable to all boilers

operational and consequently, the tubes in this platten are filled with

water/steam, while the solid line is applicable to two boilers operational

and consequently, the tubes in this platten are empty.

This particular platten is at the end of a packet and therefore

a small gap was probably present locally. The graphs show the vertical

vibration of a tube in this platten.

The first effect demonstrated in these graphs is that of a

change in M/pd2, the mass parameter. As the mass parameter is reduced by

draining the platten, the response increases dramatically at an IGV angle

of 18°.

The second effect is the presence of a peak energy of vibration

in the drained platten case which once reached is maintained for small

changes in IGV angle or gas velocity. This effect is similar to the

vortex locking phenomenon experienced by moving cylinders. A power

spectral density analysis of the energy of vibration indicates that the

motion of the tube is virtually at a single frequency, namely a natural

frequency of the tube. Furthermore, this frequency is approximately twice

the frequency of coherent vortex shedding.

The third effect is the presence of smaller peaks in the energy

of vibration. These appear to be a forced vibration of the tube due to

the fluctuating pressure field induced by other tubes experiencing peak

responses at their resonances.

As stated previously, the analysis of these measurements is not

complete. However, it is evident that interaction effects due to fluid

dynamic coupling are present and that the vortex locking phenomenon

precludes the use of the above theory.

From the practical point of view it is evident that small

departures in tube geometry can produce large changes in excitation and

response as only low energies of vibration were measured on tubes within a

packet.
ONCE ESTABLISHED. THIS
AMPLITUDE OF RESPONSE
REMAINED AT A HIGH LEVEL
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7. Research requirements

Although the understanding of the existing information obtained

on nuclear heat exchanger vibration is not complete, some elements of

research requirements have emerged.

It is clear that the aeroelastic effects present can involve

non-linear behaviour of the excitation. Therefore, non-linear represent-

ations of the excitation including interaction effects need to be

formulated and methods for determining the fluid dynamic parameters

involved require to be developed. It is appreciated that these require-

ments involve a long programme of research. However, the complexity of

the problem merits the effort involved as the valid prediction of

vibration amplitudes of heat exchanger tubes is an essential part of the

assessment of the integrity of such plant for the operational life time.
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Flow Induced Vibration of Secondary Piping of LMFBR by R. J. Gibert and

F. Axisa, France.

This paper presents a method for evaluating the characteris-

tics of vibrations caused by internal flow in three-dimensional piping systems

conveying high density fluids.

The excitation of the circuit is mainly caused by the flow

singularities, and it is shown that the problem may be reduced to calculate

the response of the circuit to an acoustical pressure discontinuity, localised

at each flow singularity. The paper is divided into two main parts :

- First part is devoted to the theoretical formulation of the coupled acoustical-

mechanical problem and to its numerical solution by the french computer code

TEDEL.

- Second part describes an experimental test of the method. The tested piping

system consists of a stainless steel tube circuit comprising four 90° bends,

conveying water. Vibrations are excited by a half closed gate valve.

Satisfactory results are obtained concerning both the frequencies of resonance

of the circuit and the level of the vibrations observed.

1 - INTRODUCTION -

1-1 - Statement of the problem -

Internal flow induces vibrations of LMFBR secondary piping

systems which are mainly caused by the presence of flow singularities

(e.g. sudden enlargements, bends, valves . . . ) . Indeed, the unsteady flow

field, taking place downstream from such singularities, generates both

"local" wall pressure fluctuations and acoustic waves (generally plane

waves). The latter are transmitted through the whole circuit. The "source

problem" has been studied at Ref. 1 where local pressure fluctuations and

associated acoustic sources have been characterized for several current

singularities.

The present paper is devoted to the "response problem" of a

piping system to such sources. In the first part, a theoretical formulation

for the modal characteristics and for transfer functions computation of

piping systems conveying fluid, is described. In the second part, the

results of an experimental test are compared to the values obtained with

the french computer code TEDEL, which uses this formulation.

1-2 - Modal characteristics calculation of piping systems conveying high density
_. _ — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —• —* ~~ "~ — — — — — — — — —
fluids_-

The effect of internal axial permanent flow on cylindrical

structures has already been analysed in the l i terature (e.g. Ref. 2).

Results are usually presented by plott ing the resonance frequencies in the

complex plane, as functions of the flow velocity (V). The general shape

of such plots is sketched in the diagram given below :

o
o

fteO)



For most nuclear reactor circuits, the range of interest

is usually limited to the \iery initial part of the curve (near V = 0).

Therefore, the main additional effect of the fluid flow is to damp the

vibrations without changing significantly their frequency. Moreover in

actual circuits, the damping rate due to this effect is often less than

that caused by other effects in particular imperfect connections between

structures.

Consequently it is a good approximation to perform a modal

calculation of the structure-steady fluid system and to use an estimate of

the damping rate derived from independent considerations (calculated or

experimental data). Furthermore, in the case of piping systems the mecha-

nical-acoustical calculation is simplified by using the fact that generally

the acoustical-wave lengths of vibrations are very large with respect to the

cross dimensions of the tubes.

2 - DESCRIPTION OF THE THEORETICAL FORMULATION -

2-1 - Equations of the problem -

As the structure is concerned,the beam hypothesis (no strain

of the tube cross section) may be well applied. Tube displacements are

characterized by a displacement vector 5 (s, t) and a rotation vector

a (s, t) of the neutral fiber and normal cross section, which depend upon

the curvilinear abscissa : s.

In the simple case of a straight tube with open extremities

and constant cross section, only the transverse component of the displa-

cement 8. (s) acts on the fluid. Since the acoustical wave lengths are

large, compared to the cross dimensions, fluid moves with an uniform

velocity S.j.(s) through the whole cross section S(s)*. Hence the fluid

effect can be taken into account by adding the mass per unit length of

fluid : p S (pQ = fluid density), for transverse motions of the tube.

When the circuit presents geometrical singularities (namely :

bends, changes in the cross section, closed extremities, junctions between

several tubes) wall motions excite longitudinal plane waves (variations of

the acoustical mass flow rate are generated and located at the singular

points of the circuit). Conversely, a plane wave system, present in the

circuit, induces forces acting on the walls of the singularities. This plane

wave effect must be added to the transversal effect described above, and one

is led to solve a monodimensional acoustical-mechanical problem.

Let R(s) be the local radius of curvature, g | (s) the local

variation rate of the cross section, 1 and t the local unit vector system

associated with the osculatory plane of the neutral fiber. The local coupled

equations can be written as :

(1)

Km Po S St
dS"

p d| = 0

Km and M represent the stiffness and mass operators of the

tube in absence of fluid, p is the acoustical pressure averaged over the

cross section S(s), c is the sound velocity.

From these equations simplified expressions may be easily

derived for several particular cases, like a junction between tubes, a

local variation in the curvature or the cross section of the tube.

2-2 -Description of the mechanical version of the computer code TEDEL -

a)

TEDEL is aimed to compute three dimensional piping systems.

The structure is modelized by connecting straight beams or more complex

elements (e.g. bends, T junctions, etc. . . . ) . Computations of several

types may be performed, in particular computation of the resonance

frequencies and mode shapes, and computation of the time response to any

excitation.

The code uses the classical finite element method. The elements

have two nodes and there are six variables per node (three displacements

and three rotations). The form function which is used is a cubic polynom.

* That is not rigorously verified near the extremities of the tube.

However needed corrections remain small, provided that L/D » 1

(L = length of the tube D = diameter of the cross section).



M2dif25§tions_introduced_for_taking_into_accourit_the_fluid_effects :

To be introduced into the TEDEL formalism, the Fourier trans-

form of system (1) must be written as :

(2)

c)

(K - A = 0

Here K and M are symmetrical stiffness and mass operators

(ct> = pulsation). For that purpose a supplementary variable : 7i =

is needed. Hence this leads to consider eight variables per node ~

(three displacements, three rotations, n and p ). Discretisation of the

modified system (1), by the classical finite element method, provides ele-

mentary symmetrical stiffness and mass 16 x 16 matrices. These matrices

involve a 12 x 12 submatrix and a few additional terms related to the

fluid-structure interaction.

In a further step elementary matrices are assembled in a

classical way and the boundary conditions are introduced. As the fluid

is concerned such conditions may be a closed extremity of the circuit

or a node, either for the acoustical pressure or for the acoustical

mass flow rate. These last operations provide the final K and M matrices

of the whole system. Last step consists in deriving resonance frequencies

and mode shapes by using classical algorithms.

sources :

Starting from the computed modal characteristics, the code

allows to obtain any desired transfer function of the system, provided

that modal damping coefficients have been introduced into the code as

user's data. To perform such a computation the nature of the source to

be considered,must be known. Ref. 1 shows that the main sources of

vibrations are the flow singularities present in the circuit.

Local and acoustical effects of such singularities have been

outlined above. The local pressure fluctuations generate forces on the

walls ( T. ) of the locally perturbed volume (V), which takes place next

downstream from the singularity. For the first resonance modes of the

system, the strains over ( X ) are small enough to be neglected. In

addition, acoustical wave lengths are also large in respect with the

dimensions of the perturbed volume. Therefore, by integrating the equation

of the fluid motion , it can be shown that the force field acting on ( £ )

is equivalent to the force field acting on the cross sections (Si) which

separate (V) from the rest of the circuit (see the diagram below) :
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As the force field acting on (Si) depends only upon the

acoustical pressure averaged over (Si), the local excitation problem

can be reduced to an acoustical plane wave problem. Therefore excitation

effects on the whole circuit, caused by a singularity, can be derived

from the characteristics of the acoustical source which is associated

with the singularity. In the case of low Mach number flows, such as

liquid flows encountered in nuclear reactor circuits, their acoustical

sources may be characterized by a discontinuity of the acoustical

pressure (see Ref. 1).

TEDEL program allows to calculate the transfer functions

H ( v , s) associated with a unit pressure discontinuity, located

anywhere in the circuit • Using such functions, it is also possible

to compute the power spectral density j _ of the response (displacement,

stress, acceleration, pressure) at any point of the piping system, to

several decorrelated singularities, according to the relation :

'! (v)
i = 1

Ap. (v) represents the power spectral density of the pressure

discontinuity associated with the singularity indexed by i.

J ^ P i (̂ ) can be estimated from the results given at Ref. 1.



3 - DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS OF AN EXPERIMENTAL TEST -

3-1 - Description of the experiment -

The tested piping system consists of an stainless steal tube

circuit 2 mm thick comprising four 90° bends, conveying water (diameter

of the tubes is D = 18 cm, curvature radius of the bends is R = 27.5 cm,

R/D = 1.54). The tubes are joined together by very stiff flanges. The rig

is supported by rubber extensible springs (Steal mass of the whole is

M = 250 kg, fluid mass is Mf = 300 kg). This pipe is inserted in the

"GASCOGNE" water loop. Connections are made by using rubber bellows which

isolate mechanically the rig from the rest of the circuit. In the same way

two cavities with a compressed air level are located up and downstream

from the rig, providing an acoustical isolation of it (see Fig. 1).

Vibrations are induced by a half closed gate valve, inserted

between the downstream bellows and the downstream cavity. The level of the

acoustical source associated with the valve is much higher than that from

any other source in the whole circuit, at least in the low frequency range,

which isof interest here(0, 10 Hz). Pipe motions are measured by accelero-

meters, and pressure fluctuations by wall pressure transducers (their

location is given in Fig. 1). Pressure measurements are used in particular

for evaluating the spectral characteristics of the acoustical source.

3-2 - Modal analysis of the piping by TEDEL -

The modelisation takes into account the stiffness of the

springs and that of the bellows (which have been estimated by static

tests) and also the effect of the flanges. The latter introduce a

reduction of the flexibility of the bends which is worth to be emphasized.

This effect has been calculated separately, by using the three-dimensional

shell computer code TRICO.

The fluid boundary conditions are assumed to be fluctuating

pressure nodes, located at each cavity. TEDEL provides the resonance

frequencies and the mode shapes (displacement and pressure) of the system,

in the 0 - 10 Hz frequency range. Mode shapes fall into two categories :

- Parallel to the pipe plan :

V , = 3.82 Hz = 5.88 Hz V 3 = 6.94 Hz V 4 = 9.4 Hz

Figure 2 shows the shape of the first two modes. In particular, along

the straight portions of the circuit a linear evolution of the fluctua-

ting pressure is noted. This is a consequence of the large value of the

acoustical wave lengths in respect with the length of the pipe. A discon-

tinuity in the slope of the pressure occurs at each bend, this is equiva-

lent to a discontinuity in the fluctuating mass flow rate.

The first mode corresponds to a swing motion of the bended

part of the pipe. For the next modes, an important strain of the straight

parts can be noted. For all these low frequency modes, stiffness of support

springs and bellows, reveal as important parameters.

- Normal to the pipe plan :

It is expected that such modes are not excited by the source.

Indeed, the level of such resonances is always very low in the experimen-

tal data.

3-3 - Acoustical source associated with the valve -

Tests performed with the valve in full opened position,

show that the noise coming from the whole loop remains imperfectly

softened by the cavities (especially in the low frequency range of

interest here). Moreover some pressure transducers are sensitive to

local turbulence. Interpretation of the results is much simpler when

the valve is half closed because in thatcase, the background due to

disturbing sources and local turbulence becomes much lower than the

noise due to the valve. Indeed, the fluid mean velocity is much higher

at the valve location than everywhere in the whole circuit.

Various levels of the valve gate have been tested, and for

each level several mass flow rates have been studied. The power spectral

density of the acoustical pressure discontinuity associated with the

valve can be easily obtained from the spectra of the pressure transducers

which are located in the straight tube, upstream from the valve : TEDEL

shows that for the present experiment the transfer functions of the

pressure sensors does not differ significantly from the pure acoustical

transfer functions of the whole circuit. In the 0 - 10 Hz interval these

functions vary slowly with the frequency. Then the pressure discontinuity

spectrum J A p (i>) is deduced simply by dividing the experimental
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spectrum by the squared modulus of the corresponding transfer function.

This is done with the adimensional quantities :

Strouhal number s =

Then the spectrum of the source (see § 3) is used to derive the P.S.D. 110

of vibrations, in the whole circuit. Fig. 3 and 4 summarize the comparison

between the measured and computed spectra for three accelerometers and

two values of the valve gate opening.

Adimensional power spectrum (s) =

(1/2

(D = tube diameter, V = mean velocity of the flow at the valve). It is

worth to emphasize that T'A p(s) doesn't depend upon the mass flow

rate and only is a function of the valve gate level. Consequently,

V A p(s) turns out to be a specific quantity which characterises the

singularity. The shape off A p (s) is given in the diagram below.

These results are in general agreement with other measu-

rements, performed in various experimental conditions (especially in

air or water test loops) and for various singularities (see Ref. 1).

3-4 - Computation of the response of the circuit to the source, comparison

with experiment -

4 - CONCLUSION -

There is a good agreement between computation and experiment,

in spite of some small differencies concerning the frequency of the resonances.

This is probably caused by an imperfect knowledge concerning the actual stiffness

of flanged bends and pressurized bellows. Nevertheless, it appears that a quan-

titative estimation of piping vibrations can be obtained with a sufficient

accuracy, by using the TEDEL program and the source data presented in Ref. 1.

However complementary studies are still needed to improve knowledge about damping

effects in piping systems conveying fluid.
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Vibration Studies of BN-350 and BN-600 Steam Generator Tube Bundles by

V. G. Fyodorov, V. V. Lyashenko, A. S. Sokolov, B. I. Lukasevitch,

I. N. Testov and V. F. Titov, USSR.

ABSTRACT

The report contains results of vibration studies

of BIT-350 superheater tube bundles on seven-tube simula-

tors and full-scale steam generators, and of BN-600 vapori-

zer tube bundles on a multi-tube simulator.

Discussion covers main vibrational characteristics

of tubes of these steam generators,methods of estimation

of full-scale steam generator tubes life derived from re-

sults of model vibration tests, and results of repeated

in-service checks of BN-350 superheaters vibration.

The report deals with vibration strength criteria

and limiting norms of tubes vibration. It also provides a

description of a method of tube vibration measurements, and

steam generator designs.

I, JSTROWCTIOS

Construction of reliable and effective sodium-cooled

steam generators presents the main problem arising under the

development of recent nuclear power stations with fast reac-

tors. Reliability of steam generator depends to a great ex-

tent on solution of the following problems; tube vibrations,

fretting and thermal stresses [ij . The excessive vibration

of tubes leads to their damages due to cracks and leak in the

area of tube-to-tube sheet fixing or due to tube wear din the

spacing grids. Therefore the study of tube vibration became

an integral part of the UPS steam generator design. The time-

ly substantiation of steam generator tubes vibrostrength for

the NFS with fast reactors is of particular concern in connec-

tion with increased reliability and safety requirements for

"these stations [2,3] . Analysis of accidents due to excessive

vibration of heat exchanger tubes shows that just the lack of

vibration study at the design stage predetermined the inevi-

tability of damages occurred or the necessity of repair and

essential modernization of structures at an early stage of

their operation.

Vibration studies of BN-350 superheater tubes were

carried out on full-scale steam generators at the stage of

starting-and -adjustment works and operation stage as well as

during service life tests of seven-tube simulators under the

conditions close to the ones at NPS. Some results of these

tests were considered in papers [4,5] earlier.

The results of one part of the program of studies -

vibration teats of multi-tube model - are presented for tube

bundles of BN-600 steam generators.

2. METHODS OP OTBE VTBRA3JIOH' MEASUREMENTS

Measurement of tube vibration on models and full-scale

317-350 superheaters waa carried out with the help of developed

quick-detachable device [6] consisting of primary sensor

( tensoreaistant-type acceierometer) with fixing grip,control

gear and system of coaxial connecting tubes. The device is

intended to measure vibrations of linear sections of tubes

with inner diameter to 8 mm at the depth to 2500 mm from the

tube sheet surface at temperature 20-450°C. Time interval of

mounting(detaching) the device on the tube inner surface is

about 10 s. The accelerometer operates in a set with standard

vibromeasuring equipment. Using of integrating amplifiers

allows to carry out also oscillographic and magnetic recording

of signals proportional to vibration shift and vibration speed,

Maximum relative error of instrument channel is ±1O?S for vibro-

acceleration of the tube examined and £5% for frequency of

its vibration.

The present approach allows to obtain large content of

experimental information (about thousand points of measuring

for each tube bundle) during limited time given in the period

of preventive maintenance, and this fact is a great advantage ><

for measurements carried out on the ttPS in operation. In se- o

parate tubes dynamic stresses were measured with the help of

tensoresistors mounted on the tube inner surface.

To analyse the results of measurements the spectrum

analyzer or computer-based processing of experimental data

were used.

o
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The aim of processing the results of vibration measurements

is the diagrammatic presentation of the following!

a) cartograms of maximum amplitudes of stresses and

vibroaccelerations of tubes in the middle of spans between

the spacing grids and at the level of these grids at different

sodium flow rates;

b) histograms of relative frequencies of tube vibro-

acceleration maximum amplitudes distribution in full-scale

superheaters during their operation;

c) mathemetical expectation M (a), root-mean-square

deviation?) (a), normalized correlation R (a) and spectralS(a)

functions of vibroaccelerations of the tubes examined,Pig.1.

3. TUBE VXBRAIIOff HI BN-350 SUPERHEATERS

7ibration studies were carried out on the full-scale
superheaters during starting-and-adjustment works and their
operation at 3JPS as well as on seven-tube models of super-
heaters at different rates of water and sodium flowing past
the tubes.

The aim of these studies was the following:

3) to determine the vibration level of full-scale super-

heater tubes under different conditions of sodium circulation

over the secondary circuit;

b) to control possible changes of tube vibration charac-
teristics (vibration level,vibration frequency, appearance of
increased vibration areas) in the course of superheaters
accrued operating life;

c) to study vibration wear of tubes in the area of tube-
to-spacing grid contact at the given level of tube vibration
on seven-tube simulators;

d) to evaluate the duration of superheaters safe opera-
tion under nominal operating conditions from the point of
view of vibrostrength.

Description of BN-35O superheater structure and its
main parameters are presented in paper [4] .

Tube vibration measurements were carried out in ten of

twelve superheaters during starting-and-adjustment works and

3JJ-35O operation. The sequence of vibration measurements in

the course of 1973-1977 with indication of % -hours of NFS

circulation loops operation at nominal sodium flow rate over

the secondary oircuit is shown in Fig.2. Measurements were

carried out in tubes of the first three periphery rows of the

superheater inlet chambers in the middle of span between the

tube sheet and the first spacing grid as well as at the le-

vel of this grid.
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Pig.1 formalized correlation functions R(&) and spectral
densities of accelerations S(d) in the middle of
the first span of tubes 2-8 and 3-2 of superheater
at aodium flow rate Q»2400 m-Vhour,



Data were obtained concerning tube vibration in full-

scale BN-350 superheaters at the beginning of operation at

nominal sodium flow rate QHOM 0" 1^ 0 0 m / h o u r a n d 'fcne increased

one Q = 2400 m /hour, and in 200O-26500hours of operating

life at nominal sodium flow rate.It was found that all ten

superheaters examined have practically the same tube vibra-

tion characteristics. Maximum amplitudes of tube accelera-

tions in the first periphery row of one superheater at the

level of the first span middle for Q H O M O 1 7 0 0 m /hour at the

beginning of operation (£« -0 hour) and after accrued operat-

ing time of T» = 7700 hours are presented in Pig.3 as an

example, m the course of operating life accrued the vibra-

tion level remains constant (within the measurement error of

-10%) for most (» 90% ) of the superheater tubes examined.

However in some tubes the increasing of vibration is observed.

The highest values of vibroaccelerations were obtained

in tubes of the first two periphery rows of superheaters.

Maximum amplitudes of accelerations in tubes of the third

row are 2-3 times leas than in the first row, Fig.4 . Increas-

ing of sodium flow rate causes the increasing of tube vibra-

tion average level and of maximum amplitudes of tube accele-

rations, Pig.5. When Q « 1700 m^/hour the average level of

tube vibroaccelerations in superheaters at the beginning of

their operation is within 0.5-3a. Several tubes of the in-

creased vibration(to 4.5 a ) have been found in the first

periphery row of superheaters.
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same vibration measurements and operational-life

1000 hours proof of two seven-tube simulators of BU-350 su-

perheater [7"| were carried out. Seven tube loops of these

simulators were flown-around with such sodium flow in trans-

verse and longitudinal directions that the average vibration

xevel and the main frequency of separate tube vibrations

were the same as the corresponding vibration characteristics

of the full-scale superheater,Pig.5. On the rest tubes

of the simulators the vibration level was higher than on the

full-scale superheater. The simulators tested were similar

to the full-scale superheaters by the following parameters:

-eometry of tube loops; materials; configuration; the number

year

1977

IS76

1975
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1973

T =11000

T

13
•
100

•

7600

T

154
•

50
•I

00
•
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•

0

26J500

T
17300
• •

7700

"T
2000

T

1940
•
0
•

7400

T
10 11 12

Loop number

| J

W

Pig«2. Diagram of tube bundles vidration check and the
layout of BH-350 superheaters and circulation
loops.



Acceleration scale 3y the results of vibration measurements the calculation

of maximum dynamic stresses &max and tube vibration ampli-

tudes A max with regard for the first two vibration shapes

has been carried out. For nominal sodium flow rate a,,nn,T=i700

rr/hour their values are: Omajt= 220 kg/cm and y$ max =°»6mm,

3uch stresses are not dangerous from the point of view of

fatigue strength that is confirmed by the operation of the

full-scale superheaters and operational-life proof of the

simulators [6j „

The results of operational-life vibration proof of se-

ven-tube simulators were used to evaluate the vibration wear

of tubes with the help of approximate mathematical model [7.8]

in which the value of tube wear ft, is assumed to be proporti-

onal to the speed of relative displacement of contacting
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surfaces VK ,contact unit pressure BJ

of interaction cycles }j , that is

where

A,
F and the number

(I),

Fig«3 Maximum amplitudes of
accelerations dmoxin
tubes of periphery row
(at the level of the
first span middle,
H » 676 mm) of M - 350
superheater inlet cham-
ber.

of spacing grids and their arrangement; aodium temperature.

During the operational-life proof parameters of tube vibra-

tion in the middle of spans and at the level of spacing

.-rrids in the area of transverse flow-past were checked perio-

dically. After completion of the tests and simulators cutting

the actual values of tube vibration wear were determined.

Some typical areas of wear are presented in Pig, 6.

Both on the simulators and the full-scale superheaters

50-90$ of tube vibration energy is concentrated in the narrow

spectrum around the main natural frequency of tube vibrations

•-vita regard for associated coolant mass. The frequency is 4oi 2 Hz.

proportionality factor;

force of interaction between the tube

and spacing grid plank;

Pig.4 . Maximum amplitudes of tube accelerations in
the direction from the periphery to tube
bundle centres at the nominal value of coolant
flow rate.
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Pig. 5. Pig. 6..

maximum amplitudes of tube accelerations ^ m a x versus sodium flow rate Q
and typical oscillograms of full-scale EN-350 superbeater(a) and model(b)
tubes vibrations.

Areas of wear on tube No 7 surface ( wear depth
0.25 mm ), structureless layer and metal grain
deformation in zone of this tube wear area, and
spacing grid metallic wear at the places of con-
tact with tube Ho 7 of BH-350 superheater simulator.



Q

tube reduced mass;

contact area;

coefficient taking accout of the tube

diameter and the contact line length;

- frequency of tube vibrations taking

account of coolant associated mass.

Talcing account of the designations assumed formula (I) may

be presented as the following:

.,. (2) ,

where A - proportionality factor. — fa.

Relative value of tube vibration wear tt= U versus time

for different laws of variation of tube vibroacceleration

average amplitudes is presented in Pig.7 •

One may determine the values of factors K for diffe-

rent tubes by measuring tube vibroaccelerations in the course

of operational-life proof of seven-tube simulators and

knowing the value of tube wall wear after the cutting and

inetallographic examination of simulators specified; and then

one may evaluate the value of tube wear in the spacing grids

on the basis of K values determined and the results of

vibration measurements on the full-scale superheaters. Maxi-

mum value of tubes 16x2 vibration wear in the spacing grids

versus tube average acceleration amplitude CL in the middle

of span for 1000 hours of seven-tube simulators operating

life is plotted in pig. 8 . The results of evaluation of the

tube 16x2 possible operating life ITpJ during which wearing

of the tube wall half-thickness takes place are presented

in Pig. 9 .

In future it is proposed to cut out sections of several

tubes in one of BTT-350 superheaters to determine the actual

value of their wearing in the spacing grids. Process of cutt-

ing out the tubes sections of the full-scale superheaters

was developed and vibrostrength tests of these tubes simula-

tors were carried out for 1000 hours operational-life proof

of seven-tube simulators.

The test results obtained will be used for further de-

velopment of more precise simulator for vibration wear of

tubes in the spacing grids.

On the basis of vibration tests performed on the full-

scale BN-350 superheaters the tubes of maximum vibroaccele-

ration amplitudes were plugged.

m future it is proposed to carry out similar vibration

check during BN-350 superheaters operation.

a
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Fig.8. Maximum value of tubes 16x2 wear in spacing grids
versus tube average acceleration amplitude
obtained in the span middle for 1000 hours of
operational life.

Pig.9.Possible operational life \Xf\ of tube 16x2 versus
average acceleration amplitude Q. obtained in the
span middle.

By the present time vibration studies of tubes of

BN-600 steam generators have been performed on multi-tube

simulator. For the future it is proposed to carry out

fretting test program of the simulators using theory of

experimental design [7] and vibration measurements on the

full-scale tube bundles during starting-and-adjustment

worics at BN-600 NPS. The substantiation of vibrastrength of

3N-600 steam generators will be carried out on the basis of

these data and the results of other studies.

Determination of tube vibration characteristics was

carried out on the steam generator evaporator model con-

sisting of TniTri.Tig 1 .separating 2, and outlet 3 chambers

arranged on the mutual cylindrical vessel 4 where tube

bundle 6 with spacing grids 7 is fixed between two tube

sheets 5, Pig.10 . The model corresponds to the full-Bcale

evaporator by all geometric dimensions <except for height),

dimension tolerances, quality of manufacture and assembling

of units.

Tube bundle of the evaporator model consists of 349

straight tubes 16x2.5 arranged in equilateral triangle with

a pitch of 28^0.2mm.Tubes in tube sheets have been expanded

first and then welded. They are spaced by grids of three

types. Grids of each type separate one third of total number

of tubes by rows-each fourth row. Besides the three types

of grids the intermediate grid,where all tubes of the tube

bundle are spaced, is located at the level of separating

chamber. Technological grids 14mm thick are arranged under

the upper and lower tube sheets. The tubes separated by

grids of three types have different number and length of

spane between the supports, see pig.10 .Maximum clearance

between the tube and cell of the spacing grid is O.57om for

diameter with regard for tolerances for dimensions of holes

and tubes, water flows Q1 and Q2 supplied to the model
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through two nozzles # 426x10, pass through the mixer consis-

ting of separating sections and a mixing chamber, and then

enter the tube bundle through the grid. In the separating

chamber water flow is devided by two flows? one quarter(Q4)

enter the bleeding pipe # 24-5x10 of the separating chamber

through the perforated cylinder, and three quarters of flow

rate(Q,) pass to the outlet chamber through the intermediate

grid and then enter the bleeding pipe # 325x10.

Vibration measurements were carried out an the tube

bundle sections of mixing, separating and outlet chambers

where flow passes over the tubes in transverse direction,

Amplitude and frequency of tube vibroaccelerations and of

water pressure fluctuations were measured in different points

of sodel and circulation loop. In the experiments the value

of total water flow rate varied from 0 to QJJ0M . Values of

vater flow rate Q-.-Q« are given in Table,

Table
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SConditions

\ number

1 2
1 1

! i

Water

<*1

800

400

460

460

flow

32

300

400

460

460

rate,nr

%

1200

600

920

/hour

400

200

92C

-

Pig.10e Arrangement of BN~600 steam generator evaporator
simulator*

Main results of vibration measurements are the follow-

ing:

a) Maximum amplitude of tube vibroaccederations is

obtained for teat conditions TTo 1.

a) JTo great difference in the values of tube vibroacce-

lerations in the direction from the periphery to the tube

bundle centre, that took place for BN-350 superheater, is

observed ( see pig. 4).



c) For water flow rates under conditions No 2, that
corresponds to nominal operating conditions of the full-scale
evaporator, maximum amplitude of tube vibroaccelerations is

d) For the conditions investigated the tubes with the
highest values of vibroaccelerations appear over the tube
bundle cross-section irregularly.

e) Frequencies of tube vibration and pressure fluctua-
tions remain constant under all test conditions.

f) Frequencies of tube vibrations having different
number of spans IX and the length of the largest span -tmax
are within the ranges of 130-175 Hz ( ft » 9,. 4 m f l x =864mm);

110-150 Hz ( M « 9, ̂ iaax -1104mm).;
80-110 HZ ( n - 7, <£wax=1344mm).

Process of tube vibrations is characterized by narrow-
band frequency spectrum where main energy is concentrated
around the natural frequency of tube vibrations by the main
3hape with regard for water associated mass.

5. DISCUSSION OP THE OBTAINED RESULTS.

Excessive vibration of tubes in coolant flow may result
in the following damages*

a) leak in the area of tube-to-tube sheet fixing caused
by tight joint loss-of-sealing or fatigue cracks;.

b) tube wall rupture due to its thinning caused by
collision of adjacent tubes with high vibration amplitudes;

c) wear of tube-to-spacing grid joint .
With the help of design methods that were available

to the beginning of starting-and-adjustment works at BN-350
UPS one could predict that no such types of damage of the
steam generator tubes as the first two ones are possible.
The results of studies carried out as well as steam genera-
tor operation substantiated this supposition and allowed to
improve the desigji methods.

Here- it is advisable to note that for the third type
of damage-tube wear in the spacing grids-more time of the
3team generator operation is required and probability of
this damage type is difficult to predict as fretting in

itself is more complicated and studied insufficiently. The
well-known general recommendations [2,9,10J state that in
order to solve the problem of vibration in steam generator
3tructure it is necessary to carry out the suitable shift
of basic frequency of tube vibrations from frequencies of
exciting forces caused by stall of Karman's vortices, hydro-
elastic forces, turbulence and acoustic oscillations of
coolant in circulation loop. For the steam generators studied
^he first two factors-Karman»s vortices and forces of hydro-
elastic interaction - are the most dangerous ones.Therefore
to prevent the excessive tube vibration the following con-
ditions shall be fulfilled

f if v» • Umax
1>l\1 ^ ... (3),

(4),

•wnere

f,

5h.

- basic frequency of the tube natural vibra-
tions with regard for associated coolant
mass, Hz;

K- frequency shift factors;
- Strukhal number;
- sodium rate in the narrowest clear opening

of the bundle, cm/s;
- tube diameter, cm;

J> - sodium density,.
CUP

|?1 - tube mass and associated sodium mass per
2

unit of tube length, & ~ .
can'

0K- logarithmic coefficient of vibration dampimg.

In case the values of factors K-and Kg are assumed to
be more than 3, there shall be the necessary frequency shift.

However it shall be noted that frequency shift condi-
tions (3) and (4) are based in the best case by experiments
on separate simulators of tube bundles in water flowfe-iijand



are not yet sufficiently substantiated by the results of vib-

ration tests of the full-scale tube bundles. And just as the

implementation of conditions (3) and (4) does not yet mean

that vibrostrength of tube bundles is secured so in the case

of non-compliance with these conditions (for example when &.*=

Kg=2} it is impossible to determine the supposed operational

life of the steam generator tube bundles. Therefore recent re-

quirements for optimization of steam generator structure with

regard for its safe operation,cost,power and technological

effectiveness predetermine the necessity of further investiga-

tions on the problem of flow-induced vibration in tube bundles.

So in spite of implementation of frequency shift con-

ditions (3) and (4) for tubes of BTT-350 and BN-600 steam

generators program of vibration studies for these structures

is 3till in progress.

To substantiate vibrostrength of BTT-6OO steam generator

tubes the tests for vibration wear of two types of models

in water and sodium flow using theory of mathematical design

of experiment will be carried out. For these tests main para-

meters defining the type and rate of tube wear in the area of

spacing grids and varying within sufficiently wide ranges

were selected as controlled parameters; and for this purpose

the results of vibration measurements on superheater multi-

- tube simulator carried out shall be used. During starting-

and - adjustment works at JTPS B1T-6OO vibration measurements

are envisaged to specify the main vibration parameters of

tubes.

6. CONCLUSION

6.1. At the stage of preventive maintenance at UPS

£"-350 further vibration control of superheater tubes is

envisaged.

6.2. program of investigations for substantiation of

vibrostrength of BN-600 steam generator tubes allows to

correct various design methods and increase their accuracy.

OCHOBHHe np0(5JEM* H
CMMno3HyM
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FFTF Scale-Model Characterization of Flow Induced Vibrational Response

of Reactor Internals by J. A. Ryan and L. J. Julyk, United States.

ABSTRACT

As an integral part of the Fast Test Reactor Vibration Program for

Reactor Internals, the flow-induced vibrational characteristics of scaled

Fast Test Reactor core internal and peripheral components were assessed

under scaled and simulated prototype flow conditions in the Hydraulic Core

Mockup. The Hydraulic Core Mockup, a 0.285 geometric scale model, was de-

signed to model the vibrational and hydraulic characteristics of the Fast

Test Reactor. Model component vibrational characteristics were measured

and determined over a range of 36% to 111% of the scaled prototype design

flow. Selected model and prototype components were shaker tested to estab-

lish modal characteristics. The dynamic response of the Hydraulic Core

Mockup components exhibited no anomalous flow-rate dependent or modal charac-

teristics, and prototype response predictions were adjudged acceptable.

INTRODUCTION

Description of Fast Test Reactor

The Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) is located on the Hanford Reservation

north of Richland, Washington, and is operated by the Westinghouse Hanford

Company for the Energy Research and Development Administration. The central

feature of the FFTF is the three-loop, sodium-cooled Fast Test Reactor (FTR),

with a maximum power rating of 400 MWt. The primary purpose of FTR is to

provide a high-intensity, fast-neutron flux (7 x 10 n/cm -sec at 400 MWt)

for irradiation testing of fuels and materials to be used in future fast

breeder reactors. First full-power demonstration is scheduled for late 1979.

Cutaway views of the FFTF plant and the FTR are shown in Figures 1 and 2a.

The core of the FTR is composed of a close-packed array of hexagonal

driver fuel assemblies with interspersed control/safety rods and eight contact

instrumented test positions located in a 'Y-shaped' pattern which divides the

core into three 120-degree sectors. Peripheral positions within the reactor

core are utilized for reflectors. The FTR core map is shown in Figure 2b.

Test assemblies fall into two categories: Open Test Assemblies (OTA's)

which are cooled by the reactor cooling system and are distinguished from the

basic driver fuel by an integral instrumentation package, and Closed Loop In-

Reactor Assemblies (CLIRA's) which are cooled by independent sodium heat

transport systems isolated from the reactor sodium environment. This isola-

tion permits temperature, pressure, and flow conditions for testing fuel to "|33

failure with no radioactive contamination of the reactor sodium heat removal

system.

Heat is extracted from the core by the flow of the sodium coolant (17.41

x 10 lb/hr) upward through the ducts, apportioned by orificing of the

various assemblies, resulting in an average through-the-core coolant temper-

ature rise of 300°F. The resulting flow of coolant discharges from the duct

exit nozzles and flows upward past outlet plenum components, deflecting

horizontally at or near the pool cover-gas interface, and then passes down-

ward near the vessel wall toward the reactor vessel outlet nozzles.

Statement of the Problem

The occurrence of flow-induced vibrations could have adverse effects

upon the FTR operations; there could be potential degradation of plant opera-

tional safety, structural integrity, or disruption of test sequences and

programs. As a liquid metal cooled reactor, the FTR will generally operate

at higher temperatures and flow-rates than previous water-cooled reactors.

The combination of these factors tends to create a circumstance wherein

potential vibration problems represent a departure from previous experience.

Definitive analytical predictions for potential flow-induced vibration

problems in the FTR were not possible. The forcing functions are not readily

definable, and the hydraulic flow channels are multiple and extremely complex.

The most probable excitation mechanisms, in addition to random pressure fluc-

tuations, include vortex shedding and self-excited vibration, both of which

are nonlinear. Resonant frequencies and mode shapes of components and sub-

assemblies tend to be analytically predictable; however, modal coupling,

multi-degree of freedom system response, virtual mass effects of the liquid

coolant, and damping in-situ are added unknowns which increase the complexity

of analytical studies. Therefore, to promote safe, reliable FTR operation,

the susceptibility of reactor internals to flow-induced vibrations was assessed

by means of the Hydraulic Core Mockup (HCM) flow-induced vibration tests. This —

paper summarizes the HCM test program and details some of the more significant §

results. P

Overview of the FTR Vibration Program for Reactor Internals

The objective of the FTR Vibration Program for Reactor Internals is to

demonstrate the adequacy of the vibrational behavior of associated reactor

internals. The on-going program consists of an overall reactor internals

system vibration evaluation through HCM tests in combination with analytical
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predictions, selected prototype vibration characterization tests, FTR vibra-

tion monitoring of selected components, and visual inspection of components

for vibration-induced damage following discharge from the reactor.

Analytical predictions of the dynamic response of FTR internals in the

outlet plenum were based on the assumption that vortex shedding would be the

principal excitation mechanism. With the aid of an outlet plenum flow field

characterization test, analyses of vortex-shedding and natural frequencies

were carried out to establish that the vortex shedding frequency for each

component was sufficiently separated from its natural frequency to ensure

that no significant forced vibration would occur. Hydraulic flow testing in

the HCM model was done to verify these analyses and provide increased con-

fidence that the prototype will be free of detrimental vibrations.

The selected components for vibration monitoring in the FTR include an

Instrument Tree (IT), Low Level Flux Monitor (LLFM), and the Vibration Open

Test Assembly (VOTA). The dynamic response of each component will be mon-

itored during non-nuclear isothermal preoperational testing for direct com-

parison with HCM results. In-vessel instrumentation in the IT and LLFM

will be removed before power operations. However, the VOTA instrumentation

will remain in place and will be intermittently monitored for three sub-

sequent reactor cycles (̂  100 days per cycle) at power. As replaceable core

components are discharged from the reactor, they will be inspected for

evidence of undue impacting and/or wear.

HCM Objectives

Primary objectives of the HCM program were two-fold. First, to establish

the vibrational characteristics of FTR internals under simulated FTR flow

conditions, and to assess their susceptibility to flow-induced vibrations. A

second objective was to confirm the design (from a flow-induced vibrational

aspect) of FTR long-lead components or to establish the necessity of a design

change, with the ability to conduct confirmatory tests on alternate designs.

HCM tests were designed to provide the empirical basis for assuring the

reliability of FTR internals. Simultaneously with the vibration program, a

sequence of primary coolant hydraulic flow tests were conducted in the HCM,

including measurements of velocities in the outlet plenum, mixing, pressure

drop measurements, and gas entrainment.

HYDRAULIC CORE MOCKUP

General Description

The HCM was designed and fabricated as an isothermal 0.285 geometric

scale model of the FTR. The model provided a simulation of both the vibra-

tional and hydraulic characteristics. The model simulation included all

hydrodynamically important wetted surfaces and all dynamically important

masses, shapes, and stiffnesses of the FTR. Mechanical functions of the FTR

were not modeled, but support conditions of components were simulated to

provide the correct load paths and constraints.

Hydraulic flow channels, which represented potential sources of vibra-

tion excitation, were reproduced with the exception of the fuel, control, and

reflector assemblies. Fuel pins were not included, but the hexagonal duct

flow channels were simulated with tubing. The appropriately scaled pressure

drops and flow distribution through and across the core was obtained by in-

ternal orificing of these simulated assemblies. The tubing was sized to

obtain the correctly scaled stiffness with external weight added to obtain

the appropriately scaled weight distribution. Scaled hex load pads were de-

signed to permit simulation of core clamping. Component clearances were

modeled in those areas where prototype clearances were judged to have an

effect on component vibrational characteristics. Tolerances were modeled to

a minimum of one mil (model dimension). Type 304 stainless steel was generally

used for all components.

The HCM vessel was designed to operate at inlet pressures to 250 psig

and internal temperatures of 250°F. The ability to operate at higher temper-

atures permitted evaluation of parametric variation of the fluid simulation.

Maximum attainable flow through the vessel was 3700 gpm. Inlet and outlet

piping were simulated to the second elbow.

The HCM facility did not simulate the FTR vessel support system. The

HCM vessel was isolated from the steel frame, in which it was suspended, by

six compression springs. The springs were sized to provide rigid body response

in the vertical, pitch, and pendulum modes of 3 Hz or less. The factor of

separation was at least 10 between the vessel rigid body modes and the

minimum support frame modes.

Model Parameters

The similitude requirements for valid flow-induced vibration scale

modeling of a structure in incompressible flow generally are well knowno:



and can be stated as follows (subscripts "m" and "p" refer to model and

prototype, respectively):

= 1, where Re is the Reynolds Number (DU/v),

•^- = 1, where S is the Strouhal Number (fD/U),
P

(ps/p>m
i , \ = 1; where p, is the structural material density and
tP,-/p;D

 s

K p is the fluid density, and

— = 1, where 6 is the log decrement damping factor.
P

Additionally, the model and prototype must be geometrically similar and •

the ratio of elastic moduli, E^E.,. must be a constant for all points. From

these dimensionless ratios the following can be stated:

of 1050°F, are given in Table 1. Based on these flow-vibration parameters,

the scaling ratios between the model and prototype were established using the

geometric scale factor of 0.285 and are included in Table 2. With the values

of Table 2, the velocity rat io (mode7-to-proto type) must be 1.11 to achieve

the requirement that the Strouhal number rat io be unity. That i s , the rat io

of model-to-prototype Strouhal number w i l l be unity under the condition that

the scaled HCM flow-rate is eleven percent greater than that of the prototype.

Thus, 3700 gpm in the model scaled to 111% reactor f low-rate, or 3300 gpin

scaled to 100% reactor f low-rate. Thus, for the HCM operating conditions,

the Reynolds number simulation in the model was:
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(Re)
m _= 0.122 (95°F)

= 0.342 (250°F)

The effect of not simulating Reynolds number is primarily reflected in

the Strouhal number simulation. This effect, in addition to the overall HCM

simulation requirements, is discussed below.

where y = vibration amplitude

D = characteristic length

U = flow velocity

f = natural frequency

v = kinematic viscosity

For geometrically similar structures with the above four similitude ratios

equal to unity, the scaling law between model and prototype is:

It is generally not possible to simultaneously satisfy all of these

requirements; simultaneous simulation of Reynolds number and the structural

Strouhal number is di/ficult at reduced scale. (2) Simulation of the Strouhal

number was essential to the HCM tests, since distort ion of the test results

would occur with distort ion of the Strouhal numbers.

The flow-vibration parameters for the HCM, based on the stainless steel

model with water at 95°F and 250°F and a prototype with a sodium temperature

Strouhal Number-Reynolds Number: Hydrodynamically induced vibration may

be categorized as one of two types, forced or self-excited. The former would

include the occurrence of vortices shed from a cylinder at or near the

resonant frequency of the cylinder; the latter is of the type when motion of

a cylinder would cause vortices to be shed synchronously at the frequency

the cylinder is vibrating. The Strouhal number, relating the vortex shedding

frequency to the cross-flow velocity and cylinder characteristic length, is

a function of Reynolds number. Therefore, it is essential to know the effect

of distortion of Reynolds number upon the Strouhal number to determine to

what degree the HCM would simulate the FTR potential for vortex shedding

forced vibrations. Generally, self-excited vibrations are less dependent

upon Reynolds number as long as fully developed turbulent flow exists. This

was the condition in both the model and prototype outlet plenum where the

potential for self-excitation existed.

For Reynolds number in the regime of 80 < Re < 3.5 x 10 , a single

isolated cylinder subjected to cross-flow exhibits regular, well-defined

vortex shedding, and the Strouhal number is essentially a constant over the



range of 500 < Re < 3.5 x 10 . In this range the vortex shedding frequency

is quite well-defined by f$ = 0.21 U/D; whereas, for Re > 3.5 x TO
6, the

shedding frequency is given by f = 0.27 U/D. In these two regimes, coinci-

dence between the vortex shedding frequency, f$, and structural natural

frequency, f , can give rise to large lateral vibration amplitudes. In the
n r c

regime 3.5 x 10 < Re < 3.5 x 10 , any shedding is irregular and the resultant

structural vibrations are random. It is important, therefore, to identify

the Reynolds number regimes of cross-flow across cylindrical components of

the FTR and HCM.

Values of Reynolds number for the HCM and the FTR determined for the above

conditions are given in Figures 5a and 5b as a function of the product of

(DU) . Using the above-defined regimes of Reynolds number, three regimes of

HCM simulation of the prototype vortex shedding are defined. These are

identified as: FTR simulated, HCM conservative, and HCM unconservative. In

the first range, vortex shedding coincidence occurring in the prototype would

occur in the model. In the second range the model is considered conservative

in that vortex shedding coincidence may occur in the model but not in the

prototype. In the last range, the model is considered unconservative in

that vortex shedding coincidence may occur in the FTR but not in HCM. FTR

velocity profiles were experimentally measured^ ' and from these data it was

established that the HCM was operated in the first two regimes and not in

the "HCM unconservative" regime.

Vibration Displacements: Since the deviations from correct modeling, as IOC

discussed above, were conservative, the relationship (y/D) = (y/D)D is con-

sidered to be conservative and HCM results are scaleable to the FTR.

Density Ratios: The ratio of density ratios, (pJp)mf{fs/p)n
 are ^-^

and 0.81 for 95°F and 250°F, respectively. Thus the effect of the virtual

mass was somewhat greater in the model, yielding lower effective natural fre-

quencies; the fluid excitation of the structure by the fluid was more effective

in the HCM, yielding somewhat greater amplitudes. Both effects, although

small, are considered conservative.

Damping: The HCM was designed to minimize structural damping. In

general, this was achieved by designing all-welded HCM structural components

and selective simplification of FTR design. Prototype mechanisms were not

included in the model design; however, structural load paths and boundary

constraint conditions were scaled and simulated. The effective damping,

therefore, was designed to be less in the model than in the prototype, and

the result would have been greater amplitudes of vibration in the model.

With the minimization of effective damping, HCM model results were adjudged

to be conservative.

HCM Configuration

Figure 3 is a view of the HCM model with key components identified.

An illustration of the Hydromechanical Test Facility, in which the HCM was

tested, is shown in Figure 4. As noted before, the HCM was configured to

study the response of FTR components under scaled and simulated flow con-

ditions; more specifically, to ascertain the susceptibility of the components

to hydrodynamically induced vibrations. Table 3 tabulates the primary fTR

components and Column 2 identifies the primary vibration design criteria

used by the designer. The HCM, therefore, experimentally evaluated the re-

sponse characteristics of those components whose primary vibration design

criteria was specified as "vortex shedding."

The HCM pressure vessel essentially modeled the FTR reactor vessel

wetted surface. A false head was designed at the appropriate plane, from

which outlet plenum components were hung. The top head provided the pressure

boundary, and along the vessel wall between these heads, all instrumentation

leads originating from above the core support structure were exited through

"pressure tight" fittings.

The major above-core (outlet plenum) components included in the model

were:

Instrument Tree (IT)

. In-Vessel Handling Machine (IVHM)

. Vortex Suppression Plate (VSP)

. Temperature/Liquid Level Monitor (T/LLM)

. Low Level Flux Monitor (LLFM)

. Closed and Open Test Assemblies (CLIRA and OTA)

. Control Rod Drive Line (CRDL)

. Thermal Liner

were:

The primary components which constituted the inlet plenum/core region

. Core Support Structure (CSS)

. Core Barrel

. Fuel, Absorber, and Reflector Assemblies

. Radial Shielding

. Core Restraint



. Horizontal Baffle Plates

. In-Vessel Storage Module (IVSM)

Figures 6 through 18 show some of the model details as well as views of the

HCM in the test stand:

Because of the 120° symmetry, essentially only components in a one-third

sector of the HCM were instrumented to measure vibration. With respect to

the instrumented Instrument Tree, only minor differences existed between it

and the other two. These differences were primarily in the simulation of

the Control Rod Guide Tubes (CRGT) and the Instrumentation Guide Tubes (IGT).

The instrumented IVHM was a true geometric model of the prototype; geometric

shape, stiffness, mass distribution, and boundary constraint were simulated.

The remaining two IVHM's were primarily designed to simulate the wetted surface

and hydraulic flow channels of the prototype.

Subsequent to the fabrication and initial assembly of the HCM, an LLFM

was included in the model. One constraint on the modeled component was that

it could not penetrate into the core region, but rather would have to be

terminated at the core plane. To achieve an effective dynamic model, the

design provided a clamped boundary condition at the false head, a prototypic

bearing support at the inner horizontal baffle with scaled diametral clear-

ance, scaled external diameter to satisfy the scaled Strouhal characteristic

length, and added non-structural mass to provide scaled first mode resonant

frequency. The correct ratio of the scaled vortex shedding frequency to the

scaled first mode resonant frequency was thus maintained. The predicted

forcing (vortex shedding) frequency in the model was below the first resonant

frequency, and the effect of not scaling the higher resonances was considered

acceptable.

The CRDL was tested in one core position only. The duct in that position

was modified to allow insertion of a simulated absorber section (primarily

mass). The drive line was a stiffness-mass simulation with external diameter

scaled. Diametral clearances were scaled at regions of minimum clearance.

The vertical position of the CRDL could be adjusted for testing from ten to

one hundred percent of the withdrawn position.

The primary variations from prototypic scaling in the core region were:

the ducts (as previously noted) and the absence of floating collars on the

ducts. With respect to the fuel assemblies, full-scale water tests had been

conducted on a prototypic fuel assembly. ' This test sequence had studied

the vibrational characteristics of fuel pins as well as the stability of a

fuel duct with a floating collar. Thus, HCM data were not required for de-

sign verification of the fuel assemblies.

The passive mode of constraint was simulated by setting the restraint

yokes at the Above Core Load Pads (ACLP) and the Top Load Pads (TLP) at the

scaled across-core diametral gap. Under these constraint conditions, a

variable degree of duct clamping was achieved. In some areas, bridging of

ducts occurred permitting easy removal of core assemblies; other assemblies

required significant force to extract them from the core.

The inlet nozzles were scaled as was the core basket. The flow channels

were reproduced, and with the internal orificing of the ducts, the correctly-

scaled across-core flow distribution was achieved. The outlet nozzles were

geometrically scaled to provide the appropriately simulated flow conditions

at the exit nozzles.

HCM TEST PROGRAM AND INSTRUMENTATION

Two separate vibration test sequences were conducted during the HCM

operation. The first sequence consisted of the flow-tests and the second

sequence was a series of shaker tests.

The flow-test sequence consisted of twelve discrete flow-tests plus

several flow-sweeps. The discrete flow-tests were conducted at six model

flow-rates from 1200 to 3700 gpm (36% to 111% scaled reactor flow). Flow-

sweeps were conducted between the six discrete flow-rates. Test temperatures

were 95°F and 250°F.

Internal vibration instrumentation consisted of accelerometers. Two

types were used; the first, a miniature biaxial piezoresistive unit was

used where orthogonal measurements were required, and the second was a uni-

axial piezoelectric unit. The biaxial accelerometer was critically damped

and had a flat response from d.c. to 1200 Hz. The crystal accelerometer

response was flat from 5 Hz to 5000 Hz. All internal accelerometers had

quarter-inch, hard-line cable of sufficient length to exit from the vessel.

The crystal accelerometer had an extremely low case sensitivity to pressure

fluctuation while the biaxial units were insensitive to pressure fluctuation.

Accelerometer locations are schematically shown in Figure 19. Each

accelerometer was provided with a unique identification number which was

used for identifying all recorded and analyzed data.

The Vibration Data Acquisition System (VDAS) consisted of signal con-

ditioners, two sets of fourteen variable gain amplifiers patched into two
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fourteen-channel FM tape recorders. All accelerometer sensitivities were

normalized to 110 Mv/g. The output of all accelerometers was recorded on

tape in prescribed data sets for permanent record and post-test analysis. As

vibration signals were recorded, they were displayed on monitor scopes for

qualitative evaluation and detection of potential impacting.

The data analysis was primarily accomplished with a real time analyzer.

The analyzer was operated in series with an ensemble averager and the spectral

output was the result of an ensemble average of N̂  statistically independent

spectrum samples. The value of H_ was selectable and noramlly set at 32 or 64.

The ordinate value of the spectral output of the ensemble averager was pro-

portional to Mv/i4ii; thus the ordinate scale of the Power Spectral Density

(PSD) plots has units of g//Hz.

A series of wet and dry shaker tests, utilizing sinusoidal swept-

frequency excitation, were performed in-situ on the following head-hung

components:

. Instrument Tree

. IVHM

. CLIRA

. OTA

. LLFM

. T/LLM

. VSP

Where space permitted, a small portable exciter was attached to each component

above the VSP to excite the component both wet and dry from the same location.

The IVHM, CLIRA, and OTA were not accessible at the above location and there-

fore were excited above the false head on the support standpipe. The VSP

was not directly excited, but data were taken during sweeps on other components.

Sinusoidal excitation from 10 to 200 Hz was applied with the exciter

through an impedance head. The force signal was routed through the shaker

servo-control to provide constant force frequency sweeps. Component response

was measured with the same accelerometers and locations used during flow-tests.

Data were recorded on the VDAS with all accelerometers normalized to 110 Mv/g.

Subsequent data reduction consisted of Co-Quad (Cross Power Spectral Density)

plots displaying the product of excitation force and response acceleration

versus frequency. Resonant frequency, damping and mode shapes were extracted

from the Co-Quad plots.

TEST RESULTS

The initial results of the flow-tests confirmed pre-test predictions

that components subjected to fluid excitation would respond at their natural

frequencies. The fluid excitation is broad band and contains energy over a

large frequency spectrum. Long, slender components with well-defined reso-

nances, such as the LLFM and CLIRA, exhibited distinctive response at their

natural frequencies (see, for example, Figures 32 and 36). However, no occur-

rence of synchronous vortex shedding with component natural frequency was

observed on any component over the entire range of flow-rates. Typical re-

sponses of a component as a function of flow-rate are shown in Figures 40

and 41. The displacements are the vectorial sum of the orthogonal values as

calculated by numerically doubly integrating the acceleration PSD's.

Large outlet plenum components, such as the Instrument Tree and the

IVHM, did not exhibit well-defined modes of response. The flow paths through

and around these components gave rise to multiple locations of excitation as

well as multiple types of excitation; cross-flow, and parallel flow. Fluid

excitation existed on the primary structure as well as the various sub-

structural components.

Typical measured response of the Instrument Tree and the IVHM are shown

in Figures 20, 21, 24, and 25 as generated at 3700 gpm. From these PSD plots

and further analysis of the tape data, "mode shapes" were calculated for the

observed resonant response of the Instrument Tree and IVHM. Tracking filters

were set to track at the desired center frequency and the filtered output of

the recorded data was displayed on a dual channel oscilloscope. By referencing

all accelerometer output to a "common accelerometer" output, amplitude and

phase data were measured. The results of this procedure are tabulated in

Tables 4 and 5.

Subcomponent response on the Instrument Tree was measured on the CRGT

and IGT. From the measured response of these components (see Figures 22 and

23), not only is response apparent at the component natural frequency, but

Instrument Tree main frame response is observable. For example, the Instru-

ment Tree "out-of-plane" bending mode of 51 Hz was measured on the output of

IGT accelerometer (Figure 23). The location of this accelerometer was such

that it sensed not only lateral motion of the IGT but also out-of-plane

Instrument Tree motion.
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Three segments of the VSP were instrumented to measure plate bending

motion (vertical motion). A typical response of one segment is shown in

Figure 26. The strong response at 150 Hz was identified as the first plate

bending mode of the segment. To evaluate the effect of the virtual mass of

the coolant upon the VSP, a series of tests were run at various pool heights

and at a flow rate of 3100 gpm. Three conditions of pool height are shown;

normal pool height, pool height at the VSP, and pool height six inches below

the VSP (see Figures 27, 28, and 29). The shift in the first plate bending

mode can be seen to increase from 150 Hz to 185 Hz as the liquid level is

lowered. With the pool height below the VSP, no direct fluid excitation

of the plate segment existed. The response is entirely due to coupling of

the VSP segment with adjacent head-hung components through the false head

by means of the VSP hanger supports.

One VSP segment adjacent to the thermal liner had a small unsupported

tab. During flow-tests, this tab segment exhibited a scaled prototype fre-

quency response below 20 Hz. This was below the minimum acceptable frequency

for prototype VSP response. The tab was removed and subsequent tests indicated

the increase in minimum scaled prototype frequency was above the 20 Hz minimum

limit. This fix was deemed acceptable and incorporated in the FTR design.

CRDL impacting was observed during flow-tests at the interface region

of the dashpot and the driveline. The upper driveline was subjected to

cross-flow in the region above the CRGT and the VSP in addition to parallel

flow in the CRGT. Calculations of the lateral motion of the driveline indi-

cated that the peak displacement amplitude of vibration was greater than the

nominal diametral clearance between the driveline and the dashpot. This

lateral motion was therefore contributory to the impacting observed. However,

the amplitudes of the measured impact were significantly greater than those

that could be calculated using the measured driveline response data. Typical

lateral motion of the driveline is shown in Figures 30 and 31. During the

pool height variation tests conducted on the VSP, the pool height was below

the top of the CRGT and no cross-flow existed on the upper driveline. Im-

pacting was still observed at the same location, only slightly reduced in

amplitude, thus indicating the parallel flow inside the CRGT was the primary

flow contributing to the impacting.

The mechanism of impacting was concluded and demonstrated to primarily

involve differential lifting of the dashpot from the dashpot seat in the

CRGT due to the hydraulic lifting forces generated by the pressure drop across

this restriction. The dashpot was essentially lifting and tilting laterally

and impacting the driveline. Post-test examination of the CRDL substantiated 1QQ

the above conclusions.

The CRDL had been simulated to initially assess driveline response to

cross-flow excitation. Since impacting was demonstrated to be a function

of internal parallel flow in the CRGT, the modeling was reviewed to more

correctly predict impacting potential in the FTR. It was established that

the simulation could be improved by more correctly scaling the model-to-

prototype dashpot weight-to-hydraulic lifting force ratio. Also, the model

CRGT flow had been higher than the correct scaled flow due to FTR design

changes which had occurred after model fabrication. In reduced scale model

tests components, for which gravity is the primary restoring force, will

chatter at lower scaled velocities; thus, the higher scaled flow resulted in

further distortion.

Subsequent tests showed that more correct scaling of the dashpot simula-

tion and the CRGT flow resulted in significant decreases in impact amplitude.

This reduction, in combination with redesign of the interface between the

dashpot and driveline, were adjudged acceptable for FTR operation.

Two CLIRA positions were instrumented. In core position 1202, there was

apparent bridging' occurring in the core and the degree of core clamping was

less than in position 1406. The measured response indicates a lower first

mode response for core position 1202, 30 Hz as compared to 44 Hz in position

1406 (see Figures 32 and 33). Pretest model analytical predictions, which

considered fully-effective core clamping, agree quite well with the measured

response at position 1406.

Argonne National Laboratory supported the post-test analysis of HCM

data. One area of effort was the comparison of predicted response of HCM

components with the measured response. For a slender circular component of

well-defined boundary conditions such as the CLIRA in position 1406, the

agreement between predicted/measured response was within a factor of two.'

CLIRA 1406 was instrumented both in the outlet plenum and in-core region.

Response data are shown in Figures 34 and 35, respectively. The first mode

response at 44 Hz is barely discernible from the in-core measured response'.

The measured CLIRA in-core response is more similar to the in-core response

measured on a typical driver, 1404. Two accelerometers were installed on this

driver; accelerometer 13-1404 was installed at the center of the core, and

accelerometer 14-1404 was installed in the plane of the TLP (see Figure 19b).

Comparison of 27-1406X with 13-1404X and 14-1404X (Figures 35, 38, and 39)

(5)



shows similar PSD characteristics. These response characteristics were quite

similar to those measured from other instrumented driver and reflector assemblies.

The LLFM simulation, as previously described, scaled the geometric shape

of the prototype LLFM in the outlet plenum and its corresponding first natural

frequency. The model component was designed and analyzed to have a wetted

first mode response in-situ of 30 Hz. Figure 36 shows the measured response

at 3700 gpm with a dominant first mode response at 31 Hz. Damping, as cal-

culated using the "half power point" from the PSD plots gave values of about

27c. The calculated displacements as a function of flow-rate are shown in

Figure 40.

The Core Support Structure could potentially be excited by the turbulent

mixing occurring in the inlet plenum in addition to flow-excitation. Acceler-

ometer 2Y was mounted on the CSS to measure vertical response. Typical measured

response is shown in Figure 37, essentially a flat spectral response. This

response form was constant over the range of flow-rates tested. The data in-

dicated no definite forced response due to turbulent mixing or other flow-

excitation. Lateral accelerometers mounted on the CSS showed the same spectral

response shape.

Tests conducted at 250°F yielded essentially the same results as those

conducted at 95°F. No significant variation was observed in amplitude of

component response, nor in the frequency content of response. A series of

tests were conducted with two- and one-loop outlet plenum flow. At equivalent

flow-rates, no significant differences were detected in the measured outlet

plenum responses. Some reduction in amplitude was measured on components

located near the outer wall (thermal liner) where the flow-rate was less.

The results of the "wet" shaker test modal survey of the outlet plenum

components were confirmatory to the flow-test modal identification. Tables 6

and 7 compare the results of the "wet" shaker tests on the Instrument Tree

and IVHM with the flow-test results. The resonant frequencies identified in

both tests agreed quite closely; however, differences existed in the majority

of the mode shapes. The source of excitation during the shaker tests was

located on the IT and IVHM at a single point (internal on the IT column,

external on the IVHM support), whereas during flow-tests these components

were subjected to multiple point excitation. Of particular interest, however,

is the close agreement in several of the mode shapes; for example, the 49 Hz

Instrument Tree mode.

One IVHM mode could not be reproduced during the "wet" shaker tests.

This was the 12.5 Hz mode. Only one exciter location was available for the

shaker tests and from this location, the mode could not be "tuned in." There

were indications from some Co-Quad plots that the mode may have been respond-

ing, but the amplitude was exceedingly low. Fundamental frequencies and

damping values, obtained from shaker tests on "dry" and "wet" components, are

given in Table 8 for several outlet plenum components. '

Only one reactor component was shaker tested with near prototypic boundary

constraints, an engineering mock-up of the Instrument Tree. The primary pur-

pose of this test was to characterize the IGT's. Since the test was conducted

at room temperature, correction for frequency due to the variation in proper-

ties at temperature was estimated as 0.9. Converting the measured resonant

frequency to reactor operating temperature resonant frequency and ratioing

these values with the model test results, fm/fD> gives a measured model scale

factor. For several IGT, the model scale factor varied from 3.37 to 4.10,

compared to a designed value of 3.88. The CRGT scale factor was calculated

at 3.83. Main frame Instrument Tree model scale factors varied from 2.5 to

5.0; the lower values were generally associated with IT torsional modes and

the high values with IT bending modes. The HCM IT did not model the mech-

anical details of the prototype IT, such as operating mechanisms. These

mechanisms would tend to produce nonlinear response in the IT due to gear

meshing and backlash. The shaker test results indicated the IT response to

be nonlinear for the low forcing amplitude applied.

CONCLUSIONS

The HCM tests, in conjunction with the prototype component tests, are

considered confirmatory of the adequacy of the vibrational characteristics

of the FTR internals. Over the range of flow-rates tested, no unstable flow

rate dependent resonant or forced response was observed. Outlet plenum com-

ponent resonant response was observed; however, the response amplitudes in-

creased as a function of increasing flow and no anomalous response dis-

proportionate to flow increment was observed. In-core component response

was generally low amplitude and highly damped.

Based upon measured model flow-velocities, it was established that the

operational range of HCM flow-tests were never in the unconservative region

of the HCM/prototype vortex shedding relationship (see Figures 5a and 5b).

HCM flow-tests at 95°F and 250°F did not show significant differences in



measured response. Considering these results, it has generally been con-

cluded that scale model tests of the HCM type can be conducted at the lower

temperature, thereby simplifying the model vessel design requirements.

Analytical predictions of model response agreed more closely with

response measurements on the more simple components, such as CLIRA, which

had well-defined modes. The assumptions made as to the location of the

dominant vortex shedding, boundary conditions, etc., tended to be critical in

obtaining accurate analytical predictions. In the limited number of cases

where prototype components were dynamically tested, the agreement with model

flow-test and shaker tests was generally good.

Scale model tests can be an effective method of complementing prototype

analysis and test to ensure reliable, vibration-free reactor operation. By

starting model design concurrently with reactor design, vibration character-

istics of long-lead reactor components can be established in time to have an

input into the final design and fabrication. The design and testing of a

model of the complexity of the HCM imposes stringent requirements for the

simulation of each component and the need to understand the vibration environ-

ment in which it will be operating. For example, where gravity is the primary

restoring force, accommodations must be made in the model to account for

this effect. When the model program is carefully planned and executed, it

can be concluded that gross vibrations occurring in the model may also occur

in the prototype; conversely, the absence of gross vibrations in the model

increases the confidence in the adequacy of the reactor design. The general

conclusion from the analytical and experimental program is that no gross

vibrations should arise during planned FTR operations. Table 3 is a summary

of these results.

However, accurate flow-induced vibration predictions in a complex fluid/

structure system such as the FTR are not amenable to current analytical

methods. Although physical modeling offers the greatest potential for study-

ing the flow-induced response, it too is an approximation and requires careful

analytical and experimental techniques to eliminate uncertainties and account

for model distortions. Hence, in an effort to guard against potentially un-

predicted results and to verify the HCM results, selected components will be

instrumented for in-vessel vibration monitoring in the FTR.
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Figure 5a. HCM/Prototype Vortex Shedding Relationship (95*F) Figure 5b. HCM/Prototype Vortex Shedding Relationship (250*F)



Figure 6. Bottom View of Core Support Structure

Figure 7. Inlet Plenum
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Figure 8. Overall View of Core Assembly

Figure 9. Top View of Core Assembly
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Figure 10. Core Assembly Fit-up

. » » * • { • • • • • • * . " ~ *

Figure 11. Core Assembly Installed
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Figure 12. Instrument Tree Installation
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Figure 13. False Head Installation Figure 14. Installation of Head-Hung Components



Figure 15. Interior View
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Figure 16. Instal lat ion of IVHM
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Figure 19a. HCM Accelerometer Location - Outlet Plenum Figure 19b. HCM Accelerometer Location - Core



Figure 20. PSD - Instrument Tree (23X) Figure 22. PSD - Control Rod Guide Tube (26-2502X)

Figure 21. PSD - Instrument Tree (23Z) Figure 23. PSD - Instrumentation Guide Tube (40-2603X)



Figure 24. PSD - IVHM (31X) Figure 26. PSD - Vortex Suppressor Plate (50Y)

Figure 27. PSD - Vortex Suppressor Plate (50Y)
Figure 25. PSD - IVHM (31Z) (Normal Pool Height)



Figure 28. PSD - Vortex Suppressor Plate (50Y) Fiqure 30 PSD - CRDL (52X)
(Pool Level at VSP)

Figure 29. PSD - Vortex Suppressor Plate (50Y)
(Pool Level 6 Inches Below VSP) Figure 31. PSD - CRDL (52Z)



Figure 32. PSD - CLIRA (28-1202X) Figure 34. PSD - CLIRA (28-1406X)
iniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHirmiiiiriiiiniiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiinniriiiiniiii " •

Figure 33. PSD - CLIRA (28-1406X) Figure 35. PSD - CLIRA (27-1406X)



Figure 36. PSD - LLFM (46-Z) Figure 38. PSD - Driver Assembly (13-1404X)

Figure 37. PSD - Core Support Structure (2CY) Figure 39. PSD - Driver Assembly (14-1404X)



FLOW-RATE, GPM FLOW-RATE, GPM

Figure 40. LLFM Displacement Figure 41. CLIRA Displacement
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TABLE 1

HCM/PROTOTYPE PARAMETERS
TABLE 2

HCM/PROTOTYPE SCALING FACTORS

PARAMETER

E (lbs/in2)

Ps (lbs/in3)

(Hat'l Density)

P (lbs/in3)
(Fluid Density)

v (in2/sec)
(Kinematic Viscosity)

MODEL

95°F

28 x 106

0.288

0.036

1.065 x 10"3

250°F

27.4 x 106

0.286

0.034

3.799 x 10"4

PROTOTYPE

1050°F

22.1 x 106

0.279

0.027

4.104 x 10"4

RATIO
(Model)/(Prototype)

En/Ep

<P

Vvp

95°F

1.27

1.03

1.33

2.59

250°F

1.24

1.02

1.26

0.93

AP
fn,

~P

xm
Xp

F
m

PARAMETER

(Displacement)

(Frequency)

(Acceleration)

(Force)

95°F

0.285

3.88

4.30

0.103

TEMPERATURE

"250° F

0.285

3.90

4.25

0.101



TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF FTR VIBRATION RESULTS
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COMPONENT

ABSORBER ASSY.

CLIRA

CORE BARREL

CORE RESTRAINT

CRDM

CSS

FUEL ASSEMBLY

HOR. BAFFLE PLATES

ICSA

IT

IVHM

IVSM

LLFM

PIOTA

REFLECTORS

SHIELD ASSY.

THERMAL LINER

T/LLM

VOTA

VSP

PRIMARY VIBRATION
DESIGN CRITERIA

NONE

VORTEX SHEDDING

NONE

NONE

VORTEX SHEDDING

NONE

MAX. DISPL.< 2 MILS MIS

VORTEX SHEDDING

NONE

VORTEX SHEDDING

VORTEX SHEDDING

NONE

VORTEX SHEDDING

VORTEX SHEDDING

NONE

VORTEX SHEDDING

NONE

VORTEX SHEDDING

TBD

VORTEX SHEDDING

FREQUENCIES

FORCED f$

UNDEFINED

3.3-5.0

18.9

UNDEFINED

6.3

18.9

10-20

1.0

UNDEFINED

MAIN FRAME 8.5
IGT 6.2-43

7.8-9.7

18.9

1.1-1.7

4.8

UNDEFINED

1.2-3.4

UNDEFINED

1.2-3.2

4.8

40.3

FUNDAMENTAL fQ

17

9.5

32

NOT CALCULATED

1-30

98-UP

17-24

93.5-96

NOT CALCULATED

8.9
13

4.7^5.5

32

1.6-8.0

6.5

NOT CALCULATED

23-127

NOT CALCULATED

4.5

TBD

20-15

TESTS

EX-REACTOR

PROTOTYPE
(HCM)

HCM

HCM

HCM

HCM

HCM

PROTO. (HCM)

HCM

NONE

HCM & PROTO.

HCM

HCM

HCM & PROTO.

HCM

HCM

HCM

HCM

HCM

ENGR. MODEL (HCM)

HCM

IN-REACTOR

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

IGT

NO

NO

DUMMY SENSOR.

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

REMARKS

LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS OF
INNER ASSEMBLY WERE NEGLIGIBLE

HCM f c ~ l l .5 Hz: N O FLOW
RESONANCES

N O SIGNIFICANT HCM RESPONSE

HCM SIMULATED PASSIVE SYSTEM;RESP.
NEGLIGIBLE

HCM REVEALED DASHPOT IMPACTING;
ADJUDGED ACCEPT.

HCM SHOWED NEGLIGIBLE RESPONSE
FROM 0 - 1 3 0 Hz; fo > 130 Hz

WATER TESTS SHOWED > 2 MILS RMS
FOR LOOSE DUCT; N Q TEST SHOWED
N O WEAR.

LOW AMPLITUDE RESPONSE

SIMILAR TO FUEL ASSY.

HCM IGT f c « 1 4 . 5 Hz; RESPONSE
LOW

N O S I G N . HCM RESPONSE; IVHM I N
LOW FLOW REG.

N O MEAS. MADE ~ IN LOW FLOW
REGIME

HCM fo ^ 8 . 0 Hz; LOW RESPONSE

HCM f o 2 £ l ' - 1 Hz; LOW RESPONSE

N O SIGNIFICANT HCM RESPONSE

N O SIGNIFICANT HCM RESPONSE

HIGHLY DAMPED HCM RESPONSE

N O SIGNIFICANT HCM RESPONSE

VOTA TO BE PRINCIPAL TRANSDUCER FOR
ATP PLUS FOLLOW-ON SURVEILLANCE

HCM fo > 20 Hz , ACCEPTABLE RESPSONSE



INSTRUMENT TREE NORMALIZED RESPONSE TABLE 4

FREQUENCY
(Hz)

47 •

51

64

72

101

105

ACCELEROMETER NUMBER

21X

0.46

0.15

0.52

21Z

0.13

-0.30

22X

0.27

0.21

0.32

22Z

1.00

0.10

23X

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

23Z

0.44

1.00

24X

0.65

0.72

0.76

0.54

24Z

0.54

-0.74

25X

0.70

0.83

0.98

0.94

25Z

-0.73
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IVHM NORMALIZED RESPONSE TABLE 5

FREQUENCY
(Hz)

12.5

13.8

29

59

104

123

134

ACCELEROMETER NUMBER

29X

1.00

1.00

0.43

-0.16

29Z

0.35

0.14

1.00

-0.57

-0.21

-0.46

1.00

30X

0.05

0.04

1.00

0.27

30Z

0.04

0.02

0.22

-0.13

0.32

0.16

0.84

31X

0.42

0.04

0.25

0.16

31Z

-0.75

-0.23

-0.53

1.00

-0.21

0.52

0.12

47Z

-0.16

-0.33

-0.11

-0.29

-0.30

1.00

-0.44



NORMALIZED INSTRUMENT TREE RESPONSE: FLOW TESTS/SHAKER TESTS

NORMALIZED IVHM RESPONSE FLOW TEST/SHAKER TEST

TABLE 6 163

FREQUENCY
(Hz)

47
(49)

51
(51)

64
(65)

72
(72)

101
(106)

105
(112)

ACCELEROMETER NUMBER

21X

0.46
0.50

0.10

0.15
0.17

0.52
0.57

21Z

0.13
0.15

-0.30
-0.20

22X

0.27
0.59

0.09

0.21
0.14

0.32
0.72

22Z

1.00

0.10
0.09

23X

1.00
1.00

1.00
0.80

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

23Z

0.44
1.00

1.00
1.00

24X

0.65
0.75

0.72
0.57

0.76
0.85

0.54
0.50

24Z

0.54
0.47

-0.74
-0.70

25X

0.70
0.66

0.83
1.00

0.98
0.96

0.94
1.00

25Z

0.60

-0.73
-0.87

TABLE 7

FREQUENCY
(Hz)

12.5

CO 
CO

CO 
CM

29
(30)

59
(59)

104
(105)

123
(125)

134
(135)

ACCELEROMETER NUMBER

29X

1.00

1.00
1.00

-0.08

0.09

0.43
0.75

0.07

-0.16

29Z

0.35

0.14
0.11

1.00
-0.83

-0.57
-0.48

-0.21
0.35

-0.46
-0.20

1.00
0.38

30X

0.05

0.04

0.14

1.00

0.27
1.00

30Z

0.04

0.02
0.06

0.22
-0.83

-0.13
-0.48

0.32
0.80

0.16
0.21

-0.84
-0.75

31X

0.42

0.40
0.29

0.25
1.00

-0.16

31Z

-0.75

-0.23
-0.21

-0.53
1.00

1.00
1.00

-0.21
0.20

0.52
0.42

0.12
0.06

47Z

-0.16

-0.33

-0.11
0.25

-0.29
-0.81

-0.30
1.00

1.00
1.00

-0.44
-0.70

NOTE: Shaker test frequency in parenthesis

NOTE: Shaker test frequency in parenthesis



HCM COMPONENT MODAL PARAMETERS (SHAKER TESTS)
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TABLE 8

COMPONENT

Instrument Tree

Instrument Tree

IVHM

IVHM

LLFM

CLIRA (1406)

FREQUENCY (Hz)

WET

51

65

12.8

30

31

44

DRY

70

77

14.5

34.2

33

65

MODE SHAPE

First mode: out-of-plane
bending

First mode: in-plane
bending

First mode: in-plane
bending

First mode: torsion

First mode: bending

First mode: bending

c/cc

WET

5.5

5.5

2.4

1.4

1.9

1.9

DRY

4.0

4.0

2.1

1.5

2.7

1.4



Experimental Studies of Flow Induced Vibrations of the Fuel Assembly for the

PEC Reactor by D. Pitimada, M. Presaghi, 0. Tampone and F. Cesari, Italy.

SUMMARY

The vibration behaviour of an assembly of seven mock-up fuel

bundles of PEC reactor has been investigated.

The assembly was excited by a parallel flow of water simulating

sodium.

The motion of the group (or of a single bundle in the group) has

been measured in transverse sections detecting two orthogonal com

ponents of displacement.

During the experiences the following parameters were varied:

bundle foot and pads restraints, flow rate condition, coolant

flow outlet conditions at the head of fuel bundles.

Experimental data were processed in order to obtain:

trajectories of three points of fuel bundle axis, power density

spectra of measured vibration amplitudes, correlations between

coolant flow rate and vibration amplitude R.M.S.

INTRODUCTION

This study has been conducted to determine the vibratory behaviour

of an assembly of seven fuel bundles of PEC reactor. The assem-

bly has been excited by a parallel flow of water, simulating so-

dium.

Because of the type of restraints among the seven fuel bundles

(flection bar at the foot of peripheral bundles and restraint at

the pads), it was convenient to approach the study in three pha

ses.

In the first phase the behaviour of one single peripheral bundle

has been evaluated.

In this phase the variable parameters were: eccentricity of foot

restraint, type of pads (stiff or flexible), flow condition at

fuel bundle head, fuel bundle angular disalignement.

The second phase was the study of the vibration response of one

central fuel bundle coupled with six dummy peripheral bundles.

In this phase the foot restraint was not varied, the eccentrici-

ty beeing fixed at 1.25 mm and the pads were stiff.

Finally in the third phase the vibration response of a seven fuel

bundle assembly pattern was investigated. The fluid was flowing

through the whole assembly and the restraints were analogous to

the actual ones.

During each experimental phase the water flow conditions were

varied, to obtain correlations between coolant flow rate and

vibration amplitude.

Water loops called CEV 2 and CEV 3 have been utilized to carry

out the studies.

ON THE SIP.TULATION OF LIQUID SODIUM BY WATER

PEC reactor fuel bundles are refrigerated by sodium having in-

put temperature 375°C and output temperature 525°C.

In order to find a similitude cryterium of fluid-dynamics from

hot sodium to cold water let us consider the /3|Q {£,7

where:

V"

L

EJ

fa
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D

= fluid velocity

= hydraulic diameter

= rod length

= flectional stiffnes s of the rod

= rod density

= /*•/? kinematic viscosity

= vibration eigenvalue

= added mass coefficient

= rod diameter

= vibration amplitude

o
O j



The values of the exponents in (1) are presented in table I.

Operating with a full scale model with geometry, stiffness and

mass distribution respect it is possible to write the (1) as

= f(v) = (2)

This means that to have the same value of displacement when ope

rating with the same fluid velocity the group:

- u, (3)

has to be equal.

Fig.1 represents the group (3) for sodium at mean operating tem-

perature and for water versus temperature. The diagram is valid

for Burgreen and Euratom correlations and nearly for the Paidous

sis one.

This is the reason for what many fluid dynamics experiences are

carried out simulating sodium by water at 90) -100°C.

In a vibration loop it is convenient to de-couple pipes and test

section. This is possible in open loops with flexible joints, ope

rating with atmospheric pressure cold water.

Then, considering also upmentioned correlations /" 10 Jf\ 5 J36 J

it was decided:

- to make tests with water at 35°-45°C as to have a de-coupled

water loop with discharge of the refrigerant fluid from the fuel

bundles at atmospheric pressure:

- to design the loop as to have maximum volumetric flow rate grea-

ter of 20 - 25$ than the corresponding sodium flow rate, in order

to have the same vibration amplitudes.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL FUEL BUNDLES

USED IN TESTS. TEST SECTION DESCRIPTION

The characteristics of the seven models of fuel bundles used for

testing are as follows:

(central bundle

)peripheral bundles

91

1935 mm

6«7 mm

0.4 mm

86,7 mm

85.4 mm

- total length 2985 mm ,_ _ , , ,„ O/- „ 166

- key of exagonal wrapper

- number of fuel rods

- length " " "

- diameter n "

- sheat thickness

filled by brass pellets

wrapped 7,yre type spacers

Test section for seven fuel bundle assembly is shown in fig.

2, 3, 4.

Test section is made of two main components: the diagrid and the

cylindric container. The diagrid is a mock-up of a part of

reactor's diagrid limited to seven fuel bundles (fig.4).

In the bottom grid there are the seats for "eccentric cups" forcing

the flection bar at the foot.

The cylindric container,mounted upon the diagrid, is made by an

AISI 304 pipe with 324 mm diameter and 7 mm thickness. Fig. 5, 6

show test section installed on CEV 3 loop.

Through the series of holes made on the wall of cylindric contai.

ner, pick-up for vibration signals survey are connected to test

section.

The cylindrical container is divided into two parts to allow the

mechanical hold-down device to be inserted.

In the following it will be indicated as baffle plate.

DESCRIPTION OF CEV 3 HYDRAULIC LOOP

Experiments were carried out by means of CEV 2 and CEV3 loops- Be

cause ot their similarity only CEV 3 is described. Water flow ra

te is as to supply maximum water flow rate in seven fuel bundle

models of 400 m /h (20J$ greater than the corresponding sodium

flow rate) at 40°C. Main pipes are 8" diameter.

The flow diagram of the loop is shown in fig. 6.



Loop main components are:

the centrifugal pump, the regulation pneumatic valve, the flow

meter, the by-pass loop.

On the highest point of the backflow pipe there is an air ejector

for air bleeding of the loop part that is in depression conditions.

There are three auxiliary loops.

First loop is the ejector's one. Bleeded air is let into the

upper pool.

Second loop is the hydraulic hold-down loop, connected to the

low-pressure side of test section.

Third loop is feeding a cooling tower, mounted to eliminate the

pump generated heat. Fig. 7 shows a partial sight of CEV 3 loop.

In vibration measurements it is essential to have test section de-

coupled by vibrations that are not flow induced.

For insulation of vibrations transmitted by the pump through the

ground to test section, the pump has been mounted upon a concre

te base, suspensed by means of air springs. In this way it was

obtained a simple, small and cheap suspension system. The natu-

ral frequency of base-pump assembly is very low with respect to

detected vibration frequencies. The system of suspension is

shown in fig. 8.

The whole base is located into a pit, on whose bottom there are

two low concrete walls as base bearings in case of air lack.

On the floor of the pit there are rested two"I" shaped iron beams

160 x 160 where air springs are bolted.

Each air spring can bear 3500 Kg at max air pressure of 8 Kg/cm.

The right operation of the suspension is obtained by a metal sheet

operating as auxiliary restraint, due to air spring reaction on-

ly to axial loads.

Air springs are fed by an air reservoir through four pressure e-

qualizing valves V/estinghouse B.W. The valves are fixed to the

base and operated by a lever system. Valve's action is in or-

der to maintain a constant level of the base, by graduating air

pressure into air springs.

Furthermore, test section has been mounted on its own base, insu

lated by the floor rath granulated cork.

To get de-coupling of test section from the pipes, loop compo-

nents have been disposed as to have a very long distance be-

tween pump and test section.

The pipes have been covered by sand. There are no transmission

problems for the back flow pipe (not connected to test section)

and auxiliary loops that have flexible joints.

CHOpSINC- THE MEASURING SYSTEMS

The final purpose of experimental program was to determine vi-

bration behaviour of an assembly of seven fuel bundle mock-up

in actual restraint conditions and inlet-outlet conditions of

cooling flow very near to real ones. Vibration was induced by

water flow simulating sodium.

Previous experiments were carried out on a single peripheral

fuel bundle and an assembly made of one central type bundle

and six dummy peripheral type bundles.

Vibration signals have been picked-up at the head of the sin-

gle bundles, at the pads level, and at an intermediate position.

The vibration signals were detected on two adjacent sides, at

60°, of each investigated fuel bundle.

These signals were transformed, by an electric device,into the

orthogonal components of motion in two reference directions X,Y.

When operating on the seven bundle assembly the eccentricity of

peripheral type bundles was fixed.

Some photographic recordings of trajectories of some points of

the axis of bundles have been carried out.

The measuring systems used in the experiments are shown in fig.

9.

Instrumentation consists of:

- displacement transducers



- signal conditioning device

- direct voltage amplifiers

- storage oscilloscope

- high-pass filters

- magnetic recorder

- thermal writing recorder

When studying a single peripheral type bundle, the static and

dynamic components of the pads contact force were picked-up too.

TEST CONDUCTION. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS

For a better comprehension of the results it is suitable to divi-

de the description into three steps.

First step: Tests on a single peripheral type fuel bundle.

Tests have been carried out with many different combinations of

the following parameters:

Foot restraint: different eccentricity values in 0.5 + 2 mm range

Pad restraint: - two instrumented point shaped contacts

(Fig. 10) - two rigid " " "

- two " contacts on rectangular pads

- no restraints

- static component of contact force varying from

0.2 to 4 Kg.

Fluid outlet conditions at the fuel bundle head

Baffle plate made of one single steel plate with 45° inclination and

disposed at minimum distance of 4 mm from the head, Orientation

XX, YY.

No baffle plate.

Fuel bundle angular position

The bundle has been positioned as to have the maximum vibra-

tion amplitude when sinusoidally excited by external exciter

in air.

Refrigerant flow rate: 23 - 45 - 58 m /h

From figures 11, 12 it can be deduced:

- HEAD'S TRAJECTORIES EVOLVE STATISTICALLY AROUND AN AVERAGE

POSITION THAT IS NOT GENERALLY COINCIDENT WITH INITIAL POSITION

IN STATIC WATER.

- WHEN MOVING FROM HEAD TO PAD LEVEL, THE YY COMPONENT OF THE

MOTION BECOMES GREATER THAN THE XX ONE. THIS SHOWS A DIFFERENT

VIBRATION MODE ON THE TWO DIRECTIONS.

- THE TOTAL MOTION VIBRATION AMPLITUDE DECREASES FROM HEAD TO

PADS.

- VARIATION OF RESTRAINT CONDITIONS AND FLOW CONDITIONS DOES NOT

AFFECT THE VIBRATION AMPLITUDE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE.

As to allow statistical elaborations, the x, y components of mo-

tion and signals of pad stress have been recorded by Ampex. For

displacement signals only dynamic components over 1 Hz have been

recorded.

Fig. 13 shows some recordings of motion components. From their

examination it appears that:

- THERE ARE TV/0 DIFFERENT RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR XX AND YY

AXIS MOTION.

Second step: tests carried out on assembly of a central type fuel

bundle coupled with 6 peripheral dummy bundles.

The variable parameters were:

- bundle type (central, dummy peripheral)

- measuring point (head level, pads level, intermediate level)

- fluid flow rate (23; 45; 53 ro3/h)

In this phase direct experimental data elaboration was carried

out.

It will be discussed later.

Third step: tests on a seven fuel bundle assembly, in actual

restraint conditions.

The varyingparameters were:

- fuel bundle position in the assembly of seven (A, C, E in fig.

14)



- -presence and position of baffle plate mock-up consisting of 3

steel plates disposed at 45°C with respect to the output flow.

The positions are indicated by d, y Jb } ̂  } h in fig, 15

- measuring point (head level, pads level, intermediate level)

- total flow rate of the seven bundles (100; 200; 300; 350;

390 m 3/h).

In this case too, trajectories of three points of the axis of

tested fuel bundles, have been obtained. Fig. 16, 17 show that:

- HEAD TRAJECTORIES EVOLVE STATISTICALLY AROUND AN AVERAGE POSI-

TION.

- WITHOUT BAFFLE PLATE MOCK-UP, VIBRATION AMPLITUDES OF DIFFERENT

FUEL BUNDLES ARE COMPARABLE.

-THE VIBRATION AMPLITUDE OF THE ASSEMBLY IS DECREASING WHILE

GOING FROM HEAD LEVEL TO PADS ONE.

- THE PRESENCE OF BAFFLE PLATE MOCK-UP SEEMS TO INDUCE AN INCREASE

OP VIBRATION AMPLITUDE.

The same considerations can be achieved by examination of recor-

ding of x, y components of the motion, shown in fig, 18.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA PROCESSING - PARAMETRIC COMPARISON

Processing of experimental data was carried out to get a correla

tion between vibration amplitudes R.M.S. and water flow rate in

fuel bundles.

Signals recorded on magnetic ta-pe have been analysed by means of

a computing code which allows the contemporary analysis of two a

nalogic signals.

Code outputs are: power density spectra, table of power spectral

density and spectra integrals.

Only power density spectra of single signals have been considered.

Some power spectra are shown in figures 19 • 28.

Fig. 19, 20, 21 are referred to single peripheral fuel bundle

vibration with different combinations of the following parame-

ters:

- measuring point

- restraints type

- water flow rate

From their examination in can be deduced:

- THERE IS A VIBRATORY MOTION ON X AXIS WHOSE FREQUENCY IS

~ 10 Hz FOR "FLEXIBLE INSTRUMENTED PADS" RESTRAINT AND

~12 Hz FOR "RIGID PADS" RESTRAINT.

- VIBRATION FREQUENCY ON X DIRECTION DOES NOT VARY WITH FLOW RATE

VARIATION.

- VIBRATORY MOTION ON Y DIRECTION SHOWS SCATTERED RESONANCE PEAKS.

THE POWER DISTRIBUTION IS IN 2 • 10 Hz RANGE.

-THE Y DIRECTION FREQUENCY IS DEPENDING ON FLOW RATE AND

RESTRAINTS CONDITIONS, IN UNCHECKABLE WAY.

Figures 22, 23, 24 refer to central type fuel bundle couplea with

seven dummy peripheral bundles.
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Figures show: central bundle head motion

- A RESONANT FREQUENCY OF M 12 Hz ON X DIRECTION. THE Y AXIS

VIBRATION SHOWS MINOR AMPLITUDE AT THE SAME FREQUENCY.

- A RESONANT FREQUENCY NEAR 6 + 9 Hz ON Y DIRECTION. THIS CAN BE

INTENDED AS "FORCED" BY SIX PERIPHERAL BUNDLES MOTION.

- A RESONANT FREQUENCY NEAR 3.6 + 3.9 Hz WITH HIGH POWER CONTENTS.

THIS CAN BE INTENDED AS THE ASSEMBLY MOTION.

•Central bundle pads motion

- THE SAME RESONANT FREQUENCIES ARE ENCOUNTERED, BUT 12 Hz PEAK

AND 6 + 9 Hz PEAKS ARE ATTENUATED BECAUSE PADS ARE NODES IN MO-

TIONS ASSOCIATED TO THOSE FREQUENCIES.



Dummy peripheral bundles vibration;

Head motion;

RESONANT FREQUENCIES AT 6 t 9 Hz AND 3*6 + 3.9 Hz ARE MADE EVI-

DENT.

IN THE FIRST FREQUENCY RANGE THERE IS HIGH LEVEL POWER DENSITY.

THUS IT HAS BEEN REFERRED TO NATURAL RESONANCE OF DUMMY BUNDLES.

POWER ASSOCIATED WITH 3.6 • 3.9 Hz FREQUENCIES IS COMPARABLE WITH

THAT REFERRED TO CENTRAL TYPE BUNDLE. THUS IT WAS INTENDED AS AS-

SEMBLY MOTION.

Pads motion;

AT THIS MEASURING POINT ONLY THE 3.6 + 3.9 Hz RESONANCE IS SHOWN,

BEEING THIS POINT A NODE FOR 6 + 9 Hz FREQUENCY MODE (FIG.25).

Figures 26, 27, 28 refer to the seven bundle assembly with dif-

ferent combinations of the following parameters;

- tested bundle

- measuring point

- water flow rate

- presence and angular position of baffle plate mock-up.

By the joint observation of power density spectra, trajectories

and signal recordings it can be deduced;

- THE BUNDLE MOTION IS EVOLVING IN COMPLEX AND STOCHASTIC WAY.

THE POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM RANGE IS UNDER 29 Hz.

- WITH REFERENCE TO VIBRATORY SHAPE, POWER SPECTRUM MAY BE DIVI-

DED INTO TWO PARTS.

THE POWER SPECTRUM PART UNDER 6 Hz IS REFERRED TO THE MOTION OF

THE SEVEN FUEL BUNDLE ASSEMBLY.

RESONANCE PEAKS ARE NEAR 4 Hz AND 1 Hz (THE LATTER IS MARKED ON

Y DIRECTION).

THE POWER ASSOCIATED TO 4 Hz FREQUENCY IS PREVAILING.

THE 4 Hz RESONANCE DOES NOT CHANGE BY VARYING FLOW RATE, MEASU-

RING POINT, TESTED BUNDLE.

POWER DENSITY IS DECREASING FROM HEAD TO PADS LEVEL, BUT DOES

NOT TEND TO ZERO AT PADS LEVEL.

THIS IS PECULIAR OF THE ASSEMBLY MOTION.

THE POWER SPECTRUM PART FROM 6 TO 29 Hz IS REFERRED TO RELATIVE

MOTION OF FUEL BUNDLES.THIS MOTION HAS MAXIMUM VIBRATION AMPLITU

DE AT HEAD LEVEL AND A NODE AT PADS LEVEL.

THE RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR THIS MOTION ARE NEAR 8 AND 12 Hz,

WITHOUT DEPENDENCE BY FLOW RATE.

- THE ENERGY ASSOCIATED WITH ASSEMBLY MOTION IS GREATER THAN THE

RELATIVE MOTION ONE.

- THE PRESENCE OF BAFFLE PLATE, WITH RELATION TO ITS POSITION,

MAY GENERATE AN INCREASING OF ENERGY OF ASSEMBLY VIBRATION.

For a quantitative valuation of the vibration it has been cho-

sen as a significant parameter the R.M.S. of displacements cau-

sed by water flow through tested fuel bundles.

For each single test of every series, effective value has been

deduced from the computed table of " integrated power spectra".

Indicating by 111 (F), 122 (F) the integrated values of spectra

concerning displacement signals processed at the same time and
2

measured in \l , the following formulae give the values of

displacement R.M.S. component motions ( &RHS(x), i R M S (y) )i

and for total motion ( 6 RMc, ):
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(4)

(5)

(6)



Where P., P_ indicate lower and upper frequency limits of inte

gration range (fig. 29).

So obtained R.M.S. values have been fitted to obtain the correla

tion between water flow rate and vibration amplitude R.M.S,

The best fitting curve according to other author's correlations

is:

6 RLE " A*

where & „.„ is the RMS value in u of vibratory displacement
RMS ^ '

and Q is water flow rate in m /h.

The best fit determination has been carried out on the whole

experimental data and on "parametric groups" as to determine

the influence of different experimental conditions on vibra-

tion behaviour. So processed data are shown in diagrams of

fig. 30 + 34 and tabels II + IV.

Diagrams scales are double-logarithmic.

Pig. 3D refers to single peripheral type fuel bundle and shows

an attempt of parametric investigation on vibration amplitu-

des of the total motion of the fuel bundle- head. The "parame-

tric group" is reported in table II.

The integration range limits are PA= 1Hz PB= 19 Hz.

For one central type bundle coupled with six dummy peripheral

bundles, the frequency ranges were 1 + 4.5 Hz and 4.5 + 15 Hz.

Por central type bundles R.M.S. was calculated in 1 + 1 5 Hz fre-

quency range for total motion data, too.

Pig. 31 gives R.M.S. of vibration amplitude versus flow rate

through central type fuel bundle.

Table III supplies a tentative parametric investigation on R.M.S.

values of vibration amplitudes at head level of different tested

fuel bundles.

Tests on a seven actual fuel bundle assembly

Recorded data were processed in 0.5 + 6 Hz and 6.1 *• 29 Hz fre

quency ranges.

Figures 32, 33, 34 show the correlation between R.M.S. value of 171

vibration amplitudes of different models of fuel elements and

coolant flow rate through the seven element group.

DISCUS3ION AND CONCLUSIONS

a) Test on single peripheral element

1) Vibratory motion of fuel bundle evolves around an average posi_

tion not coincident with initial position in static water.

2) The flow induced static component of the displacement measured

at element's head, may have the same magnitude order of vibra-

tion amplitude.

3) The study of motion on a plane xx parallel to exagonal wrap-

per Vvull and a plane yy orthogonal to the former shows that:

xx motion is peculiar of first vibratory mode of fuel element

restrained at foot and pads with nodes corresponding to restra

ints.

yy motion may be seen as a slipping motion of fuel bundle on pads

restraint.

4) The existing correlation between total vibration amplitude

R.M.S. and coolant flov; rate is:

h = AQB with B oi 1.48

B value is well according to Euratom and Westinghouse correla-

tions, having B = 1.5

5) For 58 m /h water flow rate, corresponding to 46 m /h sodium

flow rate, maximum R.M.S. value of vibratory displacement of

fuel element head is about 33 W. .

6) Restraints conditions and baffle plate presence do not af-

fect much vibration amplitude of single fuel element.

7) Dynamic components of forces at the pads are in correlation

with xx vibratory motion.



b) Tests on central element coupled with six dummy peripheral

bundles

1) The motion of the group is complex. It can be seen as composi-

tion of seven bundle assembly motion and single element motion,

with different frequencies.

2) The motion of the assembly has 3.6 + 3.9 Hz frequency with

associated energy lower than the corresponding for relative mo-

tion.

3) The central element relative motion is at 12 Hz frequency in

xx direction, in accordance with single peripheral bundle mo-

tion.

4) The central bundle yy motion frequency is 6 • 9 Hz.

This can be seen as forced dummy peripheral bundles whose resonant

frequency, is the same.

No computed best fit was determined in this test series, due to

few experimental data points.

Hov/ever, by the diagram of fig. 31 it can be deduced a correla

tion

_B
with B ex. 1.8

Maximum vibration amplitude for water flow rate of 58 m /h, is

RMS
35 u

T A B L E

c) Tests on seven elements assembly 170

By joint discussion of diagrams of fig.32,33 and previous test

results, it can be concluded:

1) The R.M.S. value of amplitude ot total motion (O.5+?PHz) is

about the same of the group motion (O.5+6Hz),while R.M.S. va-

lue of relative motion amplitude (6.i4-2?rTs)is 1/1C 3ov.-2r.

2) Within indetermination limits allowed by measuring techniques

and computing system, processing results for different fuel ele-

ments are substantially identical (fig.32,33).

3) The influence of presence and position of baffle plate on

vibration amplitude R.M.S. is shown in fig. 34- It was not pos-

sible to get better accuracy in the analysis, due to limited num

ber of experimental points. For the same reason it was not de-

termined a best fitting function, but because of the agreement of

processed data with those previously discussed it is possible to

accept the correlation

= AQ with B ^ 1.7 • 1.9

as indicated in Table IV.

Maximum R.M.S. of total vibration amplitude of the fuel bundle

head, corresponding to water flow rate of 400 m /h, is -\> 100U,.

For some positions of baffle plate this value may reach 300u,

Consequently maximum peak-to-peak displacement, amplitude may be

over 1 mm.

Correlation

Burgreen et

Paidoussis et

Westinghouse

Euratom

al.

al.

m

2.3

2.4

1.5

1.5

n

0.77

0.8

1.5

-0.5

P

1

0.

0.

0.

8

4

5

q

3.1

3.2

2.6

3.5

-0

-0

—1

-0

r

.77

.8

.5

0

0

s

.38

.25

t

C.38

0.8

1

0.25

u

-0.77

-0.8

0.5

-0.5

w

-1.54

-4

-4
-2

0

2

0

z

.77

.5
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TABLE II - Parametric investigation on vibration amplitude R.M.S. values of fuel element

heads

(*)Data range

Total

Vibration

R.M.S.

xx Vibration comp.

R.M.S.

yy vibration comp.

R.M.S.

Parametric group

Data totality

Stiff point shaped pads

Rectangular stiff pads

Instrumented pads

No baffle plate

Baffle plate direction y

11 It It Jj

Data totality

with baffle plate

[direction x or y)

without baffle plate

data totality

point shaped pads

rectangular pads

N.of data(*) in

the group

39
14

8

17

19

14

6

31

18

13

31

23

8

Best fit exp£

nent B

1.48

1.53

1.38

1.49

1.47

1.46

1.32

1.35

1.14

1.61

1.78

1.93

1.41

Calculated R.M.S.

at 58m3A (**)M

33.1

36.0

27.3
33.7

30.5

37.1

30.8

21.9

22.8

20.9

25.6

30.2

16.3

(*) Each datum represents an efficient value of vibration amplitude computed by EAI8800/640
hybrid computer.

(**)Water flow rate corresponding to max sodium flow rate (46m /h)
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Data range

RMS total assembly motion

RMS xx component

RMS yy component

RMS assembly motion

RMS relative motion

RMS xx component

RMS yy component

RMS relative motion

RMS total motion

RMS xx component

RMS yy component

RMS total motion

Fuel element type

Central

Dummy peripheral A

II II •Q

Central

Dummy peripheral A

Central

Dummy peripheral A

B exponent

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.6

1.79

1.9

1.9

1.74

1.7

2

1.8

1.8

1.7

1.6

2

Calculated RMS at 58m /h

14

11

9

17

18

32

29

13

38

34

34

30

16

39

39

T A B L E IV Parametric investigation on vibration amplitude R.M.S. values of

fuel element heads

Data range

RMS assembly motion

RMS relative motion

RMS total motion

RMS total motion

Tested fuel element

average data for

A,C,E elements

E element

Experimental
conditions

no baffle

plate

no baffle plate

baffle plate \ ~

B

1.7

1.2

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

1.6

Calculated RMS at
CL, n=4OOm3/h( M. )V

90

10

100

120

200

130

300

120



APPENDIX

Theoretical response of the RHS displacement

The analytical study has as its object the determination of a

model for the calculation of displacement of the system such

as that above.

The motion's equation of such an elastic system with internal

and external fluid flow, is /~17 / :

This equation is conveniently expressed in dimensionsless

terms. Thus from (1), with modal analysis, we obtain:

(2)

When the forcing function Q is random, from (3) we get theQ
power spectrum density of displacement /"i8_/:

where:

In particular, the RMS displacement is given by:

In the case of a turbulent-wall pressure fluctuations, it has

been assumed for computational convenience the normalized po-

wer spectra of pressure field represented by:

175

The system of equation (2) are coupled. Neglecting the crossed

terms, we obtain:

(3)

where:

si:

where S is the Strouhal number.

Considering a fuel element alone and applying the hydraulic

model above, the RMS displacement calculated with program

SPETTRO /"M J is about 10$ less than experimental, with an

exponent for the velocity 1,5 in good agreement with experi-

mental correlation /"10J7. In fig. 30 it has been shown the

experimental and analytical trend: the small difference can be

considered satisfactory for the hydraulic model supposed.



NOTATION FOR-THE SYMBOLS OF THE APPENDIX

y

X

t

VL,

I

D

e

C

CT

CN

X
EJ

lateral displacement

longitudinal coordinate

dimensionless lateral displacement (yA) decoupled

dimensionless longitudinal coordinate (x/L)
A- 2

dimensionless time,defined by EJ/ (ML+Mp+m)'! t

dimensionless complex circular frequency

circular frequency of oscillation

dimensionless external flow velocity, defined by

dimensionless internal flow velocity, defined by

(M2/EJ)*V2/L

mean flow velocity out of the tube

mean flow velocity in the tube

virtual mass of external fluid and masses of in-

ternal fluid and tube respectively

length of the tube

diameter of the tube

Blender's parameter (L/D)

viscous damping coefficient

friction factor 'external wall-fluid' in the longi

tudinal direction

friction factor'external wall-fluid' in the tran-

sverse direction

hysteresis coefficient of the material

flexural rigidity

defined by M1/(M1+M2+m)

defined by a7(M +M +m)

defined by 2( ft>.u1 + Ĵ 'u )

defined by 1/2 6 C /2> uN J 1

M

MnMn
H
n
0̂n

R
qqqt
qqx:
nn

nn

nn

defined by 1/2

defined by 1/2

defined by cL2/(EJM)

defined by (j/EJM)* X A

defined by M.+Mg+m

generalised mass

receptance of the system

eigenfunction

adjoint eigenfunction

cross spectral density forcing function

power spectral density forcing funtion

eigenvalue

defined by

defined by

defined
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Fig. 1-Water equivalent temperature
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Fig.2-

Test section. Peripheral bundle foot

and inlet chamber
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630

Sez. B-B

Main flow

Fig. 3-Test section
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Fig.4-Test section diagrid With inlet chambers Fig.5-Test section istalled on CEV 3 loop Water inlet side
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Main loop

Auxiliary loops

Fig. 6 - CEV 3 loop. Flow diagram Fig. 7-CEV 3 loop. Delivery side



Lever regulation

Westinghouse B.W. volve

Fig. 8-Suspended base assembly

Magnetic
recorder
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8 channels thermal
writing recorder

Fig.9-Measurement facilities
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a) Flexible instrumented pads

a) Rectangular st i f f pads

Fig.10-Pads restraints mock-up
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30li
Fig. 11-

Trojectories of three points of peripheral bundle axis,

at pump start-up

Rectangular st i f f pads. Baffle plate direction Y-Y
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Water inlet
Fig. 12-

Trajectories of three points of peripheral bundle axis,

at pump start-up.

Flexible istrumented pads. Static forces 2 Kg per pad

No baffle plate
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Q = 58 m7h

^*— 0,1 sec

Fig. 13-

Single peripheral bundle. Head motion.

Stiff pads. Baffle plate direction Y-Y
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Water

Fig.U-

Signal detection scheme. Fuel element denomination

Baffle plate view

position
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L H20
6 position

\

Fig. 15 - Baffle plate positioning.
Seven fuel element assembly
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Fig. 16-

Trajectories of three points of A peripheral bundle axis
Flow rate 390 mVh. Without baffle plate



Fig. 17-

Trajectories of three points of E peripheral bundle axis.
Flow rate 390 m 3 / h . . Baffle plate in 3 position
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x) y

y)
Intermediate

x)

Pads
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.0,1 sec
Fig. 18-Motion at three levels of E element. Flow rate 390 mVh

Baffle plate in a position.
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N
X
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9.8 Hz

J
12.7 Hz

Single peripheral fuel element

200-

N

1
100-

-4.5 Hz Head level
rectangular pads restraint
Baffle plate yy direction

[Q =58 m3/h I
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50 HZ 0 50

Rg. 19-Power density spectra of displacement signals

5.8 Hz

Hz

/ Head level
rectangular stiff pads restraint

no baffle plate

| 0 = 58 m / h i

50 H z 0

Fig. 20-Power density spectra of displacement signals

50 Hz
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Single peripheral fuel element

,12.7 Hz

N

. 6.2 Hz Head level M2

rectangular stiff pads restraint TTZ

no baffle plate

Q=23 mVh
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L-

TY

2-

. 3.9 Hz

Central fuel element Pads level Q = 53 m 3 / h

,2
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Hz

20-

10-

.3.9 Hz

[V
50 H Z 0 50

Fig.21-Power density spectra of displacement signals

Hz 50 HZ 50

Fig 23-Power density spectra of displacement signals

Hz

6.5 Hz

Peripheral dummy element "A,, 2
Intermediate level py

-3.6 Hz Central fuel element.
200-

100-

-6.5 Hz

Peripheral dummy element "A,
Head level

Q = 53 m V h
.8.5 Hz

JL
50 HZ 50

Fig. 22-Power density spectra of displacement signals
50 HZ 5 0

Fig. 24- Power density spectra of displacement signals
Hz
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Pads level

Q = 53 mVh
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K i
50 Hz

Hi
Hz

5-

Peripheral dummy element "B,,

Pads level

Q = 53 mVh

/Wii i
50 HZ

Fig.25-Power density spectra of displacement signals

"A,. Peripheral element Q = 390 mVh

Head level No baffle plate
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Fig.26-Power density spectra of displacement signals
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2000-

Baffte plate a

Baffle plate y

1000-

1500-

1000-

500-

Baffie plate p

"E,, Peripheral element

Head level

Q=390 m3/h

Baffle plate 5

10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Fig.27-Power density spectra of displacement signals
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10000-

5000-

Baffle plate a

Baffle plate y

1500-

500-

1000-

500-

Baffle plate p

"E,, Peripheral element

Head level

Q=390 m3/h

Baffle plate 6

10.0 20.0 30.0 20.0 30.0

Fig.28-Power density spectra of displacement signals
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10

Analytical results

Baffle plate y y
Baffle plate x x
No baffle plate

Point shaped stiff pads

Rectangular stiff pads

Flexible instrumented pads

0

a

&

o

A

I

•

A

20 30 i.0 50 60 70 80 m3/h

Fig.29 - Integration ranges
Fig. 30 -Head motion. Total v ibrat ion ampl i tude R.M.S. l\i) ve rsus water

f l ow ra te ( m V h )
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Central bundle
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Fig. 31-Vibration amplitude R. M.S. versus water f low ra te . Centra l fuel bund le head
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Fig.32-R.M.S. (in p.) of vibration at three levels of fuel bundles

versus flow rate
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Fig.33-RMS. (in \i) of vibration of fuel bundle head
versus flow rate.
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versus flow rate.

Analysis of Flow Induced Vibration in Heat Exchangers by A. W. van Beek,

Netherlands.

ABSTRACT

A description will be given of three different types of heatex-

changers developed by the Dutch Nuclear Industry Group "Heratoom" in co-

operation with TN0 for the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor SNR-3OO at

Kalkar. Moreover, the research related with flow induced vibrations car-

ried out by TNO (Organization for Applied Scientific Research) will be

presented.

The flow induced forces on the tubes of the straight-tube steamgen-

erators were measured at the inlet and outlet section where partial cross-

flow occurs. With the measured flow induced forces the response of a tube

was calculated as a function of the tube-to-supportbush clearances taking

into account the non-linear damping effects from the sodium.

The theoretical results showed that for this particular design no

tube impact damage is to be expected which was confirmed later by a full

scale experiment.

Special attention will be devoted to the steamgenerator with helical-

coil tube-bundles, where the sodium flows in a counter cross-flow over

the tube-bundle. Extensive measurements of the power spectra of the flow

induced forces were carried out since no information could be found in

the literature. The vibration analysis will be presented and vibration

modes of the entire bundle will be compared with experimentally obtained

results.

Finally a description of the vibration tests to be carried out on

the intermediate heatexchanger (IHX) will be presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Dutch Nuclear Industry Group B.V. Neratoom participate in the De-

BeNeLux Consortium "Internationale Natrium-Brut-Reaktor-Bau Gesellschaft

m.b.R (INB), founded in 1972 by the German, Belgian and Dutch Industries.

This Consortium received the order to design and build the prototype

sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor SNR-3OO, at Kalkar.
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The SNR-300 is a loop-type reactor, with three primary and three

secondary loops. The heat, which is generated in the reactor, is trans-

ferred by 9 intermediate heatexchangers (3 in each loop) to. the secondary

circuits. Two of the secondary circuits are equipped with 3 straight-tube

steamgenerators.

In the DeBeNeLux SNR-300 project Neratoom is responsible for the de-

velopment and delivery of steamgenerators, intermediate heatexchangers

(IHX) and sodium pumps, which are built in the fabrication facilities of

"Stork" and "De Schelde" in the Netherlands.

Experiments to determine the flow induced fluctuating forces on the

steamgenerator tubes were carried out by TNO with large models in a water

test circuit and extensive response analyses were carried out to ensure

that no excessive vibrations will occur under operating conditions.

From the end of 1971 until June 1971* a 50 MW prototype straight tube

steamgenerator was tested during over 3000 hours in the Dutch 50 MW sodi-

um component test facility. After the end of the tests the evaporator was

dismantled for detail inspection, while the superheater is still in oper-

ation for further testing. From January 1971* till January 1975 a helical-

coil evaporator was tested for 3000 hours. This evaporater was dismantled,

inspected and reassembled and has been taken into operation again for

further tests. During the inspections no major problems were detected.

2. STRAIGHT-TUBE STEAMGENERATORS

In the straight tube-steamgenerator, shown in Fig. 1, the sodium

flows from the upper inlet-nozzle through a perforated plate for the

proper distribution of flow in the upper part of the flow-shroud, down-

wards on the outside of the tubes, thus transferring its heat to the wa-

ter/steam, which flows in a counter flow direction on the inside of the

tubes.

The tube sheets are connected by single-length straight tubes, which

are internal-bore welded to the tube sheets. A carefully designed tube

support structure has been applied which allows the sodium to flow paral-

lel through the tube-bundle, thereby minimising the effects of flow in-

duced vibrations.

A hexagonal flow shroud around the tube-bundle is used to restrict

the sodium flow. The difference in the thermal expansion between shell

and tube-bundle is compensated for by bellows in the shell.
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The main dimensions of the evaporator and superheater are given in

Table 1.

TABLE 1 .
STEAMGENERATOR DIMENSIONS

Evaporator Superheater

Prototype SNR 300 Prototype SNR 300

Tube diameter x 17.2x2.3 17-2x2 17.2x2.9 17.2x2.9
wallthickness [mm]

Pitch [mm] 27.5 30 27.5 30

Number of tubes 139 211 139 211

Tube length between
tube plates [m] 19.31* 20 Hi.58 15.3

2.1. Measurement of flow induced forces.

For the straight tube steamgenerator excitation of the tubes is

caused at the inlet and outlet section of the sodium where partial cross

flow occurs. With a model of these sections trials were done to assess

the excitational forces induced by the liquid. Results of these trials

were used to determine the vibrational behaviour of the steamgenerator

under operational conditions.

2.1.1. Description of the experimental hydraulic model.

The experiments were carried out in a closed loop flow circuit,

a diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2. The figure also shows the

spot where the model of the sections to be used is placed.

For both the inlet and the outlet sections the same model was used,

of course reversely installed.

Fig. 3 shows a diagram of this model which is in fact only a 60

sector of a section.

The locations of the measuring tubes are also shown in Fig. 3.

During the experiments the influence of perforated plates on the

excitational forces was investigated.

For the experiments water was used at a Reynolds number equalling

the Re in the steamgenerator proper at operating conditions (2x

10. ). At this Re number the geometry of the model was chosen in

such a way that the frequency of the vortices leaving the tubes

was half the value of the natural frequency of the measuring tube

in order that no excessive deflections were created. This resulted

in an enlarged model (scale 2 : 1 ) .

Three measuring tubes were used installed in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

row (see Fig. 3). These tubes were stiffly attached to the tube

sheet at one end and could move freely at the other. Near the at-

tachment to the tube sheet the measuring tubes were provided with

strain gauges with which the bending moment on the tube in flow

direction and perpendicular to it could be measured. By calcula-

tion these moments were converted to forces per unit length of the

tube.

During the experiments the water flow rate, pressure drop and wa-

ter temperature were also measured.

The influence of three types of perforated plates on the vibra-

tional behaviour of the tubes was investigated during the experi-

ments .

2.1.2. Average forces on the tubes.

From the measured data the average bending moments in flow direc-

tion and perpendicular to it and from these the average forces on

the measuring tubes were calculated.

The presence of perforated plates greatly reduced the forces ex-

cited on the tubes. No significant difference in performance of

the different plates could be found.

2.1.3. Power spectral density.

Also the power spectral density of the fluctuating forces as a

function of the Strouhal number (S = — in which d = tube outer

diameter, v = flow velocity and f = frequency) were measured.

In both direction: x-direction (flow direction) and y-direction

(perpendicular to flow direction) the spectra leveled off at 1*0-

1*5 Hz to zero. Again the shape of the spectra was hardly influ-

enced by the type of plate. It turned out that as outlet section

much less vibrational force was induced then in case the model was

used as inlet section. Fluctuating forces in x-direction can be ne-

glected as compared to those in y-direction.
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A typical example of a power spectral density plot is given in

Fig. It.

The symbols used are:

f = frequency f_s ]

K (f) = power spectral density of fluctuating force in y-direction
^ r 2 2n

per unit length [N s/m ]
R = average force per unit length in x-direction [N/m] .

model of bundle

sieve

bellows

speed controlled
pump

measuring tube C

(3 rd. row )

measuring tube A
(1st. row)
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measuring tube B

(2nd. row).
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measuring tube A

measuring tube C

Figure 2 Water test circuit

measuring tubes

Side view model ( section A . A )

Figure 3 Model of inlet and outlet section of tube bundle.



2.I.U. Effective lift coefficients.

For the vibration analysis the narrow-band random excitation forces

were simulated by sinusoidal excitation.

The rms response of a structure to a narrow-band random excitation

of given rras value is the same as for a sinusoidal of the same rms

value. When a band is "narrow" is determined by the damping of the

responding structure. It should certainly be less than the width

of a resonance amplification curve of the structure at half-maxi-

mum value.

However, the procedure will be conservative if the band is not

narrow.

The fluctuating forces per unit length of the tube were defined by:

where

= C . sp v d coscot ,

= density of the sodium

= effective lift coefficient

s circular frequency

= time.

(1)

2.2. Response analysis of the straight steamgenerator tubes.

The steamgenerators under consideration are provided with very long

straight tubes and a large number of tube-support-grids. The distance be-

tween the support-grids is chosen so that the lowest natural frequency of

a tube, that is simply supported at its support-grids, is well above the

excitation frequency associated with the highest sodium flow.

Consequently the vibrations will be very small provided that the sup-

port conditions are available. Since the tubes have clearances within the

support-grid holes because of manufacturing requirements, the tubes may be

completely free from the support-grids and have natural frequencies within

the excitation frequency spectrum. Therefore, it will be necessary to cal-

culate the vibrational behaviour of the tubes under various resonant con-

ditions. The main parameters governing the maximum amplitude of vibration

are the magnitude of the excitation forces and the damping of the system,

which is significantly influenced by the clearance of the tube in the sup-

port-grid holes. The purpose of this analysis was to investigate the in-

fluence of the tube support clearance on the vibrational behaviour.

«-»

2.0-10

f K y ( f )

1 . 5 1 0 '

1 . 0 X T *

0,5 10'r

f
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2.2.1. Natural frequencies and vibration modes.

The natural frequencies and vibration modes can readily be calcu-

lated taking into account the added mass of the liquid and the ten-

sion load on the tube. The calculations vere based on the assump-

tion that the tube is free from the support-grids. The support-

grids behave than as dash-pot elements.

A large number of natural frequencies of the tubes were found with-

in the possible excitation frequency range.

2.2.2. Damping.

The response of the tube, excited by fluctuating forces with fre-

quencies that can coincide with a natural frequency can only be

calculated if the damping is known with sufficient accuracy.

The basic forms of damping for the tube are;

structural damping
— viscous damping in the support-grid holes

hydrodynamic damping due to drag forces.

The effect of the structural damping in the straight tubes appeared

to be negligible in comparison with the other forms of damping.

The damping in the support-grids can be accounted for with dash-pot

elements as shown in Fig. 5. The damping coefficients depend on

diameter, length and clearance of the support, the viscosity of the

sodium, and the relative eccentricity of the tube. The smallest

value for the damping coefficient will be obtained for zero eccen-

tricity and therefore, the analysis was carried out with this as-

sumption.

If the tube vibrates in molten sodium then the sodium will exert

drag forces on the tube. This form of damping will become important

if large clearances between tube and support-grids have to be ap-

plied. If li (j) denotes the lateral velocity of the tube at the re-

lative position 7./i. as a consequence of the vibration then the darn-

ing force per unit length of the tube, q, was approximated by:

(2)

where

(f) --c D.j puy(f).|uy(f)|.d ,
c is the drag coefficient

p is the density of the sodium
d is the tube diameter.

This form of non-linear damping has been taken into account by cal-

culating the work dissipated per cycle, assuming sinusoidal motion.

2.2.3. Response at resonance frequency.

From the measurement of the excitation forces followed that the

fluctuating forces at the outlet section can be neglected in com-

parison with those forces at the inlet section.

The maximum amplitude of the tube has been calculated for a number

of resonance frequencies by calculation of the work done per vibra-

tion period by the excitation forces and the work dissipated per

period by the damping forces.

With this method non-linear damping can easily be taken into account.

Figure 6 shows for the highest sodium flow the calculated maximum

relative displacement of the evaporator tube in a support bush as

a function of the relative clearance. It is clearly shown that for

this particular design no tube impact damage is to be expected.

2.3. Measurements on tubes of prototype steamgenerator (50 MW).

In this component measurements were carried out with a pick-up,

which was placed in the innerside of the tube. This pick-up could be

moved in the tube and fixed on a desired place by means of air-pressure.

The pick-up was equipped with 2 acceleration units, with their axes

perpendicular to each other.

The measurements were carried out at full sodium flow in k tubes at

different levels.

Maximum amplitudes were measured at frequencies of 50, 75, 135 and

365 Hz. The amplitudes were very small (2x10 m).

It appears that the amplitudes over the tube length were of the

same magnitude as in the inlet region.

3. THE 50 MW HELICAL-COIL STEAMGENERATOR

In addition to straight tube steamgenerators Neratoom and partners

decided in 1970 to develop a second type of steamgenerator: the helical

tube type. It was intended to be used in the SNR-3OO together with the

straight type to investigate which type has the greatest potentials.

In the steamgenerator with helical-coil tube bundle, water/steam

flows from the inlet header on the lower part of the unit through heli-

cal-coiled tubes within the shell in an upward direction and leaves the
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The calculated maximum relative displacement of the evaporator tube
in the support bush as a function of the relative clearance.

unit through the upper-outlet header as shown in figure 7. Sodium flows

in a counter cross-flow over the tube bundle in a downward direction.

The bundle consists of various layers of helical tubes, supported

by vertical tie-bars. Each layer can expand freely in a vertical direc-

tion. Both ends of each helical tube passes through the upper- and lower-

half globes of the shell by the application of thermal sleeves.

The individual tubes are then connected externally with water/steam

headers.

The main dimensions of the evaporator and superheater are given in

Table 2.



3.1. Measurement of excitational forces.

In the helical coiled steamgenerator the sodium flows in cross flow

through the bundle, the latter being composed of rings of helices which

are alternately wound in clockwise and counterclockwise direction. For

this configuration the frequency and the magnitude of the fluctuating

forces which are exerted on the tubes by the sodium flow can neither be

determined with sufficient accuracy from literature nor from calcula-

tions.

The aim of the investigations was: provision of experimental data

for the determination of the vibrational behaviour of the tubes of the

helically coiled steamgenerator.

TABLE 2
DIMENSIONS OF HELICAL-COIL STEAMGENERATORS

Tube diameter x [mm]
vallthickness

Tube length in the [m]
bundle

Number of tubes

Number of concentric
bundles

Shell diameter [mm]

Overall height [m]

Evaporator

Prototype

25.0x2.6

1*2

100

8

1370

9.8

SNR 300

26.9x2.9

1(0.56

77

7

11J00

12

Superheater

SNR 300

26. 9x1*. 5

30.7**

77

7

11*00

10.5

.1.1. Description of the experimental hydraulic model.

The experiments for the determination of the fluctuating forces

on the tubes were carried out in the water test circuit shown in Fig. 2.

The hydraulic model for the simulation of a bundle section is

shown in Fig. 8. It consists of a horizontal flow channel with

a rectangular cross section in which rows of straight tubes are

arranged at an inclination angle of 9° with respect to the ver-

tical. The length/dia ratio of the tube is 12.

In agreement with the alternately clockwise and counterclockwise

winding direction of the helices in the steamgenerator the incli-

nation angle of neighbouring rows of tubes in the flow model is

alternately +9° and -9°.

The pitch/diameter ratios of the tubes are in longitudinal direc-

tion 1,1* and in transverse direction 1,56.

This arrangement of tube data was chosen as being sufficiently

representative for the SNR-300 steamgenerator out of a set of

available tube arrangements, being intended for the investigation

of the fluctuating forces over a larger range of tube inclination

angles and pitch/diam<M.er ratios.
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For comparison the exact data for the SNR-300 steamgenerator are:

Tube inclination angle 8,6°
Longitudinal pitch/dia ratio 1,1*1
Transversal pitch/dia ratio 1,1*8.

In Fig. 8 the crossing points of neighbouring tubes lie in the

horizontal mid-plane of the flow channel. Neighbouring tube rows

can be shifted relative to each other however, so that the posi-

tion of the crossing points of adjacent tubes can be varied.

For the determination of the influence of the turbulence intensi-

ty of the flow entering the bundle, perforated plates can be ar-

ranged about 10 tube diameters upstream of the bundle. The perfo-

rated plates used in the experiments are a scaled-up steamgenera-

tor plate and a plate vith coarser perforations producing a larger

ratio of turbulence scale with respect to tube diameter, Also mea-

surements were carried out without a perforated plate.

The fluctuating forces are determined by measuring the bending mo-

ment exerted by the fluctuating forces on a measuring tube. The

measuring tube is a tube which is clamped at one end and free at

the other end. It is provided with strain gauges. The bending mo-

ment is measured in the direction and perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the flow.

Assuming the fluctuating forces to be evenly distributed along

the length of the tube and taking into account the transfer char-

acteristics of the measuring tube the statistical characteristics

of the fluctuating forces such as coherence functions and power

spectral density are determined.



Figure 7
Helical coil steam generator
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The number of parallel rows is 8. The number of tubes in each par-

allel row was 10 for the first experiments and was extended to 15

later. The measuring tube can be positioned at the following lo-

cations'1'':
1st bank at the position of a tube at the wall and of

a tube in the middle

6th bank at the wall and in the middle

11th bank at the wall and in the middle.

Three measuring tubes with different elastic characteristics were

used. The Re-number (referred to the flow velocity ahead of the

bundle and to the tube diameter) was appr. 50.000 for all experi-

ments. The power spectral densities were determined as a function

of the Strouhal number being the usual dimensionless number for

vibrations due to fluid flow. The Strouhal number S = — in which

d = tube outer dia, v = flow velocity ahead of the tube bundle

and f = frequency.

• 1.2. Results of measurements with a stiff measuring tube.

The first series of tests was carried out with a relatively stiff

measuring tube having a natural frequency of 75 Hz.

In summary the main conclusions for the tests with the measuring

tube at the locations mentioned in the previous chapter are:

a. The fluctuating forces are of a random nature.

b. When either of the two turbulence producing perforations are
installed upstream of the bundle the highest level of fluctu-
ating forces is found in the 6th tube bank - in general prob-
ably in the 3rd to the 8th bank.

c. Concerning the shape of the spectra of the fluctuating forces,
in the 1st bank essentially continuous spectra were measured
leveling-off to practically zero at a Strouhal number S = —
of 1. v

In the 6th bank a relatively sharp and high-intensity peak
(random narrow-band type) was observed around a Strouhal num-
ber of about 1.
In the 11th bank the level of excitation was less than in both
the 1st and 6th row.

+) Remark: Nomenclature: Tubes which are lined up in a row in the
direction of the flow are referred to as a row of tubes.
Tubes which are adjacent perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the flow are referred to as a bank of tubes.

3.1 .3. Measurements with elastic measuring tubes.

In order to establish whether the elastic characteristics of the

tubes might have an influence on the fluctuating forces and wheth-

er synchronization of vortex shedding could occur, a second se-

ries of measurements was carried out with measuring tubes with

natural frequencies of U8,6 and 31*,1* Hz. These measurements were

carried out in the 6th bank where the level of fluctuating forces

was found to be the highest in the previous measurements. With

respect to the turbulence characteristics of the flow upstream of

the bundle the measurements were confined to the scaled-up steam-

generator grid.

The main conclusions are:

a. The random characteristics of the fluctuating forces are con-
firmed .

b. Synchronization of vortex shedding is well known for bundles
of parallel tubes in cross flow is not likely to occur in tube
banks of counterwound helical tubes under the flow conditions
of the SNR-300 steamgenerators.

3.2. Response analysis of helical-coil tube-bundle.

The bundle consists of various layers of helical tubes, supported

by vertical tie-bars. The natural frequencies associated with local tube

vibration are then well above the excitation frequencies.

Since the manufacturing process for the evaporator required some

clearance between the various concentric sub-bundles the entire tube-

bundle may have natural frequencies within the flow induced excitation

frequency spectrum. It is therefore necessary that the natural frequen-

cies and vibration modes of the entire tube-bundle and the response on

the random excitation forces will be calculated in the design stage in

order to establish whether dangerous flow induced vibrations can occur.

An accurate response analysis can only be carried out if accurate

information about the damping of the structure is available. Therefore,

measurements were carried out on an existing test bundle of the manufac-

turer.

3.2.1. Finite element model of tube-bundle.

The finite element model of the test tube-bundle is shown in

Fig. 9.
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The n layers of tubes vere replaced by one helical-coiled tube

with a stiffness, and mass that is n times as large as the values

for the individual tubes. The 6 tie-bars were taken into account

by beam elements and rigidly connected with the beam elements re-

presenting the helical-coiled tubes. For simplicity of the finite

element model the vertical parts of n tubes (n»9 for the test bun-

dle), which pass through the tube sheets were replaced by 6 tubes

with a stiffness and mass n/6 times as large as for the individual

tube. The tubes are assumed simply supported by the tube sheets.

The entire model was built-up from 17 identical subnets, through

which the input data and computercosts were considerably reduced.

A subnet consisted of one thread of the helical-coiled tube, pro-

vided with 6 support bars. In a subnet the coiled tube was ap-

proximated by 24 beam elements, 30 that the geometry wan accu-

rately represented (See Fig. 9).

The subnets are coupled to each other with the connecting points

of tubes and tie-bars. The subnets together form the main net

with 109 nodal points with 6 degrees of freedom per node, being

the x, y and z-displacements and the rotations about the x, y and

z-axis. For the calculation of the natural frequencies and vibra-

tion modes the number of degrees of freedom was further reduced

to the x- and y-displacements of the main net nodal points by the

well known condensation process for stiffness and mass-matrix of

the structure.

Because this model gave sufficiently accurate results the same

modeling techniques were used for other sub-bundles.

3.2.2. Natural frequencies and vibration modes.

The natural frequencies and vibration modes were calculated with

the ASKA-programme.[2]

Figure 10 shows the calculated and measured natural frequencies

and vibration modes associated with lateral vibration of the en-

tire bundle.

The first and second natural frequency belong to vibration modes

in two perpendicular directions.

The third and sixth natural frequency, belonging to torsional vi-

bration modes of the entire bundle, are not sensitive for flow in-

duced excitation. Vibration modes h, 5, 7, 8 and 10 are again lat-

eral vibrations of the tube-bundle.

The 9th vibration mode appeared to be a rather complicated mode,

showing overall lateral vibrations, torsional vibrations and local

vibrations.
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A comparison of the calculated and measured natural frequencies

shows that the higher natural frequencies are more accurately pre-

dicted than the lover ones. Moreover, for the 7th and 8th natural

frequency, laying close together, only one natural frequency was

found experimentally.

Figure 10 shows that the experimentally obtained vibration modes

are not entirely symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect to the

middle of the bundle. Moreover, significant differences are ob-

served at the lower end of the tube-bundle. These differences can

be caused by the approximations made at both ends of the bundle,

where the vertical tubes pass through the tube-sheets. The achiev-

ed results are however, sufficiently accurate for the response

analysis, so that the element model need not to be refined.

Determination of the damping.

The damping of the tube-bundle, vibrating in the sodium flow, will

consist of:

- structural damping
- hydrodynamic damping.

The structural damping is dependent on the vibration mode and is

determined experimentally for the test-bundle. The values for the

structural damping are given in Table k as fractions of critical

damping for each vibration mode.

The liquid will also exert damping forces or the structure. It can

be shown [i], that the damping force exerted on the tube can be

approximated by:

(3)

where

a = radial force per unit length exerted on the
tube

c' = drag coefficient based on the flow velocity
between the tubes

p = density of fluid (sodium)

d = outside diameter of tube

V = flow velocity between the tubes

u = radial velocity of the tube.

It can be seen that the hydrodynamic damping is a viscous damping

per unit length of the tube.

With expression (3) and the measured drag coefficient the damping

values for each vibration mode were calculated. The damping values

are given in Table h as fractions of the critical damping.

It can be seen that the hydrodynamic damping is particularly im-

portant for the lower natural frequencies and decreases with the

frequency. The structural damping increases with the natural fre-

quency so that the total damping varies only slightly over the

frequency range.

.2.h. Response analysis and results.

For the response analysis of the tube-bundle a few assumptions

have to be made.

(1) The spectra of the flow induced forces on the tubes of the
banks behind the nth bank are identical with the measured
spectrum on the 11th bank.

(2) The fluctuating forces are assumed only correlated over a
length equivalent with the tube length in the experimental
model.

(3) The fluctuating forces on different tubes are fully uncor-
related.

(k) The forcing power spectrum is fairly uniform in the vicinity
of each natural frequency.

With these assumptions, which are all realistic, the rms-value

of the displacement of the tube-bundle can readily be calculated

for each vibration mode.[3]

Table 2 shows the mean-square value for the maximum displacement

of each vibration mode. It is clear that the tube-bundle will vi-

brate mainly with frequencies in the vicinity of the lowest natu-

ral frequencies for vibration in the x- and y-direction. The max-

imum displacement can be expected at half height of the bundle.

The rms-value for the displacement in x-direction at half height

of the bundle appeared to be:

<u> = 0.025 mm

Calculations of the other subbundles showed that the maximum dis-

placements are to be expected for the outer tube-bundle.

It can be concluded that the natural frequencies of the helical

coiled tube-bundle are so low that due to the flow induced fluc-

tuating forces the tube-bundle will show a narrow band random vi-
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Figuur 10 Vibration modes of testbundle
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NATURAL FREQUENCIES, DAMPING AND
CALCULATED VARIANCE OF MAXIMUM

DISPLACEMENT FOR VARIOUS VIBRATION MODES OF A TUBE-BUNDLE

TABLE 3

ratio:
ode

1

2

1*

5

7
8

n Natural
frequency

(Hz)

8.1*68

8.685

16.923

17.303

26.211

26.502

Dimensionless
natural
frequency

V V

0.3996

0,1*099

0,7986

0.8166

1.2370

1.2507

Measured
structural
damping

m

0,0036

0.001*5

0.0036

0.001*5

0.0063

0,0063

Calculated
hydrodynamic
damping

h

0.0099

0,0097

0.0050

0.001*8

0.0032

0.0032

Total
damping

k

0.0135

0,011*2

0.0086

0.0093

0.0095

0.0095

Dimensionless
power spectral

density

fk Ky ( fk }

JC2

X

0.011

0.011

0,022

0.022

0.012

0.012

Variance of
displacement

2 2i
max

5.8UOx1O"10

5.828x1O~10

1,l*09x10~10

1.127x10"10

1.855X1O"11

1.12UX10"11



bration with a frequency that varies slightly about a mean value

correponding to the lowest natural frequency.

The magnitude of the vibrating displacements however, will remain

very small due to the random nature of the flow induced fluctu-

ating forces and the structural and hydrodynamic damping of the

tube-bundle.

3.3. Measurements on prototype (50 MW).

Measurements are carried out on the outside of the outershell by

means of 3 accelerometers. The first was placed at the height of the up-

per tube plate. The second in the middle of the shell. The third on the
Q

lower side of the shell. The measured amplitudes were very small (1O~ m).

The goal of these measurements was loose part detection and leakdetec-

tion.

Other measurements were carried out on 3 tubes. For these measure-

ments the following instrumentation was mounted:

- an accelerometer, mounted on a tube, at the inflow side, at the posi-
tion where the tube turns from vertical into horizontal direction.

Selected is the tube with the largest length between the tube sup-
ports.

- two strain gauges point welded on the tubes.

One gauge was placed beside the accelerometer, the signals could be
compared.

The second gauge was on the sixth row from the top.

The following results were obtained with these measurements:

- The measurements with strain gauges were presented by power spectra.

The highest strain amplitudes are measured with a frequency of 2 Hz

and a peak value of 1.7x10~ which is mainly the influence of flow

fluctuating in the tubes. The amplitudes are very small. With a tem-

perature of 1*00 °C the resulting stress will be 0,3 N/mm .

From the power spectra of the accelerometer followed that the highest

acceleration amplitude is 1.33x10 m/s with TU.3 kHz, and full load

SNR evaporator conditions.

The resulting stresses are negligible.

The calculated response of the entire bundle could not be found,

because the manufacturing process for the prototype causes no clearance

between the different sub-bundles. Consequently no resonance vibrations

can occur.

1*. THE INTERMEDIATE HEATEXCHANGER (IHX)

The sodium-sodium heatexchanger or intermediate heatexchanger (IHX)

is designed to protect the reactor against damage resulting from a steam-

generator accident, for example a sodium/water reaction. Furthermore,

radio-active sodium should be prevented from penetrating into non-radio-

active systems or into the environment.

The system requirements, resulting in a design having vertical

straight tubes and a floating head as shown in Fig. 11. A modular con-

cept was chosen so as be able to meet the requirement for withstanding

high accident pressures.

The primary sodium flows in parallel around the tubes; the second-

ary sodium enters through a central tube and flows upwards through the

tubes. If required, the tube bundle can be lifted out of the shell.
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TABLE k
MAIN DIMENSIONS OF IHX

Tube diameter x wallthickness

Tube length between tube-plates

Number of tubes

Diameter of central tube

Vessel diameter

Overall height

Nozzle diameter

Tube support distance

21 x 1 .It mm

7.6 m

81*6

1I00 mm

1360 mm

12.8 m

300 mm

770 mm

TABLE 5
WORKING DATA OF IHX

Capacity

Primary outlet temperature

Primary inlet temperature

Primary flow

Secondary inlet temperature

Secondary outlet temperature

Secondary flow

Working pressure on primary side

Working pressure on secondary side

85 MWth

375 °C
51*6 °c

392
335
520

562

11

11

.6

.5

.2

.8

kg/s

°C
°C
kg/s

bar

bar.



l t .1 . Measurements on prototype THX.

a) Tube measurements.

Measurements are prepared on tubes, for which h accelerometer units

are developed. Each unit is mounted in a tube before the component

is installed.

The units are fixed on the lowerside of the tubes by means of slid-

ing springs. The units can be moved upwards by pulling on the thin

tubes, mounted on the units and quided through nozzles on the upper

side of the component.

In this way at several places of the tubes can be measured: outlet

region, between 2 tube-supports, at the location of a tube support

and inlet region.

For each location measurements are carried out for several primary

sodium flows: 30, 50 and 100 %.

The measurements will be carried out end 1977.

b) Measurements on inner- and outer shell of the component.

On the innershell accelerometers are mounted to measure the vibra-

tions at upper and lowerside of the innershell in two perpendicular

directions. Also an accelerometer on the lowerside of the outershell

has been placed.

For different sodium flows the vibrations will be measured end 1977.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

(1) It can be concluded that the necessary clearance of the tubes in the

support plate holes of the straight tube steamgenerator may cause

some resonance frequencies. The vibrational amplitudes however will

remain very small, because of the small fluctuating forces, the damp-

ing in the support-grid holes and the hydrodynamic damping. The ex-

periment with -the prototype steamgenerator confirmed the conclusions

based on the theoretical analysis.

(2) The helical-coil steamgenerators have stiff connections between tubes

and support-bars and consequently no local vibrations are to be ex-

pected. It has been shown that in case the various concentric bundles

have some radial clearance, the natural frequencies of the entire

bundle may come within the excitation frequency spectrum, but the

vibration amplitude will remain very small, due to the random nature
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of the excitation forces and the structural and hydrodynamic damping

of the bundle.

(3) The vibrational behaviour of the tubes of the IHX will be determined

experimentally vith the prototype heatexchanger.
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A Review of ANL Base Technology Studies in Support of the U.S. LMFBR

Vibration Program by M. W. Wambsganss, S. S. Chen, T. M. Mulcahy and

Y. S. Shin, United States.

ABSTRACT

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is the center for base technology

studies of flow induced vibration for the U.S. LMFBR Program. This paper

reviews and summarizes published results, reports on the status of ongoing

programs, and discusses future needs as outlined in the U.S. LMFBR Vibrations

Program Plan.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. LMFBR Vibration Program Plan includes three major areas of

activities designated as Base Technology, Applied Technology, and Methods

Evaluation. Very briefly, the objectives of each of these areas of work can

be defined as follows:

Base Technology: To develop new and/or improved methods of analysis and

testing, satisfying technological needs identified by reactors designers/

analysts, and to incorporate these methods into design guides.

Applied Technology: To apply state-of-the-art methods of analysis and

testing in the design development and evaluation of specific reactor

components.

Methods Evaluation: To utilize results from pre-operational and opera-

tional tests of LMFBRs to evaluate analysis and test methods, thereby

leading to validation and/or refinement of design guides.

Applied technology activities have been carried out in support of the

Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) [1] and Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) [2]

Projects. These activities have included design reviews, for the purpose of

identifying potential vibration problem areas, followed by state-of-the-art

analyses and tests of specific components. In attempting to evaluate a

given design using analytical methods, it soon becomes apparent that state-

of-the-art methods, despite a continuing improvement in the understanding of

basic phenomena related to flow induced vibration, are generally inadequate.

Consequently, it has been necessary to rely heavily on development testing,

including feature, scale-model, and prototypic tests. However, testing is

both time-consuming and expensive; it is difficult to make extensive parame-

ter studies; and extrapolation from model tests to the prototype is not well

established. These factors (the inadequacy of state-of-the-art methods of

analysis and the high cost and limitations of testing) point up the need for

studies of a base technology nature designed to advance the state-of-the-art.
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In contrast to the applied technology activities, which are related to

a specific reactor component and necessarily are short-term in duration, base

technology activities include relatively long range studies of a fundamental

nature yielding results that generally have broad application. Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) is the center for base technology studies of flow

induced vibration for the U.S. LMFBR program, having had a formal flow

induced vibration program for over ten years. Based on experience in

attempting to evaluate given designs from the standpoint of flow induced

vibration, areas requiring base technology study have been identified with

consideration first being given to problem areas related to particular design

evaluation technological needs. This paper summarizes published results from

ANL's base technology program, reports on the status of ongoing studies at

ANL, and discusses future work.

SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED PROGRAM RESULTS

At Argonne, base technology studies including analytical, experimental,

and integrated analytical/experimental work, have been carried out in the

following subject areas:

• Parallel-flow-induced vibration

• Vibration and stability of pipes conveying fluid

• Tube/support Interaction

• Vibration of continuous beams on multiple supports

• Vibration of circular cylindrical shells

• Dynamics of coupled shell/fluid systems

• Crossflow-induced vibration of circular cylinders, tube rows, and

tube arrays

• Added mass and fluidelastic coupling in stationary fluids

For each of these subject areas, examples of application, a brief description

of the work scope, and results are summarized in Table 1. Additionally, in

the course of carrying out these studies, literature searches were performed

which have resulted In several review papers [44-47].

ONGOING BASE PROGRAM STUDIES

At ANL, work in several of the subject areas identified above, and

summarized in Table 1, Is continuing along with work in new areas. Subject

areas representing ongoing studies include the following:

• Hydrodynamic Mass of Structures

• Crossflow-induced Vibration of Tube Banks

• Parallel-flow-induced Vibration of Rod Bundles

• Scaling Flow Induced Vibration Phenomena

• Tube/Support Interaction

Status of work in each of these areas is summarized below:

Hydrodynamic Mass of Structures

Many reactor and plant components contain, or are submerged In, a fluid.

The fluid moving with a vibrating structure has an important effect on the

dynamics of the structure, particularly on its natural frequencies. The

effect of the fluid on natural frequencies can be accounted for using the

hydrodynamic mass associated with the structure. Part I of a design guide

has been published to provide formulae, graphs, and computer programs for

calculating the hydrodynamic mass for circular cylindrical structures [33].

The hydrodynamic mass of structures with geometries other than circular

cylinder is currently being studied.

Published experimental data and analytical results are being compiled

for various geometries applicable to reactor system components. Analytical

study is being made In the following two areas:

1. Finite Element Method - Finite element method based on the two-

dimensional potential flow theory will be applied to structures with irregu-

lar geometries.

2. Effect of Fluid Viscosity - The role of fluid viscosity on added

mass matrix and system damping is being investigated.

The results based on the study and published information will be

Incorporated in Part II of the design guide to be published in the future.

Crossflow-induced Vibrations of Tube Banks

Fluid flowing across a tube bank can cause excessive mechanical vibra-

tions either by vortex shedding, fluidelastic instability, acoustoelastic

mechanism, turbulence buffeting, and other excitation mechanisms. Such

vibrations have resulted in failure due to fretting wear, surface fatigue

wear, corrosive wear, and fatigue cracking. The detrimental effects of

crossflow-induced vibration, such as costly plant outages, have been the

motivation for numerous investigations. Although the state-of-the-art of

vibration analysis and testing has advanced significantly in the last decade,

current design procedures for assessment of potential flow-induced vibrations

still are not satisfactory. The objective of the study is to identify the

basic fluid excitation and fluidelastic coupling mechanisms, develop experi-

mentally-validated method of characterizing these mechanisms and the

vibrational characteristics of the tubes as a function of various fluid and

structural parameters.

ANL's studies on these problems are primarily focused on liquid flow.

A series of analytical and experimental studies are being made for tube

banks. One of the major difficulties in characterizing tube-bank response
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is in identifying and quantifying the fluid forces. An analysis based on

two-dimensional potential flow theory has been made to identify the motion-

dependent fluid forces; the results are applicable to closely spaced,

staggered tube banks where flow separation plays an insignificant role. For

the cases in which flow separation is significant, efforts are also being

made to calculate the fluid force for a given vortex pattern.

Experimental investigations are being conducted for a single tube and

two tubes subjected to cross flow. Detailed tube responses are measured and

analyzed. A mechanical excitation is also provided to study the interaction

of mechanical excitation with flow excitation and flow-velocity-dependent

damping.

Based on the potential flow solution, the motion dependent force {F}

can be written as follows:

{F} = [a]{U} + [BHU} + [y]{U} + {G} (1)

where {U} = tube displacement vector, [a] = added mass matrix, [g] = hydro-

dynamic damping matrix, [y] = fluidelastic force matrix, and {G} = steady

fluid force vector. A computer program is available for calculating these

matrices. A mathematical model based on these results is developed for tube

banks. The model can be used to calculate (1) natural frequencies and

natural modes of coupled tube/fluid system, (2) critical flow velocity at

which large oscillations occur, and (3) responses of tube banks to various

types of excitations.

Typical results from single-tube tests are given in Figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 1 shows the response of a single tube subject to crossflow. Tube dis-

placement in the drag direction is significant for 1.5 < V < 5, where V is

reduced flow velocity. The displacement in the lift direction consists of

three parts: vortex-excited, turbulence-excited, and excitation at one-half

of tube frequency in the drag direction. Figure 2 shows the modal damping

ratio as a function of reduced flow velocity. It is clear that modal damping

ratio is an increasing function of flow velocity.

ANL shall continue to conduct a systematic, experimental/analytical

study of the problem. It includes four items:

1. Fluid Forces: Both analytical and experimental studies of fluid

forces acting on tube banks will be continued. A method for measuring the

steady and fluctuating components of fluid force is being developed. The

analytical study will be based on more refined flow theory,

2. Mathematical Model: New theoretical and experimental results of

motion-dependent forces and other flow noises will be incorporated in the

model as soon as it becomes available. The model will also be modified for

application to curved tubes.

3. Experiments on Tube Banks: Experiments on responses of tube banks 214

subjected to liquid flow will be continued. Future tests will include tube

rows, 7-tube banks, and other tube arrays. Helical curved tube banks will

also be tested.

4. Design Guide: Design guides based on the analytical/experimental

study for estimating tube responses will be prepared. Methods of suppressing

detrimental vibration will be recommended.

Parallel-flow-induced Vibrations of Rod Bundles

Parallel-flow-induced vibration of cylindrical rods continues to receive

attention because of the concern of nuclear fuel rod wear due to vibration

in the design of advanced reactors. The main thrust of the work has been

toward the development of prediction methods for fuel rod response under

operating conditions. For a single rod, several semi-empirical correlations

are available to predict rod response. While these expressions are useful in

design to predict rod response within an order of magnitude, current state

of the art Is such that an accurate prediction of vibration amplitude is

difficult without experimental information.

Two types of vibrations are possible for rod bundles: first, the indi-

vidual vibration of each rod, and second, the composite movement of the whole

bundle. The objective of this study is to develop experimentally-validated

mathematical models for predicting rod responses associated with these two

types of motion.

Individual Rod Vibration. The dynamics of rod bundle with single span

has been studied. The effect of fluid is accounted for using the added mass

matrix. It has been shown that the rod motion pattern associated with the

natural modes is the same as the eigenfunctions of added mass matrix. Efforts

are being made to extend the method to multiple-span rods. The concept of

frequency band is utilized in the analysis. Based on this approach, the

natural frequencies of a periodically supported rod bundle consisting of

identical rods can be calculated as follows:

(1) Natural Frequencies of a Periodically Supported Rod in Vacuo -

Various methods are available for calculating the natural frequencies of

continuous rods. Let those frequencies be denoted by n±., where i = 1, 2, 3,

...» and j = 1, 2, 3, ... N (N = number of spans).

(2) Eigenvalues of Added Mass Matrix - Since the added mass matrix is

symmetric, for a group of M rods, there are 2M eigenvalues, which are denoted

by yk, k = 1, 2, 3, ... 2M.

(3) Natural Frequencies of Periodically Supported Rod Bundles - The

natural frequencies of continuous rod bundles are given by
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(2)
1 - 1, 2, 3, ...

j = 1, 2, 3, ... N ,

k = 1, 2, 3, ... 2M .

Corresponding to a single frequency for an isolated rod of single span, there

are 2MN natural frequencies of coupled modes for a group of M rods with N

spans vibrating in a liquid. This information will be used to develop

method of predicting individual rod responses.

Composite Movement of Rod Bundles. The "gross" vibration of the whole

array is important. Since the bundle is submerged in liquid, the effect of

the fluid must be considered. Consider the rigid body motion of the rod

array. Let the displacement components be denoted by Ui and U2 in the x and

y directions respectively (Fig. 3). The hydrodynamic force acting on the

bundle can be divided into two components: F^ and F2;

F '
-pwR C 33 (3)

where R = rod radius, p = fluid density, and m can be obtained from the

added mass matrix for individual rod vibration.

Once the hydrodynamic force is known, the natural frequencies of a rod

bundle vibrating in a liquid can readily be calculated. For example,

consider a group of four rods as shown in Fig. 3 in which the rods are

arranged in a square pattern. Let rod mass = 1.432 kg/m, R = 0.635 cm,

natural frequencies of the rod array in vacuo = 10 Hz and 15 Hz in the x and

y directions respectively. The added mass coefficients are found as follows:

"11 "22 4.04

and

m12 = m 2 1 = 0

The natural frequencies of the rod array vibrating in water become 7.027 Hz

and 10.541 Hz.

The development of mathematical models for parallel-flow-induced vibra-

tion is continued. Future study will include experiments on rod arrays

subjected to liquid flow.

Scaling Flow Induced Vibration Phenomena

Scale modeling procedures employed in U.S. LMFBR testing place most

importance on simulation of the fluidelastic parameter (i.e., reduced

velocity, structural Strouhal number), the relative mass of the structure

and fluid, structural mode shape, and structural damping. As a result, for

testing at a reduced scale, Reynolds number is distorted typically by an t**e

order of magnitude [48].

Normally distortion of Reynolds number can be ignored if high enough

flows are attained so that the viscous effects can be neglected in compari-

sons to the inertia effects. However, each model test has unique require-

ments which should be individually reviewed for potentially important Reynolds

number distortions. During the course of scale model testing of Clinch River

Breeder Reactor components, several potential distortions were identified for

which further investigation was deemed advisable in order to be assured that

they were negligible or can be accounted for by analysis or other data.

The first potential distortion concerns the forces associated with flow

across circular cylinders which are known to depend upon Reynolds number.

However, large ranges of Reynolds numbers have similar flow characteristics

and current practice is to choose flow rates such that the Reynolds number

range from 10^ to 10^ is attained. Although most prototype LMFBR reactors

are in the range from 10-* to 10 , testing In the former range has been

considered [46] to be conservative since the troublesome flow mechanism,

vortex shedding, is stronger in the lower Reynolds number range. However,

this argument is based on data obtained in wind tunnels with almost zero flow

turbulence. More recent data in air [49] shows that in the presence of

turbulence, testing may be effectively in the 105 to 106 range while the

prototype effective range may be 10" to 10 . Such testing may be noncon-

servative, since the vortex shedding is thought to be strong again in the

10 to 10 range whereas it is known, as stated previously, to be weak in

the 105 to 106 range. ANL has designed and is constructing presently a test

section for the Flow Induced Vibration Test Facility (water) which will

enable production of controlled amounts of turbulence (2 - 15% turbulence

intensity). The effects of different scale and turbulence intensity on the

vortex shedding phenomenon and lift and drag forces will be measured in the

Reynolds number range 10^ to 10 .

A second area requiring further understanding is the scaling require-

ments for the narrow fluid filled annular gaps between cylindrical components

which occur in reactor design to allow for thermal expansion. Often the gaps

are quite small to limit the beam motion and usually only occur over a

relatively short length compared to the length of the component. Compared to

the gap size, the length of the annular gap usually is relatively large.

Classical lubrication theory is not valid for analysis because of the

vibratory nature of the body; however, some linearized (infinitesimal fluid

motion) analyses have been made which include both viscosity and inertia



effects [32]. They indicate for infinitely long annular regions and line-

arized fluid motion that if present scale modeling practices are followed,

then fluid damping is distorted such that more damping occurs in the model

than in the prototype - a distortion in the wrong direction.

In order to test the validity of current scaling practices a bench test

is being performed at different scales for a simple beam geometry and fluid

gap, see Fig. 4, which has many of the characteristics of reactor components:

beam motion at relatively low frequencies, 0 - 50 Hz; relatively small

annular fluid gaps, 0.25 - 1.5 mm, compared to cylinder diameter, 25 mm; and

a finite length annular gap, 12 - 24 mm. Damping is expected to be distorted,

but not as much as per theory, because of the finite length of the annular

gap and the finite fluid velocities. A structure/fluid interaction computer

code is planned for development based on the theory and experiments which

will enable prediction of natural frequency and fluid damping of beam type

reactor components having finite length annular gaps.

The last area of potential distortion under consideration concerns the

Reynolds number sensitivity of the separation and reattachment of boundary

layers. A perfect example is afforded by the CRBR Instrument Post, Fig. 5.

The flow obviously is going to separate at the discontinuity in the slope of

the fin. The question remains as to whether the reattachment point changes

with Reynolds number. In particular, does the separation point ever approach

the trailing edge where the possibility for a flow instability exists. This

question is being investigated for a single CRBR nozzle for which Reynolds

number distortions of only 2 occur, instead of 10 as in model testing. Both

flow visualization (hydrogen bubbles) and laser doppler anemometry are being

investigated as possible tools for use in analyzing the flow behavior.

Tube/Support Interaction

Flow-induced tube vibrations in heat exchangers have resulted in tube

failures in operating heat exchangers which, in turn, have resulted in

extended and costly plant outages. To avoid detrimental tube vibration in

heat exchangers, resonant conditions and instabilities must be avoided and/or

peak dynamic response amplitudes must not exceed allowable limits. The

determination of tube vibrational characteristics and response is an

important "first step" in any vibration analysis. However, in attempting a

theoretical analysis, questions arise as to the effects of tube-support

conditions on dynamic response.

An experimental study to evaluate the effects of tube orientation

(horizontal/vertical), tube/support misalignment, fluid medium (air/water),

tube/support-hole clearance, support thickness, exciting force amplitude and

support spacing on the tube vibrational characteristics (resonant frequen-

cies, mode shapes, and damping) and response amplitudes has been performed

and reported [22]. The experiments were performed using a Croloy (2-1/4% Cr -

1% Mo) tube multiply supported by seven stainless steel plates and a

simulated tubesheet. The tube and supports were prototypic, the tube spans

nearly prototypic, and the overall length approximately one-third that of a

straight tube segment of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) steam

generator. (See Figs, 6 and 7 for schematics of the test set-up.) Thirteen

different tests were performed as indicated in Table 2. Among other things,

the results showed that the effects of tube/support conditions on natural

frequency are minimal. Consequently, analytically computed frequencies,

assuming a continuous beam on "knife-edge" supports, are a satisfactory

representation.

This task activity is continuing with an effort to predict impact forces

and damping for a tube vibrating with tube/support impacting. A finite

element method is employed with a non-linear elastic contact spring-dashpot

to model the effect of the relative approach between the tube and the baffle

plate. It is assumed that the tube strikes the annulus uniformly over the

contact area. This assumption is reasonable as long as the baffle spacing is

much larger than the baffle thickness. The coupled equations of motion are

directly integrated using a central difference method with proportional

system damping represented by a linear combination of mass and stiffness.

The experiments were performed using a 39-inch long Croloy (2-1/4% Cr -

1% Mo) tube with a baffle plate at the center. The numerical results are

in reasonably good agreement with those of the experiments.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The U.S. LMFBR Vibration Program Plan identifies the following task

areas:

• Analytical Methods Development

• Scaling, Similitude and Extrapolation

• Non-nuclear Development Testing (Water and Sodium)

• Failure Modes

• Reactor Acceptance Testing and Monitoring

• Design Guidelines and Acceptability Criteria

Each of these task areas is briefly discussed below.

Analytical Methods Development

The goal of this task is to develop analytical prediction methods for

flow induced vibration. This task involves both structural and fluid



modeling, fluid/structure interaction, and characterization of fluid forcing

functions. Knowledge of vibrational characteristics such as natural fre-

quencies, mode shapes, and damping is basic to any vibration analysis. As

such, there is a need for continued emphasis on the development of under-

standings of fluid/structure coupling as it relates to added mass, damping,

coupled modes, and fluidelastic response. The development of methods for

quantifying fluid forcing functions remains a problem of utmost importance.

However, because of the complexities associated with many flow fields,

consideration should also be given to the development of bounding methods,

for example, as related to the response to turbulence excitation. Methods

for predicting flow distribution (velocities) and turbulence parameters

(scale, intensity) are also required.

Scaling, Similitude, and Extrapolation

The goal of this task is to develop the technology for extrapolating

reactor behavior from scale model and ex-reactor tests. Primarily because

of the prohibitively high cost of prototypic reactor tests, it is often

necessary to resort to scale model testing. Damping and the simulation of

boundary conditions present their usual problem with regard to scaling.

Additionally, in scaling flow-induced vibration phenomena, one is faced with

the problem of not being able to simultaneously simulate both Reynolds and

Strouhal numbers. Consequently, Reynolds number is distorted. The effect

of this distortion is of primary concern as discussed above; continued study

in this area is required.

Non-nuclear Development Testing

The goal of this task is to develop methods to improve the ability to

represent reactor and plant component vibration response through non-nuclear

testing. Such testing includes prototypic, scaled, and feature testing,

conducted in both water and sodium. There exists the need to develop guide-

lines for (1) water quality or sodium purity requirements for test loops;

(2) instrumentation, including the selection of transducers and their

locations; (3) data acquisition and processing; and (4) cleaning and re-

qualifying plant test articles that will see subsequent sodium and/or reactor

service. There is also a need for the development of correlations between

observed damage in water or isothermal sodium loop testing and that expected

in reactor service.

Failure Modes

The goal of this task area is to develop relationships between

vibration behavior and either material damage or functional limits. One area

requiring investigation relates to high-cycle fatigue under random loadings

typical of many flow induced excitations. Impacting damage and the relation-

ships between impact velocity and wear is another area. A third area

involves the use of results from vibration analyses and tests to define the

input motion to fatigue and wear tests.

Reactor Acceptance Testing and Monitoring

The goal of this task is to develop reliable methods of measuring

vibration response in operating reactors. This requires the development of

high temperature vibration transducers. A further requirement is development

of remote sensing methods including transfer function concepts, noise

analyses, and loose parts monitoring.

Design Guidelines and Acceptability Criteria

The goal of this task is to develop analytical guidelines and accepta-

bility criteria to be used for designing LMFBRs. The development of design

guides is the ultimate objective of the LMFBR Vibration Program. Such guides

would take the form of design and testing handbooks and cover the following

topical areas: (1) Analytical methods, (2) Modeling requirements for non-

nuclear tests, (3) Functional limits, (4) Material damage, and (4) Design

criteria.

In summary, the majority of the base technology studies performed at

ANL to date have been in support of the development of analytical methods;

several have led to the publication of design guides. More recent studies

are in the area of scale model testing and will contribute to the design of

and application of results from non-nuclear development testing.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED RESULTS FROM U.S. LMFBR VIBRATIONS BASE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM AT ANL (1967-1977)

SUBJECT

Parallel-Flow-
Induced Vibration

Vibration and
Stability of
Pipes Conveying
Fluid

Tube/Support
Interaction

APPLICATION

• Fuel pins, control
rods, heat exchanger
tubes, and similar
components subjected
to axial flows

• Heat exchanger tubes,
piping systems, and
other cylindrical
structures conveying
fluid

• Heat exchanger tubes,
fuel pins, control
rods, and similar
components subjected
to component/support
interaction

WORK SCOPE

• Experimental study of a
single rod to develop
understanding of fluid/
structure dynamics and
excitation mechanisms

• Mathematical modeling
of response, guided and
verified by experimen-
tal results

* Analytical evaluation
of fluid/structure
coupling in rod bundles

• Analytical study to
understand the effects
of fluid flows on pipe
response: straight pipes
containing steady and
pulsating flows; curved
pipes containing steady
flow

* Analytical/experimental
studies of a force-
excited single span
beam with motion-
limiting stops

RESULTS

• Measurements of vibrational charac-
teristics (natural frequencies and
damping) and response as a function
of mean axial flow velocity [3,4,6,7]

• Measurement and characterization of
turbulent pressure fluctuations on rod
surface [5,6,7]

• Mathematical model for response to
convecting random pressure field [4,7]

• Design guide for estimating rms response
of rod to axial flow [6]

• Analysis method for evaluating fluid/
structure coupling in rod bundles [8]

• Natural frequencies of pipes decrease
with flow velocity [9,10,12,14,16]

• Pipes conveying fluid may lose stability
by buckling, flutter, and parametric
resonance [9-11,13,14,16]

* Natural frequencies and critical flow
velocities of out-of-plane motion for
curved pipes are lower than those for
in-plane motion [12-14]

• In most system components, the effect
of fluid flows is small in practical
flow velocity range

• Mathematical model of a force-excited
simply-supported beam with motion-
limiting stops and design guidance
based on analytical results [17-19]
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED RESULTS FROM U.S. LMFBR VIBRATIONS BASE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM AT ANL (1967-1977)
(Contd.)

SUBJECT

Vibration of
Continuous Beams
on Multiple
Supports

Vibrations of
Circular Cylin-
drical Shells

APPLICATION

" Heat exchanger tubes,
piping systems, fuel
pins, and other
cylindrical structures
on multiple supports

• Thermal liner, heat
exchanger shell, and
other thin circular
cylinder components

WORK SCOPE

• Numerical/experimental
studies of a single
tube with multiple
motion-limiting sup-
ports to evaluate the
effects of tube orien-
tation, tube/support
misalignment, fluid
medium, tube/support
hole clearance, sup-
port thickness, exciting
force amplitude, and
support spacing on the
tube vibrational
characteristics (reso-
nant frequencies, modes,
damping) and response
amplitude

* Analytical study of
free vibration of
straight and curved
beams on multiple
supports

• Analytical formulation
of exact frequency
equation for any shell
boundary condition

• Comparison of numerical
results with other
analytical methods and
experimental results

RESULTS

• Numerical/experimental investigation of
basic dynamic behavior of a cantilevered
beam with motion-limiting stops at the
free end [20,21]

« Experimental investigation of a force-
excited multi-span tube to determine
the effect of tube/support interaction
on tube dynamic behavior [22]

• There exist propagation and stopping
bands in a periodically supported beam;
all natural frequencies are in propa-
gation bands [23,24]

' Design guide for calculating natural
frequencies of continuous beams on
equally-spaced supports, [25]

' Development of an exact analytical
method for the free vibration problem
of thin circular cylindrical shells
in vacuo [26]

• Comparison of analytical results with
those from experimental study of the
in-air modal characteristics of the
thermal liner of FTR [26-28]
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED RESULTS FROM U.S. LMFBR VIBRATIONS BASE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM AT ANL (1967-1977)

(Contd.)

SUBJECT

Dynamics of
Coupled Shell/
Fluid Systems

Crossflow Induced
Vibrations of
Circular Cylin-
ders, Tube Rows,
and Tube Arrays

Added mass and
Fluidelastic
Coupling in
Stationary Fluids

APPLICATION

* Thermal liners, heat
exchanger shells, and
other thin cylindrical
shell structures

* Heat exchanger tubes,
control rod shroud
tubes, instrumentation
guide tubes, and simi-
lar cylindrical compo-
nents subject to
crossflow

* Fuel pins, heat ex-
changer tubes, control
rods, and other simi-
lar components
submerged in a liquid

WORK SCOPE

* Analytical study of
circular cylindrical
shells conveying fluid

* Analytical evaluation
of mass effect and vis-
cous damping of coupled
shell systems

" One-sixteenth scale
model test of thermal
liner to determine
natural frequencies
and damping

* Comparison of analyti-
cal, numerical, and
experimental results,
including finiter-
element modeling of
shells and fluid

• Experimental investiga-
tion of fluid/structure
interaction of elasti-
cally mounted single
cylinders and a single
row of five cylinders
exposed to crossflow of
water

• Analytical study of
coupled tube/fluid
vibrations

• Experimental study to
measure natural fre-
quencies, mode shapes,
damping, and tube
responses

' Mathematical modeling
of crossflow-induced
vibration of tube
banks

RESULTS

' Analytical and experimental study of
the modal characteristics of the thermal
liner of FTR [26-28]

• Effects of fluid flows on shell
responses [29,30]

• Analytical method for evaluating added
mass and damping in shell systems
[31,32], including viscous effects [32]

* Design guide for calculating added mass
of cylindrical structures [33]

• Measurements of vibration response as
a function of mean flow velocity for
different natural frequencies and
spacing of cylinders in a row

• Observed large lift direction excita-
tion of single cylinders at expected
flow velocities [34]

• Measurements of critical flow velocity
above which lift direction impacting
of cylinders in a row becomes incipient

• Mathematical models for the response of
single cylinders [35] and tube rows
[36] to crossflow

• A computer program for calculating the
hydrodynamic force coefficients [8,41]

• Measurements of natural frequencies,
damping, and responses of tube banks
[42,43]

• Analysis method for coupled vibration
of tube bundles [37-41]
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Fig. 1. Tube displacements
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Fig. 4. Cantilevered end mass with surrounding
fluid filled annular gap

Fig. 5.

CRBR Instrument Post
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FLOW NOZZLES
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r i
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Fig. 6. Tube/support interaction
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BRASS BLOCK
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Fig. 7. Test model configuration



The Investigation of Added Masses and Damping Factors for Vibrations of

Tube and Tube Bundles in Fluid by V. F. Sinyavskii, V. S. Fedotovskii

and A. B. Kukhtin, USSR.

The vibrations of single cylinders in fluid being surroun-

ded by the solid walls of different form as well as the bundles

of cylindric rods have been considered in this report.

It has been proposed a model of the hydrodynaraic damping

of vibrations and the analytic solution of a problem concerning

the damping of cylinder vibrations in fluid surrounded by a

concentric shell. It has been shown the influence of fluid vis-

cosity and vibration frequency on a value of the fluid added

mass and the damping factor of vibrations.

For the cylinder being vibrated near the boundaries of a

special type (for example, a flat wall, a plane gap) and for

the cophased vibrations of some triangular and square packed

rod bundles there have been carried out the calculations for

the added masses and the damping factors by an electrodynamic

analogy method.

The calculational results are compared with the available

experimental data. A satisfactory agreement between the experi-

mental data and the calculational results indicates the possi-

bility for practical using the suggested procedure and the cal-

culational formulae for determining the natural frequencies

and the damping factors of vibrations for elastic cylindrical

elements in different fluids.

For calculating the natural frequencies and the amplitudes

of elastic element vibrations in fluid, for example, the cylin-

dric fule elements in a nuclear reactor or the tubes of a heat

exchanger, it is necessary to know a value of the fluid added

mass and the damping force. 224

In a number of the works v1'^' it has been shown that the

vibration frequiences of constructive elements within the coolant

flows in case of the practicable ranges of velocities are close

to the natural frequencies of vibrations in stationary fluid and

are not dependent upon the velocity of fluid flow. This fact

allows to determine the added mass values for evaluating the

frequency characteristics, of vibration in some flows obtained

in the experiments in stationary fluid.

The damping°vibrations in turbulent flow depends upon the

fluid velocity. Its value, as some experiments show, increases

with the growth of a velocity ' 2 / . The damping forces for

stationary fluid have minimum quantities. However, the damping

being even existed in stationary fluid can considerably exceed

the constructive damping \.3)

As it has been shown by the experiments ^ ' the fluid vis-

cosity has a considerable influence upon the added mass quanti-

ty and the vibration damping. Moreover, these characteristics

are strongly dependent upon the positioning of the fixed boun- |

daries and the adjacent vibratory elements that surround the

cylinder.

We consider the vibrations of a cylinder of radius a

within the cavity filled up of incompressible fluid and being

confined by a concentric shell of radius 0 • If the amplitude

of cylinder vibrations is considerably less than its radius

and a magnitude of the gap between the cylinder and the shell,

then the occuring movement of fluid will possess a nonstalling

character.

X
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When the Reynolds number Re = llcS./̂  » i,

then the thin vibrational boundary layers are formed on the sur-

face of vibrating cylinder and on the shell that surrounds this

one.

It is believed that the influence of fluid viscosity will

appear only in the boundary layers and beyond these layers the

fluid movement will be potential.

At the small thickness of boundary layers the fluid move-

ment in those ones one may consider as a plane one and the tan-

gential velocity field may "be taken the same as for the boundary

layer originating at the vibrating flat plate. It has been known

that at vibrating the infinite flat plate according to the har-

monic law in a direction of its plane the velocity field in the

coordinate system associated with this plate takes the form^'

U(y,t) - U.[costot-exp(-^)cos(J-&)t)], (1)
where 6> —1/2.^/(1) is the characteristic thickness of a vibrating

boundary layer, CO is the cyclic frequency; •y is the distance

up to a plate.

Taking into consideration that the added mass is determined

by a fluid kinetic energy one can obtain an average value of the

energy loss thickness T per one vibration period A from the

condition:

0 0

Integrating (2), we obtain:

when A = -, (3)

vibrating the cylinder surrounded by a fixed concentric shell

we shall regard that some fluid, within the boundary layeTS is

braked and it does not take part in vibrational movement on the

fixed shell. On the surfaces of vibrating cylinder fluid in the

A layer moves as a solid body having a kinetic energy of

E = JipaAUZ(t)

Thus for calculating the added mass it should be computed

a fluid energy in the "b-A>l*> & + A gap and to it must be ad-

ded the fluid energy in boundary layer on the surface of vibra-

ting cylinder

225

m

here

er fl

= 2pS,L 0,0,
U2cosa00t

(5)

(6)

are the radial and tangential components of the velocity of a

potential flow in the gap.

Performing the integration, we obtain

m -flpfr+Ayfr^f+ft"*)* + KpaA (7)
"v ; (b-Af-Ca+A)* r

At A -» 0 the formula (7) transforms into the Stokes1 formula^:

m = m |L±b
b3-a2 (8)

where TT1O = Jtpa
2 is the cylinder added mass in the infi-

nite volume of ideal fluid.

In case of the cylinder vibrating in the infinite volume

of viscous fluid (b -*" °°) the expression for an added mass

will be of the following form:

!£(!)'] (9)
Now we consider the problem on a hydrodynamic damping of



the cylinder vibrations. The hydrodynamic damping factor is con-

veniently defined in terms of the velocity of energy dissipation

in fluid. The mean velocity of energy dissipation per a vibration

period is equal:

2dt, (10)

from this it follows that

4 = 2(dE/dt)

U (11)

The velocity of energy dissipation in viscous fluid is expressed

by the formula (6)

ft" (12)

where 11 is the velocity field in fluid occuring at the cylinder

vibrations; H is the direction of the outer normal to the

streamlined surface. The first integral in Eq.(i2) gives the

velocity of energy dissipation in the boundary layer region and

the second one gives it in the potential flow-around region. The

third integral in virtue of the condition of fluid adhesion on a

solid surface is equal to zero. The calculations show that in the

thin boundary layers the velocity of energy dissipations in the

potential flow-around region is negligible as compared to the

energy dissipation in the boundary layer.

Prom the first integral it follows that with due regard for

Eq(i) the mean velocity of energy dissipation per unit surface

for the plane boundary layer is equal to:

where
dE _ j" u»
dt z

(13)

is the local amplitude value of fluid velocity beyond

the boundary layer in a system connected with the fixed surface. 226

For the concentric shell surrounding the cylinder being vib-

rated, the amplitude value of relative velocity is approximately

equal to the amplitude value of a tangential velocity component

(6) at P^b for the potential fluid movement at A = 0 •

ue(b,e,o) = (U)

For calculating the velocity of energy dissipation in the boun-

dary layer over a cylinder being vibrated it should be taken the

velocity in a coordinate system associated with a cylinder as the

amplitude velocity.

U9(a,0,O) = (15)

Substituting Eqs.(i4), (15) in Eq. (13) and performing the integ-

ration over the surfaces of a cylinder and a shell, we obtain:

(17)

dt ~ 8 L(b2-a2)2

So, from Eq. (11) we have:

L(b*-aT
In case of the cylinder vibrating in the infinite volume

of fluid the damping factor, d5, « , became equal to 4JtjVt<l/o ,

this coincides with the result in *•'' . Thus the multiplier

enclosed in the square brackets in Eq. (17) characterizes the

influence of gap magnitude on the damping factor of vibrations

(18)

For a number of the practical problems the determination of

dynamic characteristics of the elastic cylindric elements sur-



rounded 'by the walls of arbitrary shape or the bundles of similar

elements at different relative intervals between them ia of

some interest.

Taking into consideration some serious mathematical diffi-

culties of an analytical solution of such problems in this case

for determination of the added masses and the damping factors

it can be used an electrohydrodynamic analogy method. (EHAIi).

The added mass in ideal fluid approximation is calculated

from the following formula:

m = (19)

where

(̂  is the hydrodynamic potential on a surface of the cy-

linder moving with the velocity U ; II is the normal to its

surface.

When operating on the electroconductive paper it is conve-

nient to use the EHAM method for a transformed problem, i.e.,

the problem of a flow - around of the cylinder or the bundle

of cylinders by the potential flow. In this case (ty corresponds

to a potential conditioned by the movement of a cylinder or

some cylinders in stationary fluid.

Using the analogy

J tujdro ~~ 7 electric

and having written the boundary conditions on the cylinder sur-

face in the form

we obtain from Sq. (19) a ratio of the added mass of the cylinder

moving in the flat gap or one of the cylinders in the bundle to

the added mass of the cylinder moving in the infinite volume of

ideal fluid.

m 2
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2fi

m0 16510. -I, (20)

where 1= 2hj is the current; "h is the half-width of an electro-

conductive paper sheet; j is the current density; & is the

specific electric resistance of a paper; 21 is theradius of a

cutted circle.

For calculating a damping factor it has been used the ratio

(13) for the mean velocity of energy dissipation in the boundary

layer, and as 11* , it has been used the local velocity on the

surfaces surrounding the cylinder.

(21)

where

1 is the direction along the fixed surfaces.

The tangential velocity with respect to an element of the mo-

ving cylinder surface is equal:

iff (22)

Substituting Eqs.(2i) and (22) into Eq. (13) and integrating with

respect to surfaces of the moving cylinder and surrounding sur-

faces, we obtain from Eq.(11) the formula for calculating a dam-

ping factor for the cylinder vibrating in a flat gap.
art

1 (23)

In case of the cylinders vibrating in the neighbourhood of the

wall in Eq.(23) a multiplier interposed before the second integral



is equal to unity.

The experimental investigations of the added masses and the

vibration damping factors were accomplished on the single cylind-

ric tubes and the rods executing small bending vibrations. In

these experiments there have been measured the frequencies of the

natural vibrations and the logarithmic decrements in the process

of cylinder vibrations in air, water, acetone, mercury and the

aqueous solutions of glycerine so that to- cover the complete

range of coolants being applied in practice with respect to vis-

cosity and density of fluid. For conducting these tests the three

experimental sections of round cross-section and the one experi-

mental section of rectangular cross-section with a variable dis-

tance between the two walls have been used.

In the first three sections the tubes and the rods made the

bending vibrations when employing the end gripping of two kinds

(a console and a fixed-hinged one) in case of changing the "b/a

ratio from 1.04 to 7 .The relative length of a tube

was over 40 . Then the influence of the end effects on the inves-

tigated characteristics can be neglected ^8 '

The height of the experimental section with a rectangular

cross-section of 76 x 85 amounted to 495 mm. Inside of the chan-

nel on both sides from the investigated tube i t was mounted a

pair of moving plates which could be transferred and installed

on a required distance from the tube. At the top of this channel

i t was mounted a rotating device with a string allowing to fix

the plane of tube vibration. Therefore, besides the free vibra-

tions in the arbitrary planes in these tests the tubes could

execute some bending vibrations in the strongly fixed directions.

In these tests the tubes were of 8.0 mm and 12.0 mm in outer di-

ameter. The relative length of these tubes ltube/a w a s o v e r 8 0 * 228

The added mass was calculated with the known fainaula:

(24)

where (Oair a n d ̂ uq a r e 't*ie frequencies of the tube vibrating

in air and liquid, respectively; M ^ e is the tube mass per unit

length. According to the oscillograms obtained the values of a

logarithmic decrement of vibrations have been defined as:

where

6fe is the logarithmic decrement of the tube vibrating in

air that characterizes a constructive damping. In case of the

free vibrations while the damping force is proportional to the

first power of the velocity, the damping factor of vibrations

B-, is associated with the logarithmic decrement by means of

the following expression:

M t u b e ) (26)

The experiments have showed that in case of the tubes vibrating

in "infinite" volumes of fluids (b/a=7) the added mass is rapid-

ly growing with increase in a relative thickness of the boundary

layer.

As is seen from the fig.1 the formula (9) describes satis-

factory increase in the added mass with growing in the y^L/fi,

parameter in a range of the vibration frequencies and fluid vis-

cosities being investigated, while this has been obtained under

the assumption of a thin boundary layer.



A hydrodynamic damping of vibrations is also depended upon

the fluid viscosity and the cylinder vibration frequency. Fig.2

demonstrates the experimental results for dimensionless dam-

ping factor from the ~y^- / 3. parameter.

In a range of the large parameter values the experimental

results are adequately approximated by the formula

a= 9,4 (27)

differed from the formula (17) at b - °° by a constant multipli-

er. A large spread of the experimental results at the small

magnitudes of the I~\IJT/& < 0,l) parameter is apparently

connected with both the commensurability of a hydrodynamic and

constructive damping and the adopted methods of an experimental

results treatment.

In case of the cylinder vibrating in a concentric shell the

added mass and the damping factor of vibrations are significant-
UT Ily depended not only on the \\=2L/a, parameter but also on the value

V 00/
of a gap between the cylinder and the shell (figs. 3,4). The

experimental data on the added mass ratios for the cylinder vib-

rating in a concentric shell and in an infinite fluid are fell

out, on average, by 2O9& below the Wambsgans's and Chen's design

relationship, £ , / 4 « ' 9 ' a n d "fcne Stokes* theoretical one

for ideal fluid ( 8 ) . When treating the experimental results

on the vibration damping as a function of h/o, ,the damping fac-

tor of vibrations, £-, <» , is calculated from the semiempirical

formula (27). As will be apparent from the fig.4 the formula (18)

describes the experimental results satisfactory.

In the experimental section of a rectangular cross-section

there have been obtained the adedd masses and the damping fac-

tors of vibrations when the cylinder is equally spaced from both

the walls (the vibration proceeds within a plane gap) and when

one of the walls is spaced at a distance of l̂ o > 33/ , while the

influence of this wall on the characteristics investigated is not

appeared substantially (the vibration proceeds near a plane wall).

An analysis of the obtained results presented in figs. 5,6 in

terms of m/m«> and ,£>/<!•«> from TJ0/a. shows that the added mass

and the damping factor are substantially dependent not only on the

shape of bounding surfaces but also on the direction of vibrations

As would be expected the minimum quantities of the added mass

and the damping factors of vibrations have been obtained at the

cylinder vibrating in the neighbourhood of the plane wall. In

this case in an investigated range of the relative distance

change, 1^ / £L , the experimental data on the added masses

and the damping factors, when the direction of vibrations is

parallel or normal relative to the wall are close in values.

As may be seen from the figures there is a satisfactory agreement

between the experimental and the theoretical results.

It is interesting to note that as the distance between the

cylinder and the wall is decreased the design values of T!l/vClM

tend to some limiting values and amount to -̂  2.5 at 1&0/Q, - 0

this is consistent with the theoretical data obtained in (*°)

Note the character of changing a damping factor in this

case. As the distance between the cylinder and the wall is de-

creased, at vibrations being parallel to the wall, the value

of £,/£,„, increases to 4.1 at "U0/a =0.045 and, when contac-

ting with the surface, it became equal to ~1 .4 . It is associ-

ated with a sharp change of the cylinder flow-around character.

When the cylinder and the plane surface are in contact, then in



the neighbourhood of the contact point the stagnant zones are

occured in which the energy dissipation is very small. Apparent-

ly, it should be considered that as the cylinder is approaching

the surface a damping will increase until coupling between the

boundary layers of a cylinder and the plane wall will occur ,

whereupon the ratio of £,/£, «> should decrease.

Unlike the case of the cylinder vibrating near by one wall,

in case of the cylinder vibrating in a plane gap the ratios of

m/moc and ^>/£>oo are depended upon the direction of

vibrations. At Mc/& ~* 0 for the case of vibrating along the

walls the added masstends to infinity. The damping factor at

•yo/a. -» 0 for the longitudinal and transverse direction of

vibrations tends to infinity.

It is interesting to note that in case of the cylinder vib-

rating in an arbitrary plane when the direction of vibrations

is not given the values of TH/THOO and £,/£« are close

to the appropriate ones obtained in case of vibrating in the

direction being perpendicular to the wall, i . e . , the minimum
t

quantities of the added mass and the damping factor of vibra-

tions.

As is seen from the fig.5 in case of the cylinder vibrating

in the direction parallel to the walls the experimental results

on the ratio of Tn/lTloo are about 35$ below the appropriate de-

sign values. Similarly to the case of vibrating along the single

plate this is apparently associated with the bending shape of

vibrations ignored in the calculations.

When the values of "yo/
a a r e equal, the added masses

and the damping factors for the cases of the cylinder vibrating

near the single plate, within the flat gap, and in the concent-

ric shell are substantially differed (figs. 5,6). When the va- 230

lues of ~tyo/&
 a r e anall the added masses and the damping fac-

tors can be differed by the order of magnitude and more.

Of large practical interest is the determination of the

added masses and the damping factors for the bundles of rods.

The authors of this paper have carried out the calculations

of these characteristics for cophasal vibrations of the trigo-

nal and tetragonal packed rods bundles with the help of a hydro-

dynamic analogy method (SHAM) using the formulae (20) and (23).

The figs. 7,8 represents the calculation results, the di-

agrams of these rods arranging within a bundle, and the direc-

tion of vibrations for each case.

The greatest values of the added masses and the damping

factors have been obtained for the case of the trigonal packed

rods bundle when a plane of the vibrations is directed along

the bisectrix of a triangle angle formed by the centres of

these rods.

The added masses and the damping factors for the trigonal

and tetragonal packed rods are strongly distinguished in case

of the small values of \/& • T h i s i s mainly associated with

a different restraint of these bundles. The differentiation of

the added masses and the damping factors for various planes of

vibrations of the similar bundles is conditioned by the diffe-

rence in distributing some velocities around the cylinders.

It should be noted that the dependencies of Tn/]T1 w and £,/£,„

upon a relative pitch for the bundles of rods as well as the

similar dependencies for the cylinder vibrating in the plane gap

near a wall and in the concentric shell are satisfactory appro-

ximated with the use of the power expressions in the form



(28)

(29)

The values for factors A,k,B and fl are presented in

the Table I.

Unlike a case of the cylinder vibrating near a plane wall

or within a plane gap as to the bundle of rods being cophasal

vibrated in fluid within a certain range of ~tyo/& ^ i s o f

importance to consider the model of equivalent cells, i.e., to

reduce the problem of determining the added mass and the damping

factor from an appropriate formulae to the equivalent circular

gap problem. The approximate method of calculating an added mass

from the model of equivalent (over an area) cells was proposed

in the work \"l . in this work the experimental data for

the multiserial packets of the tetragonal packed rods are given.

An added mass for the bundles of rods is calculated from

the Stokes' formula (8) where as a radius of the surrounding

shell should be taken the value of \) being equal:

(30)

(31)

for the trigonal and tetragonal packed rods

As is seen from the fig.7 the calculational results for the ad-

ded masses of the rod bundles from the Stokes1 formula and ap-

propriate relations of (30) and (31) are sufficiently consistent

with the results obtained by the EHAM method in a range of

> 0,1 and y,/a y 0,2 for the trigonal and tetragonal

packing rods, respectively. In the more close bundles the

calculation performed by the equivalent cells model underesti-

mates the added mass values significantly. In these cases a

calculation should be carried out from the formula (28). In the

same manner, when using an equivalent cells model, it can be

obtained the formula for calculating the damping factor. Because

of lack of solid walls on the external boundaries of cells sur-

rounding each cylinder and, respectively, the boundary layers

do not occur, thereupon, when replacing the appropriate cell fey

the equivalent circular cell it should be considered the energy

dissipation only on the surface of the cylinder vibrated. In

this case the damping factor will take the form

231

(32)
( 3 2 )

It is seen from fig.8 that the formula (32) describes satisfac-

tory the results of calculation by the EHA11 method up to

•y / a > 0,1 and "y /a > 0,2 for the trigonal and tetragonal

packing of the rods, respectively. For the more close bundles

it should be used the formula (29).
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TABLE I THE VALUES OF FACTORS IN THE FORMULAE OF (28) AND (29)

Boundary shape

Concentric shell

Plane gap

Trigonal pack-
age of rods

Tetragonal
package of
rods

Direction of vib-
rations

Parallel to
walls

Perpendicular to
walls

Mong bisectrix

Along side

Along bisectrix

Along side

A

1

o.9

1.14

0.30

1.18

1.18

0.93

1.04

k

-1

-1

-0.64

-0.60

-0.79

-0.71

-0.69

-0.70

B

0.5

0.65

1.30

0.77

0.58

0.74

0.58

0.64

n

-2

-1.95

-1.24

-0.83

-1.60

-1.35

-1.35

-1.35

Field of application

Limiting values at J£?-.Oa
In a range of
0.01 < Va, < 0.1*0.2

Calculation
0.01 < •y./a < 0.1-J0.2

Experiment

o.i < -y./a < o.6

o.oi < y*/a < o.i-io.2

0.01 < H'M < 0.U0.2
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Pig.1. The dependence of
dimensionless added masses on the -^z-O/co'/a para-
meter for single tubes vibrating in "infinite" vo-
lumes of fluids.
1 - calculation from the formula (9)
o - experimental data belonging to authors.

Fig.3. The dependence of
dimensionless added masses of tubes in annular
channel on the b/a ratio.
1 - calculation from the formula (8) and data

o - experimental data belonging to authors (3).
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pig«2. The dependence of
damping factors on the fe$/uo / a parameter for
single tubes vibrating in "infinite" volumes.
1 - calculation from the formula (17),
2 - calculation from the formula ^27;,
o - experimental data belonging to authors.

g*4. The dependence of
dimensionless damping factors of tubes in annular
channel on the b/a ratio.
1- calculation from the formula (18),
o - experimental data belonging to authors.



"Mo.

The dependence
when vibrating tubes

Fig.b.
of added masses on y/
near different boundaries.
1 - calculation from the formula (8)
2,3,4 - calculation performed by the EKAM method;
5,6 - approximation of experimental data belonging
to authors.

The dependence
when vibrating tubes

Pig.6.
of damping factors on Vo/3-
near different boundaries.
1 - calculation from the formula (18);
2,3 - calculation by the EHAM method;
4 - approximation of data belonging to authors. In
figs.5 and 6 the shaded regions present experimen-
tal data of authors.
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Pig.7. The dependence
of added, masses on "y«/a for tubes placed in
trigonal and tetragonal packages.
1,2- calculation by the EHAM method for trigonal
package; 3,4 - calculation by the EHAM mthod for
tetragonal package; 5 - calculation from the formu-
lae (8) and (31) for trigonal package; 6 - calcula-
tion from the formulae (8) and (30) for tetragonal
package; o,• - experimental data (f*)

Pig.8. The depen-
dence of damping factors 6n yB/& > for tubes
placed, in trigonal and tetragonal packages.
1,2 - calculation by the EHAM method for trigonal
package; 3,4 - calculation by the EHAM method for
tetragonal package: 5 - calculation from the for-
mulae (32) and (31; for trigonal package; 6 - cal-
culation from the formulae (32^ and (30) for
tetragonal package.


